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Abstract
A computational model for bump type air foil thrust bearings, which belong to the class of compliant hydrody-
namic bearings, is developed. The computational model is able to calculate the pressure and temperature
distribution in the bearing as well as the structural deformations of the bearing parts. Hydrodynamic, elastic,
and thermal aspects of air foil thrust bearings are analysed in detail and design guidelines are derived. Sys-
tematic optimisation studies are performed for the shape of the lubricating gap with respect to a maximal
load capacity. A Reissner-Mindlin type shell theory is applied for the top and the bump foil and different
mechanisms that influence the stiffness of the compliant structure are discussed. The performance of air
foil thrust bearings is compared to rigid thrust bearings for aligned, distorted and misaligned operating con-
ditions. Based on a comprehensive thermal model, the main heat fluxes in the bearing are identified. Load
capacity limiting effects as the compressibility of air, the compliance of the bearing surface, and thermally
induced deformations of the rotor disk are analysed separately. Measurements of the temperature distribu-
tion in an air foil thrust bearing, based on an infrared radiation technique, are presented and compared to
the predictions of the computational model.
Zusammenfassung
Es wird ein Berechnungsprogramm für axiale Folienlager, welche zur Klasse der hydrodynamischen
Gleitlager mit elastischer Lagerfläche gehören, entwickelt. Das Programm ist in der Lage, die Druck-
und Temperaturverteilung im Lager sowie die Deformationen der Lagerbauteile zu berechnen. Hydro-
dynamische, elastische und thermale Aspekte von axialen Folienlagern werden im Detail analysiert und
auf dieser Grundlage Gestaltungsempfehlungen abgeleitet. Es werden systematische Optimierungsstu-
dien für die Form der hydrodynamischen Schmierfilmfunktion mit Hinblick auf eine maximale Tragfähigkeit
durchgeführt. Die elastischen Elemente des Lagers, das sogenannte Top- und Bumpfoil, werden über eine
Schalentheorie vom Reissner-Mindlin Typ abgebildet. Verschiedene Mechanismen, welche die Steifigkeit
der elastischen Lagerfläche beeinflussen, werden vorgestellt und diskutiert. Zentrale Lagerkenngrößen
von axialen Folienlagern werden für die drei Fälle einer ideal parallelen Lagergeometrie, einer verformten
Rotorscheibe und eines verkippten Lagers im Vergleich zu denjenigen von starren Axiallagern untersucht.
Die Identifizierung der wesentlichen Wärmeströme in axialen Folienlagern erfolgt auf Grundlage eines
umfangreichen thermischen Modells. Die Tragfähigkeit begrenzende Faktoren wie die Kompressibilität von
Luft, die Nachgiebigkeit der Lagerfläche und thermisch induzierte Deformationen der Rotorscheibe wer-
den getrennt analysiert. Messungen der Temperaturverteilung auf Grundlage eines optischen Verfahrens
werden präsentiert und mit den Vorhersagen des Berechnungsprogramms verglichen.
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1 Introduction
1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The first application of air foil bearings (AFBs) on an industrial scale was in air cycle machines for aircrafts
in the early 1970s. The high reliability of AFBs led to a systematic replacement of rolling ball bearings
by AFBs in the following 20 years in civil and military aviation [Agr97]. But a further spreading of AFBs
began only in the early 1990s. To that time, several start-ups were founded by leading experts for AFBs.
The particular aim of some of those like R&D Dynamics Coorporation and Mohawk Innovative Technology
has been the transfer of AFB technology to different types of high speed turbomachinery. As well in the
1990s, NASA intensified its oil-free turbomachinery program pursuing the same goal. Since then, AFBs
have been continuously improved and successfully applied in various high speed rotating machines like
cryogenic turboexpanders [XWH+97], gas turbines [KLC14, VWP+06], turbochargers [LKCS11, LKKS13,
SLKL12, SLK14] and turbojet engines [HWT05].
To understand the persistent expansion of AFBs, it is necessary to study their structure and functional
principle. Figure 1 shows a typical turbomachine (here a turbocharger) consisting of a rotor, a turbine wheel
and a compressor wheel. Two journal bearings are used to support gravitational and unbalance excited
forces whereas axial forces, originating from the turbine wheel and the compressor wheel, are supported
by a thrust bearing in each direction. For both, journal and thrust bearings, principally different types as
rolling-element bearings, magnetic bearings or fluid film bearings can be used. Within the class of fluid film
type bearings a further distinction is made between hydrostatic and hydrodynamic bearings depending on
the principle of function. Finally, hydrodynamic bearings are mainly categorised, with respect to the used
fluid, in hydrodynamic oil and hydrodynamic air bearings.
Air foil bearings represent a special type of hydrodynamic air bearings. Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional
view of an air foil journal bearing (AFJB) and an isometric view of an air foil thrust bearing (AFTB). For the
journal case, the rotating rotor is separated from the bearing sleeve by a thin air film, the top foil and the
bump foil. Top and bump foil are thin metal sheets with a thickness that is of the order of 100µm. They give
the bearing a well defined compliance and are the key feature of AFBs in comparison to rigid hydrodynamic
air bearings which only consist of a rotor and a bearing sleeve. The structure of air foil thrust bearings is
analogous to that of air foil journal bearings. The bump foil is fixed on the base plate and represents the
elastic foundation for the top foil which is separated from the rotating rotor disk by a thin air film.
Whereas the top foil is present in all types of AFBs, its elastic foundation can be realised in different ways.
Among others, compression spring [SK07], metal mesh [LKKK12] or multiwound [Fen09] constructions
have been presented in the literature. Nevertheless, the bump type version shown in figure 1.1 is the most
widespread variant and therefore subject to the analysis in this thesis.
Figure 1.2 illustrates the functional principle of a bump type AFB. Due to the boundary layer that sticks to
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Figure 1.2: Function principle of AFBs.
the moving surface, air is dragged into the gap between the moving surface and the top foil. The nominal
height distribution hnom of the gap is designed to converge from the leading edge to the trailing edge.
This is often realised by an increasing height of the bumps. The convergent gap leads to a hydrodynamic
pressure build-up within the air flow that separates the top foil from the moving surface. Hence, loads that
are acting on the moving surface can be balanced by the bearing in a contactless way resulting in low
friction. In contrast to rigid hydrodynamic air bearings, the real gap height h during operation is not equal
to the nominal gap height hnom for AFBs. Top and bump foil deflect under the impact of the hydrodynamic
pressure (shown in red in figure 1.2) which significantly changes the gap height. This, in turn, has an effect
on the pressure build-up in the gap.
1.2 Advantages and disadvantages of AFBs
Depending on the application, AFBs can have different advantages in comparison to other bearing types.
First of all, their compliant structure enables operation in conditions where rigid hydrodynamic bearings
(air and oil) might fail. This is because AFBs can be expected to be more tolerant towards centrifugal
and thermal growth of the rotor (journal bearing) and towards misalignment (journal and thrust bearing).
Especially, since rotational speeds of turbomachines have been continuously increasing in the last decades,
these advantages have become more pronounced. Another beneficial effect of the compliant structure is
the additional amount of damping it produces. In rigid air or oil bearings, damping is only generated by
squeeze film effects within the fluid. For AFBs, additional damping is generated by dry friction that occurs
between the bump foil and the stationary part and between the bump foil and the top foil. The additional
damping is beneficial for rotordynamic stability and enables higher rotational speeds.
Compared to hydrodynamic oil bearings, which base on the same physical principle for pressure gener-
ation, the main advantages of AFBs originate from the properties of the operating fluid. Air can be directly
taken from the environment. Thus, no supply system is needed as in the case of oil bearings which simpli-
fies system complexity and reduces the weight of the whole system. Furthermore, air is a clean lubricant.
This was one of the reasons for the successful application of AFBs in air cycle machines where a contam-
ination of the passenger cabine with oil is forbidden. Another upcoming application with high standards
concerning oil contamination are fuel cell blowers for hydrogen driven cars [LKA+05]. In contrast to oil,
14
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air is much more appropriate for the operation under extreme temperatures. As an example, AFBs have
been successfully applied for cryogenic turboexpanders [XWH+97] where the dynamic viscosity of oil can
be too high due to the very low temperatures. On the other hand, AFBs have proven to work under high
temperatures [DLV+00] where many oil lubricants break down. One example is the successful application
in the very hot environment (up to 650◦C) behind the turbine of a turbojet [HWT05].
Compared to rolling-element bearings, the main advantages of AFBs are a lower noise emission, no need
for a scheduled maintenance [Agr97] and an increasing load capacity with speed. Finally, with respect to
their simple structure (compare figure 1.1), it is obvious that the manufacturing costs of AFBs are very low,
especially in comparison to magnetic bearings.
This long list of advantages is faced by only a few, but severe disadvantages.
Low load capacity: The dynamic viscosity of air is two to three orders of magnitude smaller than the
dynamic viscosity of typical oils. Since load capacity is roughly proportional to the dynamic viscosity (ne-
glecting compressibility effects), the load capacity of AFBs is as well two to three orders of magnitude
smaller compared to equal-sized oil bearings. Thus, replacing oil bearings by AFBs in a turbomachine
leads to considerably higher diameters of the rotor (journal bearing) and the rotor disk (thrust bearing). If
inertia of the rotor is a crucial point, as it is for example the case with automotive turbochargers, AFBs are
possibly not the appropriate bearing technology.
Start-stop friction: Since the load capacity of AFBs decreases with decreasing rotor speed, the separat-
ing air film between the rotor and the top foil breaks down below a critical minimal speed. A continuous
operation below the critical speed is therefore not recommended for AFBs. But even for an operation at
sufficiently high speeds, solid lubrication occurs during start-stop conditions. Therefore, the top foil or/and
the rotor are coated with low friction solid lubricants as Teflon in order to enhance the possible number of
start-stop cycles and to reduce the friction during overload conditions [Bru04, DLV+00, DZR04]. By this
approach, more than 100,000 start-stop cycles could be demonstrated [DLV+00]. For even higher require-
ments, hybrid air foil bearings are developed which significantly reduce wear during start-stop operation
due to a hydrostatic load carrying component [KL10, KZ12].
Thermal management: Because of its low density, air has a very low heat capacity compared to oil or
other liquid lubricants. The generated heat due to viscous dissipation can not be effectively removed by the
lubricating air film. It is because of this, that AFBs are often provided with an extra cooling flow [SKK13,
Ryu11], which enhances system complexity.
1.3 Challenges in the analysis of AFBs
The performance of AFBs is completely determined by two factors: The concrete shape of the gap height
and the properties of the operating fluid. But, as shown in figure 1.2, the real gap height is not identical to
the nominal gap height in case of AFBs. The deformation of top and bump foil as well as thermal distortions
of the rotor (journal bearing) or the rotor disk (thrust bearing) have a direct impact on the gap height. In
15
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addition, the operating fluid properties such as the dynamic viscosity and the density are a function of the
pressure and the temperature of the fluid. The temperature distribution, in turn, depends on the dissipated
energy in the air flow and the heat transfer between the bearing parts. It becomes evident from this, that
the analysis of AFBs includes several physical disciplines, namely
• fluid dynamics (hydrodynamics of the air film),
• solid mechanics (deformation of the foils),
• thermodynamics (heat transfer between air film and bearing parts),
and their interaction. This represents a considerable challenge for both, modeling and measuring ap-
proaches.
The main problem for the analysis of AFBs by measurements originates from the thin air film height of
approximately 5− 50µm. In addition, the air film is purely accessible since it is surrounded by the top foil on
the one side and the rotor or the rotor disk on the other side. In general, only integral values (load capacity
and power loss) or discrete values (temperature at discrete points behind the top foil) are measured. On the
one hand, these values are the most interesting for the overall characterisation of bearing performance. On
the other hand, the performed measurements are not able to explain certain phenomena. The question why
a bearing failed at a certain operational point can not be answered by the established measurements. It can
be deduced from a sudden increase in power loss that solid lubrication must have occured and therefore
that the maximum load capacity has been exceeded. Eventually, some information about the position of
solid lubrication is given by the wear scars after testing. But this does not explain the reason for the bearing
failure. Instead, measurements of
• the deformation of the foils and the thermal distortion of the rotor/the rotor disk,
• the field information about the real height function h(x, y),
• and the temperature field of the foils and the rotor/the rotor disk
would be necessary for a clear identification of the reasons for the bearing failure. Unfortunately, these mea-
surements are very difficult to perform and therefore have not been done in the literature to the knowledge
of the author.
1.4 Goals and structure of this thesis
In this thesis, a detailed multiphysical model of an air foil thrust bearing is developed. Certainly, the predic-
tion of bearing performance is the main goal of a modeling approach as it is presented herein. But besides,
this work is additionally intended to focus on the following aspects:
• Identification of the dominating physical effects in AFTBs.
16
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• Comparison of modeling approaches of different complexity.
• Recommendations for designers of AFTBs.
• Where possible, comparisons are drawn to the widely used hydrodynamic oil bearings.
For this purpose, this work is divided into several constitutive parts.
Chapter 2 starts with an analysis of the lubricating gap function for the basic case of a rigid air thrust
bearing operating under isothermal conditions. Certain phenomena, as compressibility and side leakage
effects, are studied neglecting the superimposing effects of foil deformations at this point. Optimisations for
several classic gap functions are performed and compared to more refined designs.
Chapter 3 includes foil deformations and their influence on the pressure distribution in AFTBs. A detailed
shell model is presented for the modeling of arbitrary bump and top foil geometries and a comparison is
drawn to reduced modeling approaches from the literature. The influence of the bump and the top foil
stiffness on the performance of AFTBs is studied for aligned, distorted and misaligned conditions.
Chapter 4 presents a thermal model for AFTBs. The energy equation is solved for the air film and relevant
reduction approaches are discussed to enhance computational efficiency. Detailed models for the heat flow
through the foils and the backside of the rotor disk are developed and the main heat flow paths are identified.
Thermal deformations of the rotor disk are shown to be a load capacity limiting factor.
Chapter 5 contains a comparison between predicted temperatures of the developed model and measured
temperatures for a tested AFTB. Due to the use of an infrared camera, a more detailed information of top
foil temperatures is achieved than has been presented in the literature up to date.
It should be mentioned that in spite of the similar structure of air foil journal and air foil thrust bearings,
compare figure 1.1, different aspects have different weights for each bearing type. For example, rotordy-
namic stability is a very important issue in turbomachinery, but it is mostly determined by AFJBs and less by
AFTBs. Another aspect is the preload of AFJBs which requires a nonlinear description of the foil structure.
By contrast, a preload does not exist for AFTBs resulting in small foil deformations which can be accurately
described by a linear deformation model. Considering that AFTBs operate at higher surface velocities than
AFJBs due to the bigger diameter of the rotor disk compared to the diameter of the rotor, thermal manage-
ment is more difficult for AFTBs than for AFJBs. Because of these and other differences, this thesis focuses
only on AFTBs.
1.5 Fundamental equations of fluid film lubrication
As has been mentioned, the modeling of AFTBs requires a multiphysical approach. Therefore, the equa-
tions, which describe the different physical aspects, will be introduced in the chapters where they are used.
As an exception, the fundamental equations of classical lubrication theory are discussed at this stage as
they are needed in all chapters.
17
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Figure 1.3: Lubricating gap between two surfaces.
1.5.1 The generalized Reynolds equation
Figure 1.3 illustrates the general situation in a lubrication problem. A fluid with density ρ, dynamic viscosity
η and velocity u = (u, v, w) is confined by two surfaces. The motion of the fluid is governed by the general
laws for conservation of mass
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂(ρu)
∂x
+
∂(ρv)
∂y
+
∂(ρw)
∂z
= 0 (1.1)
and conservation of momentum. Inserting the stress tensor for a Newtonian fluid, which applies for all
gases and most lubricating oils, in the momentum equations results in the Navier-Stokes equations
ρ
Du
Dt
= fx − ∂p
∂x
+
∂
∂x
[
η
(
2
∂u
∂x
− 2
3
divu
)]
+
∂
∂y
[
η
(
∂u
∂y
+
∂v
∂x
)]
+
∂
∂z
[
η
(
∂w
∂x
+
∂u
∂z
)]
, (1.2)
ρ
Dv
Dt
= fy − ∂p
∂y
+
∂
∂y
[
η
(
2
∂v
∂y
− 2
3
divu
)]
+
∂
∂z
[
η
(
∂v
∂z
+
∂w
∂y
)]
+
∂
∂x
[
η
(
∂u
∂y
+
∂v
∂x
)]
, (1.3)
ρ
Dw
Dt
= fz − ∂p
∂z
+
∂
∂z
[
η
(
2
∂w
∂z
− 2
3
divu
)]
+
∂
∂x
[
η
(
∂w
∂x
+
∂u
∂z
)]
+
∂
∂y
[
η
(
∂v
∂z
+
∂w
∂y
)]
. (1.4)
These equations represent a balance of (from left to right) inertial forces, body forces, pressure forces and
viscous forces. In lubrication problems, the ratio between the gap height (z-direction) and a characteristic
bearing length in the x, y-plane is typically of the order of 10−3. Under these circumstances an order of
magnitude analysis in classical lubrication theory [HSJ04, Dow62] reduces the equations (1.2)-(1.3) to
∂p
∂x
=
∂
∂z
(
η
∂u
∂z
)
, (1.5)
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∂p
∂y
=
∂
∂z
(
η
∂v
∂z
)
, (1.6)
whereas the reduced version of equation (1.4) simply states that the pressure is nearly constant along
the gap height, hence p = p(x, y). The reduced equations (1.5)-(1.6) represent a balance between the
pressure forces on the left and the dominating viscous forces on the right. In particular, inertia forces
have been completely neglected. As speeds are continuously increasing in AFB applications, the influence
of inertia forces can become relevant under certain circumstances. Nevertheless, in this thesis, classical
lubrication theory without inertia forces is applied. A justification for this assumption and a discussion of
different inertia effects is postponed to section 1.5.4.
Basically, the continuity equation (1.1) and the reduced Navier-Stokes equations (1.5) and (1.6) can be
used to calculate the pressure distribution in the lubricating film. Besides, further manipulations can be
applied in order to get a generalized Reynolds equation for fluid film lubrication [Dow62]. Assuming no slip
conditions at the surfaces 1 and 2 (slip flow on the boundaries can be accounted for as well, see [Bru04]),
the general boundary conditions for the fluid are
u(z = H1) = U1 , u(z = H2) = U2 ,
v(z = H1) = V1 , v(z = H2) = V2 ,
w(z = H1) = W1 , w(z = H2) = W2 ,
(1.7)
where U1, V1, and W1 are the velocities of surface 1 and U2, V2, and W2 are the velocities of surface
2, respectively. Integrating the reduced momentum equations (1.5) and (1.6) twice with respect to z, the
expressions
u(z) =
∂p
∂x
z∫
H1
z
η
dz +
(
U2 − U1
F0
− ∂p
∂x
F1
F0
) z∫
H1
1
η
dz + U1 , (1.8)
v(z) =
∂p
∂y
z∫
H1
z
η
dz +
(
V2 − V1
F0
− ∂p
∂y
F1
F0
) z∫
H1
1
η
dz + V1 (1.9)
are obtained for the fluid velocities with F0, F1 being defined in equations (1.12). Inserting these velocities
in the integrated form of the continuity equation
H2∫
H1
∂ρ
∂t
dz +
H2∫
H1
∂(ρu)
∂x
dz +
H2∫
H1
∂(ρv)
∂y
dz +
H2∫
H1
∂(ρw)
∂z
dz = 0 (1.10)
results after some lengthy manipulations [Dow62, LS15] in the generalized Reynolds equation
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Figure 1.4: Gap function definition for AFTBs.
∂
∂x
[
(F2 +G1)
∂p
∂x
]
+
∂
∂y
[
(F2 +G1)
∂p
∂y
]
=H2
[
∂
∂x
(ρu)2 +
∂
∂y
(ρv)2
]
−H1
[
∂
∂x
(ρu)1 +
∂
∂y
(ρv)1
]
− ∂
∂x
[
U2 − U1
F0
(F3 +G2) +G3U1
]
− ∂
∂y
[
V2 − V1
F0
(F3 +G2) +G3V1
]
+
H2∫
H1
∂ρ
∂t
dz + (ρw)2 − (ρw)1 .
(1.11)
Herein, the brackets (·)1 and (·)2 indicate function evaluation at surface 1 and surface 2 and the expressions
Fi, Gi are defined by
F0 =
H2∫
H1
1
η
dz , F1 =
H2∫
H1
z
η
dz , F2 =
H2∫
H1
ρz
η
(
z − F1
F0
)
dz , F3 =
H2∫
H1
ρz
η
dz ,
G1 =
H2∫
H1
z
∂ρ
∂z
 z∫
H1
z
η
dz − F1
F0
z∫
H1
1
η
dz
 dz , G2 = H2∫
H1
z
∂ρ
∂z
 z∫
H1
1
η
dz
 dz , G3 = H2∫
H1
z
∂ρ
∂z
dz .
(1.12)
Equations (1.11) and (1.12) enable the calculation of the pressure distribution in the generalized lubrication
problem of figure 1.3 with a spatially varying density and dynamic viscosity.
1.5.2 Generalized Reynolds equation for AFTBs
The specific lubrication problem in an AFTB is illustrated in figure 1.4 (the space between top and bump
foil is only for illustration purpose). Identifying the rotor disk as surface 2 and the top foil as surface 1, three
specifications are made compared to the generalized lubrication problem of figure 1.3:
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• The global coordinate system is placed in the middle of the rotor disk surface that faces the top foil.
It follows from this that H2(x, y) = 0 and therefore the gap height is described by h(x, y) = H1(x, y),
which is always negative according to this definition.
• Since the top foil is at rest, U1 = V1 = W1 = 0 holds. The rotor disk is assumed to rotate with the
angular velocity Ω and to perform no squeezing motion in the z-direction. Therefore, the boundary
conditions for the fluid close to the rotor disk are U = U2 = −Ωy, V = V2 = Ωx and W2 = 0.
• Only stationary flow is considered.
For these conditions the generalized Reynolds equation reduces to
∂
∂x
[
(F2 +G1)
∂p
∂x
]
+
∂
∂y
[
(F2 +G1)
∂p
∂y
]
= − ∂
∂x
[
U
F0
(F3 +G2)
]
− ∂
∂y
[
V
F0
(F3 +G2)
]
(1.13)
with Fi, Gi being
F0 =
0∫
h
1
η
dz , F1 =
0∫
h
z
η
dz , F2 =
0∫
h
ρz
η
(
z − F1
F0
)
dz , F3 =
0∫
h
ρz
η
dz ,
G1 =
0∫
h
z
∂ρ
∂z
 z∫
h
z
η
dz − F1
F0
z∫
h
1
η
dz
 dz , G2 = 0∫
h
z
∂ρ
∂z
 z∫
h
1
η
dz
 dz .
(1.14)
The fluid velocities in the lubricating gap between the rotor disk and the top foil are given by
u(z) =
∂p
∂x
z∫
h
z
η
dz +
(
U
F0
− ∂p
∂x
F1
F0
) z∫
h
1
η
dz , (1.15)
v(z) =
∂p
∂y
z∫
h
z
η
dz +
(
V
F0
− ∂p
∂y
F1
F0
) z∫
h
1
η
dz . (1.16)
The equations (1.13) to (1.16) in combination with the energy equation (4.13) form the basis for the calcu-
lation of the pressure and temperature distribution in an AFTB. Finally, with the reference pressure p0 (e.g.
ambient pressure) the load capacity for one pad of the thrust bearing can be calculated by
W =
∫∫
Apad
(p− p0)dxdy (1.17)
and the torque (evaluated at the rotor disk surface) is given by
M =
∫∫
Apad
[
η
(
x
∂v
∂z
− y ∂u
∂z
)] ∣∣∣∣
z=0
dxdy . (1.18)
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1.5.3 Reynolds equation for isothermal conditions
In general, density and dynamic viscosity are a function of the pressure and the temperature. The magni-
tude of order analysis of the Navier-Stokes equations showed the pressure distribution to be nearly constant
in the z-direction, p = p(x, y). If it is assumed that the temperature field T = T (x, y, z) can be approximated
by a two-dimensional temperature field T ≈ Tm(x, y), the density and the dynamic viscosity become as well
only a function of the x-, and the y-coordinate
η = η
(
p(x, y), Tm(x, y)
)
= η(x, y), ρ = ρ
(
p(x, y), Tm(x, y)
)
= ρ(x, y) . (1.19)
Since for this case the integral expressions (1.14) can be solved analytically, the generalized Reynolds
equation (1.13) considerably simplifies to the reduced form
∂
∂x
[
ρ(p, Tm)h
3
12η(Tm)
∂p
∂x
]
+
∂
∂y
[
ρ(p, Tm)h
3
12η(Tm)
∂p
∂y
]
=
∂
∂x
[
ρ(p, Tm)Uh
2
]
+
∂
∂y
[
ρ(p, Tm)V h
2
]
. (1.20)
Herein, the pressure dependence of the dynamic viscosity has been already neglected which is valid for air
pressures below 10 bar without loss of accuracy. For this pressure range and temperatures above room
temperature, which is the case in most applications of AFBs, the ideal gas law
p = ρRspecT (1.21)
is sufficiently precise as an equation of state for air (Rspec = 287 JkgK is the specific gas constant of air). In
case of isothermal conditions, the dynamic viscosity and density of air are therefore given by
η = const., ρ =
ρ0
p0
p , (1.22)
where ρ0 is the reference density at the reference pressure p0. Inserting these expressions in equation
(1.20) results in the compressible isothermal Reynolds equation
∂
∂x
[
ph3
12η
∂p
∂x
]
+
∂
∂y
[
ph3
12η
∂p
∂y
]
=
∂
∂x
[
pUh
2
]
+
∂
∂y
[
pV h
2
]
. (1.23)
In essence, the three presented versions of the Reynolds equation (1.13)-(1.14), (1.20) and (1.23) only
differ in the spatial dependence of the density and the dynamic viscosity on temperature. Equation (1.23)
is isothermal, whereas the version (1.20) accounts for temperature variations in the x, y-plane and the
generalized Reynolds equation (1.13)-(1.14) considers the temperature dependence of the density and
the dynamic viscosity in all three coordinate directions x, y, z. For a clear analysis of hydrodynamic and
structural effects, the isothermal Reynolds equation is very helpful since it eliminates superimposed thermal
effects and is therefore used in chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis. The generalized Reynolds equation is the
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most accurate formulation but computationally very expensive. It serves in chapter 4 as a reference for the
reduced Reynolds equation (1.20) which will be shown to be sufficiently accurate for AFBs.
1.5.4 Influence of inertia forces
As has been discussed, AFBs are predestinated to be used in rotordynamic applications with very high
speeds. Since inertia forces scale with the square of speed, it is evident that they can significantly affect
the performance of AFBs. Applying a magnitude of order analysis to the Navier-Stokes equations [HSJ04]
in cylindrical coordinates leads to the modified Reynolds number
Re∗ =
ρΩ
η
h2ref . (1.24)
It describes the approximate ratio between the magnitude of inertia forces and the magnitude of the dom-
inating viscous forces in hydrodynamic thrust bearings. Hence, for flow conditions for which the modified
Reynolds number Re∗ approaches unity, inertial forces can not be neglected and predictions of the classical
lubrication theory will not be accurate. In this thesis, AFTBs with angular speeds of up to Ω = 15, 000 rads
and typical minimum film thicknesses of hmin = 2 − 35µm are analysed. Taking hmin as reference gap
height, as it is done in [Buc87, MTM85, ALA87], the modified Reynolds number becomes
Re∗(Ω = 15, 000
rad
s
, hmin = 10µm) = 0.06 (moderate loads) ,
Re∗(Ω = 15, 000
rad
s
, hmin = 35µm) = 0.8 (light loads) .
(1.25)
It can be concluded from this estimation that classical lubrication theory is accurate and can be applied
for moderate to high load conditions. Especially, since it is only for these conditions where structural and
thermal effects become prevalent. Nonetheless, it is of interest how inertia forces can influence the bearing
performance. Several effects have been identified in the literature.
Inertia effects in the lubricating gap (except for centrifugal forces): For one-dimensional plane sliders,
Snyder [Sny63] investigated the influence of inertia terms in the Navier-Stokes equations by an analytical
series solution. He showed inertia terms to generally increase load capacity.
Centrifugal forces: In case of thrust bearings, centrifugal forces are always apparent. Mori et al. [MTM85]
performed a detailed analysis for isothermal conditions taking into account all inertia forces. According to
this work centrifugal forces always diminish load capacity. But this effect is partly or fully canceled out by
other inertia forces depending on the exact geometry of the thrust bearing.
Ram-pressure effect: Figure 1.5 illustrates the flow situation at the leading edge of a hydrodynamic bear-
ing. The fluid mass, that is dragged by the moving bearing part within its boundary layer, can be consider-
ably higher than the fluid mass that actually enters the bearing gap at the leading edge. Because of this, a
ram pressure develops, which levitates the pressure boundary condition at the leading edge, resulting in a
higher pressure level within the whole bearing [Buc87, HE88].
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Figure 1.5: Ram pressure effect in hydrodynamic bearings.
Turbulent conditions: For modified Reynolds numbers above unity the flow in the bearing can become
turbulent [ALA87]. Constantinescu [Con64] comes to the result that turbulence does not alter the pressure
distribution qualitatively and generally leads to higher pressures. Furthermore, he points out that turbulence
effects are smaller in gas bearings than in oil bearings, especially for higher compressibility numbers (see
equation (2.12) for the definition of the compressibility number).
Summarizing, the neglect of inertia forces leads in most cases to conservative predictions. It is only
because of centrifugal effects that the real load capacity may be lower than predicted by classical lubrication
theory. For the AFTBs analysed in this thesis, the influence of centrifugal forces was checked by a modified
Reynolds equation according to Hori [Hor06]. For moderate to high bearing loads, the reduction of load
capacity due to centrifugal effects was found to be always below 5%.
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2 Hydrodynamics of AFTBs
The physical principle for the pressure generation in self-acting AFTBs is the same as for rigid hydrodynamic
oil or air bearings. It follows from classical lubrication theory [HSJ04] that hydrodynamic bearing types need
a physical wedge, that is a convergent gap profile from the leading edge to the trailing edge, in order to
create significant pressures for the separation of bearing components. Besides fluid properties, it is mainly
the concrete shape of the gap profile that influences the bearing performance. Compared to rigid bearings,
the design of the gap profile in case of AFTBs is more complicated because of two factors. First of all,
the real gap function h(x, y) is different from the nominal gap function hnom(x, y) due to the deformation
of both, top foil and bump foil. A well designed nominal gap function may convert to a disadvantageous
real gap function under the influence of the hydrodynamic pressure resulting in a bad bearing performance.
Secondly, the realisation of the convergent gap profile is completely different for AFTBs. In case of rigid
bearings, the gap profile can be milled in the base plate of the bearing. By contrast, for AFTBs the gap
profile has to be incorporated in the design of top and bump foil. Hereby, manufacturing accuracy for these
flexible elements needs to be high since the thickness of the air film is only of the order of 10µm.
It is because of these complicating aspects that up to day no special design has been established as a
standard for AFTBs. Between others, the following designs have been proposed in the literature:
• Dykas [DBD+08] used a bump foil with all bumps having the same height. The top foil is placed on
the bump foil which results in a constant nominal air film height in the so-called land region of the gap.
Close to the leading edge the top foil is bended and fixed to the base plate. By this approach, a taper
is created with a maximal air film thickness at the top foil fixing and a minimal film thickness at the first
bump of the bump foil.
• Taper and taper land geometries can be realised as well by bumps with increasing heights from the
leading to the trailing edge. In this case, the convergent geometry is completely incorporated in the
bump foil design and the top foil is simply placed on the bump foil [LKKK11].
• Lee and Kim [LK11] presented a step design where the step is embossed in the top foil and the bumps
are radially arranged.
A closer examination of each of these designs reveals that they lead to different gap functions. Therefore,
in order to evaluate the possible performance of different designs, it is an absolute necessity to understand
how the gap function influences the performance of hydrodynamic thrust bearings. In this thesis, the anal-
ysis of this issue is divided into two parts. In chapter 3, effects of bump and top foil deformation on the
performance of AFTBs will be considered. But before, optimal gap functions of a rigid thrust bearing are
analysed in this chapter. The rigid design is of special interest in case of thrust bearings, since it leads to
the optimal bearing performance for an aligned configuration of the rotor disk and the stationary bearing
surface. This is because if an elasto-hydrodynamic set up resulted in a more favorable gap function, this
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concrete gap function could be as well milled in the rigid base plate leading to the same bearing perfor-
mance for the rigid case. It is pointed out that this is not the case for air foil journal bearings. Here, Peng
[PK04] demonstrated that at least theoretically air foil journal bearings can achieve higher load capacities
than rigid air journal bearings.
The following aspects of rigid thrust bearing behaviour are investigated in this chapter:
Section 2.1 analyses the performance of low-parameter gap functions - as for example taper or taper land
geometries - with respect to the pressure distribution, the load capacity and the friction coefficient. Optimal
design values are tabulated for different operational conditions.
Section 2.2 presents an optimisation of high-parameter geometries. Optimal performance of cylindrically
sector-shaped pad type thrust bearings is explored and compared to low-parameter geometries.
Section 2.3 performs a topological optimisation of a thrust pad with respect to a minimal friction coeffi-
cient.
Section 2.4 compares optimal sector-shaped geometries to grooved geometries as the spiral groove
bearing.
All calculations in this chapter base on the assumption of isothermal fluid behaviour. It will be shown
in chapter 4, that this assumption leads to satisfying results for air bearings as long as thermally induced
deformations of the rotor disk can be neglected. This is mainly because of the relatively weak nonlinear
viscosity-temperature relation of air compared to the highly nonlinear viscosity-temperature relation of oils.
An averaged approach for the dynamic viscosity leads therefore to more accurate results for air bearings in
comparison to oil bearings.
2.1 Optimisation of low-parameter gap functions for cylindrically sector-shaped
pads
Besides groove type thrust bearings, which are discussed in section 2.4, sector-shaped pad type geome-
tries are mostly used for thrust bearings. In this design, the complete bearing surface is divided into a
number of subareas, the so-called pads. Assuming all pads having identical designs, the pressure distribu-
tion in the whole thrust bearing (for aligned conditions) constitutes of the identical pressure distribution in
each of the pads. Thus, except for misaligned conditions, which are analysed in chapter 3, the calculation
can be reduced to one pad.
Concerning the design of the pad, a further distinction can be drawn between the topology on the one side
and the gap function on the other side. The topology describes the shape of the pad in x-, and y-direction.
By contrast, the gap function represents the height of the lubricating air film in z-direction. Both, topology
and gap function, influence the bearing performance. Since in the vast majority of thrust bearing designs
cylindrically sector-shaped topologies are used, compare figures 1.1 and 1.4, this analysis mainly focuses
on the optimisation of the gap function for cylindrically sector-shaped pads. More complex topologies are
considered in section 2.3.
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Figure 2.1: Geometry of a pad with a low-parameter gap function.
2.1.1 Geometry, Reynolds equation and optimisation problem for LPGFs
Geometry of LPGFs
Figure 2.1 shows the general geometry of a class of low-parameter gap functions (LPGF) including a taper,
taper land, step and pocket shaped gap function. The inner and outer radii riT and roT as well as the
angular extent ϕhT determine the pad topology. h1 and h2 are the gap heights at the leading and the trailing
edge. ϕ1 denotes the angular extent of the land region that is characterised by a constant gap height of h2.
The part of the pad that is marked by the angle ϕ2 can have different gap height distributions depending on
the concrete LPGF. For instance, in case of a pocket geometry the whole pad has the constant gap height
h2 except for the region surrounded by the leading edge and the red lines which is characterised by the
constant gap height h1. Defining the real gap height (no thermal and structural deformations) to be identical
to the nominal gap height
h(x, y) = −hnom(x, y) , (2.1)
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the considered LPGFs of this section are
hnom,t = h2 +
h1 − h2
ϕhT
ϕ, (taper) (2.2)
hnom,tl = h2 +
h1 − h2
ϕ2
(ϕ− ϕ1)(ϕ > ϕ1), (taper land) (2.3)
hnom,s = h2 + (h1 − h2)(ϕ > ϕ1), (step) (2.4)
hnom,p = h2 + (h1 − h2)(ϕ > ϕ1)(r > rip)(r < rop), (pocket) (2.5)
where the linear functions rip(ϕ), rop(ϕ) for the pocket geometry are given by
rip(ϕ) = (riT + ∆r)− ∆r
ϕ2
(ϕ− ϕ1),
rop(ϕ) = (roT −∆r) + ∆r
ϕ2
(ϕ− ϕ1)
(2.6)
and for example (ϕ > ϕ1) is an abbreviated notation for
(ϕ > ϕ1) =

1, ϕ > ϕ1,
0, ϕ ≤ ϕ1.
(2.7)
Introducing the dimensionless geometric parameters
λϕ =
ϕ1
ϕhT
, λr =
riT
roT
, λ∆r =
∆r
roT
, λh =
h1
h2
, (2.8)
it can be shown that the dimensionless nominal LPGF hnom = hnomh2 of a cylindrically sector-shaped pad is
only a function of the six parameters roT , ϕhT , λr, λϕ, λ∆r, and λh. The first three define the topology of
the pad, the latter three determine the concrete low-parameter gap function.
Dimensionless Reynolds equation in cylindrical coordinates
The isothermal Reynolds equation (1.23) has been derived in Cartesian coordinates since this formulation
will be applied for the elasto-hydrodynamic modelling of AFTBs. For the purely hydrodynamic analysis of
rigid thrust bearings, the isothermal Reynolds equation in cylindrical coordinates
∂
∂φ
[
1
r
ph3
12η
∂p
∂φ
]
+
∂
∂r
[
r
ph3
12η
∂p
∂r
]
=
Ω
2
∂
∂φ
[rph] (2.9)
is more convenient. Defining the dimensionless variables
r =
r
roT
, p =
p
p0
, h =
h
h2
, (2.10)
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where p0 is the reference pressure at the boundaries of the pad, yields the nondimensional form of the
Reynolds equation
∂
∂φ
[
1
r
ph
3 ∂p
∂φ
]
+
∂
∂r
[
rph
3 ∂p
∂r
]
= Λ
∂
∂φ
[
rph
]
(2.11)
with the compressibility number Λ being defined as
Λ =
6ηΩ
p0
r2oT
h22
. (2.12)
Equation (2.11) is a nonlinear differential equation in the nondimensional pressure field p(r, φ). The char-
acter of the solution is highly influenced by the compressibility number. For the limit case of Λ→ 0 the fluid
behaves incompressible, in particular the pressure rise p−p0p0 = p−1 in the pad is directly proportional to the
compressibility number. For Λ → ∞ the pressure rise reaches an asymptote and becomes independent
of the compressibility number [HSJ04]. In general, it follows from equation (2.11) that the dimensionless
pressure field is only a function of
p = p(ϕhT , λr,Λ, h) (2.13)
for cylindrically sector-shaped pads. The dimensionless load capacity
W =
W
p0Apad
(2.14)
(Apad is the surface area of the pad) and the friction coefficient
f =
M
h2W
(2.15)
can be shown to be as well of the form
W = W (ϕhT , λr,Λ, h) =
2
ϕhT (1− λ2r)
∫∫
Apad
(p− 1)rdφdr , (2.16)
f = f(ϕhT , λr,Λ, h) =
1
ϕhT (1− λ2r)W
∫∫
Apad
(
−rh ∂p
∂φ
− Λ
3
r3
h
)
dφdr . (2.17)
Finally, it is concluded that the pressure distribution, load capacity and friction coefficient of cylindrically
pad type rigid thrust bearings with LPGFs only depend on the six parameters ϕhT , λr , Λ (topology and
operational conditions) and λϕ, λ∆r, λh (gap function parameters).
Formulation of the optimisation problem
Instead of analysing thrust bearing performance on the basis of several examples, we look directly at
optimised configurations. The optimisation problem is formulated as follows: For given topological and
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operational parameters ϕhT , λr and Λ, find
min
λh,λϕ,λ∆r
Q(λh, λϕ, λ∆r) (2.18)
with the explicit constraints
1 ≤ λh ≤ 10 , (2.19)
0 ≤ λϕ ≤ 1 , (2.20)
0 ≤ λ∆r ≤ 1
2
(1− λr) (2.21)
for the control variables. Objective functions of interest are either the dimensionless load capacity Q = −W
or the friction coefficient Q = f . Depending on the concrete LPGF the number of control variables varies
from 1 (taper geometry) to 3 (pocket geometry).
Solution procedure
A finite element method is used in order to solve the nondimensional Reynolds equation (2.11) for the
nondimensional pressure distribution in one pad of the rigid thrust bearing. For the reference topology,
defined by the parameters ϕhT = 40◦ and λr = 0.5, a mesh consisting of 150x150 quadrileteral Lagrange
elements of quadratic order is applied. This rather fine discretisation is necessary since for high compress-
ibility numbers steep gradients are apparent in the pressure distribution. For other values of ϕhT and λr the
number of elements is adjusted appropriately. On all four boundaries of the pad a Dirichlet boundary condi-
tion p = 1 is applied. A damped Newton-Raphson method with the initial value p(r, φ) = 1 is used to solve
the nonlinear system of equations. Once the pressure distribution is obtained, the friction coefficient and
the dimensionless load capacity are calculated. A commercial gradient-based optimisation solver is used
to find the sets of gap function parameters λh, λϕ and λ∆r that maximize the load capacity or minimize the
friction coefficient as a function of the compressibility number Λ and the topological parameters ϕhT and
λr.
2.1.2 Optimisation results for LPGFs
Pressure distributions and gap functions
Figure 2.2 shows with respect to load capacity optimised gap functions and the corresponding pressure
distributions for the four considered LPGFs. The left column illustrates the results for a small compressibility
number of Λ = 1. This case represents the limit case Λ→ 0 where air behaves incompressible. Therefore,
these results are valid as well for hydrodynamic oil bearings where the lubricating fluid is incompressible.
The right column depicts results for a large compressibility number of Λ = 500 which arises in practical
applications with high rotor speeds and narrow lubricating gaps (high loads).
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Figure 2.2: Gap function and pressure distribution for optimised LPGFs (with respect to load capacity).
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Starting with the results for the nearly incompressible case (Λ = 1), two factors can be identified that
improve the pressure development in the pad:
• Sealing in circumferential direction: The pressure level for the taper geometry is significantly lower
than for the step, taper land and pocket geometry. The reason for this is that the taper gap function is
the only one that has no land region at the trailing edge. The land region is the part of the pad with a
constant minimal film distribution h = −1. It represents an effective flow resistance in circumferential
direction resulting in a higher pressure level.
• Sealing in radial direction: It can be observed that the pocket geometry shows a considerably higher
pressure level than the step and the taper land geometry. The only extension of the pocket gap
function compared to the step gap function are the regions of constant minimal fluid film height h = −1
near to the inner and outer radius of the pad. These small areas represent a flow resistance in radial
direction, effectively reduce side leakage of the fluid and thus lead to a higher pressure level in the
whole pad.
The influence of compressibility can be directly studied by comparing the results of the right column (Λ =
500) to the results of the left column (Λ = 1) of figure 2.2. Concerning the pressure distribution, it is striking
that there is no pronounced pressure peak for high compressibility numbers (except for the taper geometry).
Instead, a broad pressure plateau extends over the land region in circumferential direction. Furthermore,
compared to the optimal parameters for the incompressible case, optimal values for the control variables
have significantly changed. The ratio λh between inlet and outlet film thicknesses rises for all four LPGFs
and the extension of the land region nearly doubles for the step, taper land and pocket geometry.
For the herein considered rigid case of a hydrodynamic thrust bearing, the most important findings are
that the pressure level and the optimal values for the control variables of the gap function change with the
compressibility number. In case of AFTBs the qualitative change in the pressure distribution is of additional
importance since the design of the elastic structure (bump and top foil) should be adapted to the concrete
pressure distribution.
Load capacity and friction coefficient
Figure 2.3 shows the dimensionless load capacity W and the friction coefficient f as a function of the com-
pressibility number for all four LPGFs. The left column of figure 2.3 illustrates the results for an optimisation
with respect to a maximal load capacity whereas in the right column results for an optimisation with re-
spect to a minimal friction coefficient are presented. Focusing first on the load optimised case, it can be
clearly stated that the dimensionless load capacity rises degressively with the compressibility number for
air bearings. This effect can be clearly ascribed to the compressibility of air since incompressible fluids
show a linear relationship between the dimensionless load capacity and the compressibility number (note,
that the load capacity does not depend on the reference pressure p0 for incompressible fluids). Comparing
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Figure 2.3: Dimensionless load capacity W and friction coefficient f for optimised LPGFs. Left column:
Optimisation with respect to a maximal load capacity. Right column: Optimisation with respect to a minimal
friction coefficient.
the low-parameter gap functions (LPGFs), a clear order can be identified for the load optimised case over
the whole range of compressibility numbers: Pocket and taper land gap functions bear the highest load and
have as well the lowest friction coefficient. The taper geometry shows the lowest load capacity whereas
the step geometry has the highest friction coefficient. These relations are found analogously for the opti-
misation with respect to a minimal friction coefficient (right column of figure 2.3). Here, e.g. for Λ = 500
pocket and step geometry have nearly the same dimensionless load capacity of W = 1.15. But the friction
coefficient of the step geometry is 75% (!) higher. This example and the other plots of figure 2.3 make clear
that taper and step geometries perform significantly worse than pocket and taper land gap functions with
respect to both, load capacity and friction coefficient. Therefore, they should be avoided in designs of air foil
thrust bearings. Of course, this statement bases to that time only on the analysis of the reference topology
(ϕhT = 40◦ and λr = 0.5). It will be shown in section 2.2 that it is valid for a wide range of cylindrically
sector-shaped topologies.
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Figure 2.4: Optimal gap parameters for the pocket geometry as a function of the compressibility number Λ
for the load optimised case.
Non-optimal configurations
It should be reminded that the results of figure 2.3 show the dimensionless load capacity and friction co-
efficient for optimised configurations. Given a certain type of LPGF as for example the pocket geometry,
the gap parameters λh, λϕ and λ∆r of this geometry have been optimised for each compressibility number.
Figure 2.4 shows the development of each gap parameter as a function of the compressibility number for
the pocket geometry (load optimised case). It is evident that all three optimised parameters strongly depend
in a nonlinear way on the compressibility number.
To illustrate the performance of non-optimal gap functions, the dimensionless load capacity is plotted as
a function of the compressibility number for the three configurations indicated by Opt1, Opt100 and Opt500
in figure 2.5. Herein, Opti represents a fixed pocket type gap function with gap parameters optimised for
the compressibility number i, e.g. Opt100 = {λh = 2.92, λϕ = 0.41, λ∆r = 0.094}. As to be expected, each
configuration is superior to the others for a range of compressibility numbers close to the compressibility
number it has been optimised for. As well interesting to note is that Opt1 and Opt100 converge against an
asymptote for high compressibility numbers. The great differences in dimensionless load capacity between
the three configurations lead to two conclusions for air thrust bearings:
• It is essential for the bearing designer to know the operational conditions (e.g. speed, thrust load,
temperature) of the rotating system as precisely as possible. Knowing these conditions, the com-
pressibility number Λ can be calculated for the operational point of interest according to equation
(2.12). Based on this estimation, appropriate optimal gap parameters can be chosen which are tabu-
lated in the appendix for the taper land and the pocket geometry.
• If an air thrust bearing is to be designed not only for one operational point but for a whole range of
compressibility numbers, the gap function parameters should be optimised for higher compressibility
numbers of the range in order to avoid the danger of running into the load capacity asymptote.
Finally, it should be stressed that these findings are valid as well for air foil thrust bearings without loss of
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Figure 2.5: Dimensionless load capacity as a function of the compressibility number for three different
gap functions. Opti represents a fixed pocket type gap function with gap parameters optimised for the
compressibility number i (with respect to a maximal load capacity).
generality. Especially, the tabulated data for optimal gap parameters, shown in the appendix of this work,
represents an orientation for the design of AFTBs. The particular choice of bump and top foil thickness
as well as the design of the foils determine the elastic properties of AFTBs, which influence the real gap
function and therefore superimpose to the already presented effects of rigid thrust bearings.
2.2 Optimisation of high-parameter gap functions for cylindrically sector-shaped
pads
The presented results of section 2.1 base on relatively simple low-parameter gap functions (LPGFs) that
are defined by at most three geometrical parameters. The comparison of different LPGFs already revealed
basic design elements - e.g. the sealing in radial and circumferential direction - as key features for a good
bearing design. Nevertheless, it is obvious that a further refinement of the gap function will improve the
bearing performance. The main questions of interest in this section are therefore:
• Assuming to have no manufacturing limitations, what is the optimal gap function for cylindrically sector-
shaped pads?
• How big is the difference in load capacity and friction coefficient between the optimal gap function and
the already analysed LPGFs?
In order to investigate these two questions, the optimal gap function hopt(r, φ) is approximated by a high-
parameter gap function (HPGF) hHPGF (r, φ) that consists of piecewise constant functions h∗ij(r, φ). In
dimensionless form (division by h2) this yields
hopt(r, φ) ≈ hHPGF (r, φ) =
∑
i,j
h
∗
ij(r, φ) , (2.22)
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where the dimensionless piecewise constant functions are defined by
h
∗
ij(r, φ) =

hij , ri ≤ r < ri+1, φj ≤ φ < φj+1 ,
0, elsewhere .
. (2.23)
The optimisation problem is formulated analogously to section 2.1.1: For given topological and operational
parameters ϕhT , λr and Λ, find
min
hij
Q(hij) (2.24)
with the explicit constraints
− 10 ≤ hij ≤ −1 (2.25)
for the control variables. Objective functions of interest are either the dimensionless load capacity Q = −W
or the friction coefficient Q = f . The concrete number of control variables depends on the applied grid.
For the reference topology, defined by the parameters ϕhT = 40◦ and λr = 0.5, a 40x40-grid is used
resulting in 1600 control variables hij . For other values of ϕhT and λr the grid is adjusted appropriately.
The nondimensional Reynolds equation (2.11) is discretised on the same grid by quadriletaral Lagrange
elements of quartic order. A commercial gradient based optimisation solver is used to optimise the control
variables with respect to a maximal load capacity or a minimal friction coefficient. Similar optimisations have
been performed by Rohde et al. [RM76] for slider bearings and Jai et. al. [JBI04] for journal bearings.
2.2.1 Optimisation results for HPGFs
Figure 2.6 illustrates the results for the optimisation of HPGFs with respect to a maximal load capacity. The
shape of the optimised gap function and the corresponding pressure distribution are shown for the com-
pressibility numbers of Λ = 1 (left) and Λ = 500 (right). At first glance, the optimal HPGF is of similar shape
for the two cases. Close to the trailing edge and the inner and outer radius of the pad, the dimensionless
piecewise constant elements of the gap function take the maximal value of hij = −1 which results in a
pocket type geometry. A further common feature of both HPGFs is the radially directed taper that has not
been accounted for by any of the LPGFs. On the other hand, some differences that have already been
observed for LPGFs are found as well for the HPGFs. For example, the land region close to the trailing
edge extends and the inlet film height rises with increasing compressibility number.
The most interesting point of the HPGF analysis can be found in the pocket shaped subarea of the
pad. For the low compressibility number of Λ = 1, the optimal HPGF shows only a very slight taper in
circumferential direction. Therefore, in absence of the radially directed taper, the film height in the pocket
shaped subarea would be of nearly constant height h ≈ −2.5 what equals the corresponding value for the
LPGF of pocket type (compare figure 2.2). By contrast, for the high compressibility number of Λ = 500 the
optimised HPGF shows a steep circumferentially directed taper within the pocket shaped subarea of the
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Figure 2.6: Gap function and pressure distribution of optimised HPGFs (with respect to load capacity) for
two different compressibility numbers Λ.
pad. In addition, the land region next to the inner and outer radius of the pad is considerably smaller than
for the low compressibility number of Λ = 1. These two tendencies result in a gap shape that is very close
to the LPGF of taper land type.
It can be therefore concluded that the optimal gap function of a circumferentially sector-shaped pad is
well approximated by a combination of the LPGFs of taper land and pocket type. In general, the geometry of
the pocket LPGF is predominant for the incompressible limit of Λ→ 0 whereas the taper land part becomes
more dominant for increasing compressibility numbers.
This conclusion is supported by the results of figure 2.7. It shows the dimensionless load capacity W and
the friction coefficient f as a function of the compressibility number Λ for the load optimised case. The plot
for the friction coefficient clearly illustrates that the pocket type LPGF has nearly the same friction coefficient
as the optimised HPGF for the limit case of Λ→ 0. This supports the thesis that the optimal gap function is
close to the pocket type LPGF for incompressible fluids. With increasing compressibility number, the blue
line of the pocket type LPGF diverges from the dashed black line of the HPGF for both, load capacity and
friction coefficient. This tendency can be traced back to the fact that the pocket type LPGF has no taper in
the pocket shaped subarea of the pad in contrast to the HPGF.
Nevertheless, for the high compressibility number of Λ = 500 the difference in load capacity and friction
coefficient between the optimised HPGF and the pocket type LPGF is only about 15%. This proves that
relatively simple LPGFs can perform close to the optimum that can be achieved with cylindrically sector-
shaped pads.
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Figure 2.7: Dimensionless load capacity W and friction coefficient f for the optimised (with respect to load
capacity) HPGF in comparison to the optimised LPGFs.
2.2.2 Optimisation results for different cylindrically sector-shaped topologies
It has been shown in section 2.1.1 that the dimensionless pressure p and load capacity W as well as
the friction coefficient f are only functions of the three topological and operational parameters ϕhT , λr,
Λ and the dimensionless gap height h (for a cylindrically sector-shaped pad). In the already presented
optimisations of sections 2.1.2 and 2.2.1, the topological parameters were fixed to λr = 0.5, ϕhT = 40◦ and
the LPGFs and the HPGF were optimised as a function of the compressibility number. In order to study the
influence of the pad topology, the above described optimisations are repeated for the ranges of topological
parameters λr = 0.3..0.7 and ϕhT = 30◦..60◦, which cover the vast majority of thrust bearing applications.
The results are illustrated in figure 2.8 for the load optimised case. In contrast to previous representations,
the normalised dimensionless load capacity W/(Λ ·W tl,Λ=1) is plotted versus the compressibility number.
Here, W tl,Λ=1 is the dimensionless load capacity of the taper land LPGF for a compressibility number of
Λ = 1.
The chosen representation has two advantages. Firstly, for an incompressible fluid the normalised dimen-
sionless load capacity of a taper land LPGF is independent of the compressibility number W tl,incompr/(Λ ·
W tl,Λ=1) = 1. Thus, a direct comparison between the performance of air bearings and oil bearings can be
drawn for taper land LPGFs that are the most widespread LPGFs in thrust bearing applications. Secondly,
the chosen representation enables a comparison of the different types of gap functions over the whole
range of compressibility numbers. In particular, the incompressible limit case Λ → 0 becomes more clear
than in the former used presentation of the form W (Λ). Finally, it should be mentioned that WHPGF,Λ=1
andWHPGF,Λ=500 give the maximal dimensionsless load capacities of the different topologies for the nearly
incompressible (Λ = 1) and highly compressible (Λ = 500) case.
The main results of figure 2.8 are:
• Taper and step configurations are inferior to taper land and pocket type LPGFs and should be avoided
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Figure 2.8: Normalised dimensionless load capacity W/(Λ ·W tl,Λ=1) as a function of the compressibility
number Λ for the load optimised case. W tl,Λ=1 is the dimensionless load capacity of the taper land LPGF
for the compressibility number of Λ = 1.
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therefore.
• The pocket LPGF is always superior to the taper land LPGF for small compressibility numbers. For
incompressible fluids the difference ranges from 20% (ϕhT = 30◦, λr = 0.3) up to 160% (ϕhT = 60◦,
λr = 0.7). But with increasing compressibility number the advantages of the pocket LPGF reduce
rapidly. The lower the ratio λr between the outer and inner radius of the pad and the smaller the
angular extent ϕhT of the pad, the smaller is the value of the critical compressibility number for which
the taper land LPGF starts showing a higher dimensionless load capacity than the pocket LPGF. This
behaviour can be refered to the fact that the taper land LPGF has no radial sealing element and thus
suffers from side leakage for radially tight (large λr) and circumferentially long (large ϕhT ) pad shapes.
• For all topologies, a range of compressibility numbers exists for which a taper land LPGF reaches
higher dimensionless load capacities with compressible fluids than with incompressible fluids. The
extent of the range rises with increasing ϕhT and λr.
• The pocket type LPGF is close to the HPGF for all topologies. In case of incompressible fluids, the
deviation in dimensionless load capacity is at most 10% whereas for the highly compressible case of
Λ = 500 the maximal deviation is 25%.
• The optimal dimensionless load capacities of cylindrically sector-shaped pads rise with increasing
angular extent ϕhT .
Finally, it is remarked that the results of figure 2.8 can be directly used for the design of both, oil and
air bearings. The optimal set of gap parameters for the pocket and taper land LPGFs are tabulated as a
function of the different topologies and compressibility numbers in the appendix.
2.2.3 Limits of air thrust bearings
In general, the choice of a suitable bearing technology for a certain rotordynamic application is a difficult
task. The reason for this lies in the fact that not only the properties of the turbomachine define the require-
ments on the bearing technology, but the bearings frequently have a fundamental influence on the machine
design in turn. Therefore, knowledge about the limits of a bearing technology are of high value for the
designer of a turbomachine. In case of AFTBs, the limiting factor for a possible application is mostly the
poor load capacity which has its origin in the very low dynamic viscosity of air.
A criterion for a possible application of an AFTB can be estimated from figure 2.9. It shows the dimen-
sionless load capacity W (left) and the friction coefficient f (right) for a cylindrically sector-shaped pad of
taper land and pocket type. Based on the findings of the previous section, the topology of the pad is chosen
to be ϕhT = 90◦ and λr = 0.5 since higher pad angles have been identified to be beneficial for the load
capacity. Additionally, the range of compressibility numbers has been extended up to the very high value of
Λ = 2500.
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It can be seen from figure 2.9 that even for very high compressibility numbers the gap parameters of
the two LPGFs can be optimised in order to avoid the load capacity limit that has been encountered for
non-optimised pad geometries. Thus, at least theoretically, arbitrary load capacities can be achieved by an
increase of the compressibility number (e.g. bigger diameter, higher speeds, etc., see definition (2.12)).
But a closer examination of the corresponding friction coefficient reveals that the operation of air bearings
for very high compressibility numbers is not reasonable. Compared to an oil bearing (incompressible fluid,
dashed lines), the friction coefficient of an air bearing is 3-5 times higher for Λ = 2500.
Assuming the same minimal film height h2 for both bearing technologies, this fact has two consequences:
• In general, air bearings are frequently said to be more efficient than oil bearings because they do not
have losses due to sealing rings and oil supply systems. But with increasing compressibility number
this advantage is cancelled out. For Λ = 2500 the purely hydrodynamic power loss of the air bearing
is 3-5 times higher than for a comparable oil bearing. It is doubtful whether this is acceptable since
efficiency requirements are increasing in modern turbomachinery.
• Air bearings are prone to thermal distortions of the rotor disk that limit the load capacity as will be
shown in chapter 4. The increase of the friction coefficient with the compressibility number is therefore
extremely unfavourable and effectively leads to a friction induced load capacity limit.
Remembering its definition W = Wp0Apad , the dimensionless load capacity gives the specific load in bar
for atmospheric conditions (p0 = 1 bar). Therefore, it can be directly concluded from figure 2.9 that 5 bar is
probably an upper limit and 1 − 2 bar a realistic value for most applications of AFTBs. Especially, since foil
deformations and misalignment (see chapter 3) are further factors that can reduce the load capacity.
The presented estimation is confirmed by published experimental results. Iordanoff [Ior99] described a
method for a rapid design of AFTBs and achieved a specific load capacity of 3 bar. Heshmat [Hes05] even
reported 5.5 bar for a high temperature application (815◦C).
2.3 Topological optimisation
So far, the analysis has been restricted to cylindrically sector-shaped pads. This topology is widely used
since it effectively exploits the bearing surface. For small compressibility numbers, thermal deformations of
the rotor disk are negligible and the highest possible load capacity is achieved if the pressure generating
pads cover nearly 100% of the bearing surface. But for high compressibility numbers, a load capacity limit
due to thermal deformations of the rotor disk will be revealed in chapter 4. Furthermore, Bruckner [Bru13]
identified the fluid mixing in the bearing cavity between two pads as an effective method to cool the thrust
bearing. In his experiments, an AFTB with pads covering only a part of the bearing surface achieved higher
load capacities (for high rotor speeds) than a fully covered thrust bearing. Two conclusions may be drawn
from these findings:
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Figure 2.9: Dimensionless load capacity W (left) and friction coefficient f (right) as a function of the com-
pressibility number Λ for a cylindrically sector-shaped pad with topological parameters ϕhT = 90◦ and
λr = 0.5 (load optimised case).
• For high compressibility numbers, friction optimised bearings can lead to higher load capacities than
load optimised bearings because of reduced thermal deformations.
• If the cavity between two pads can be essential for an effective cooling of the bearing, there is no
need to use cylindrically sector-shaped pads in order to fully exploit the bearing surface.
Therefore, in this section a topological optimisation with respect to a minimal friction coefficient is per-
formed. After that, the power loss of a load optimised cylindrically sector-shaped taper land pad is compared
to the power loss of a friction optimised pad with a more complex topology.
2.3.1 Topological optimisation with respect to a minimal friction coefficient
The approach in this section is not a general topology optimisation comparable to the use of HPGFs in
section 2.2 for the identification of an optimal gap function for cylindrically sector-shaped pads. Instead, an
attempt is made to identify at least some features of a friction optimised topology.
For this purpose the optimised HPGF, with respect to a minimal friction coefficient, is depicted in figure
2.10 (left). Without any claim to completeness, three features are noteworthy in the optimised HPGF.
1. The isolines of constant gap height are of spiral shape in the pocket area.
2. Close to the trailing edge at the outer radius, the height function suddenly takes the minimal allowed
value of h = −10 (compare the explicit constraint (2.25)). Apparently, the reduction of the torque by
the big gap size in this region is higher than the loss of load capacity resulting in a smaller friction
coefficient.
3. A deep chamber exists at the intersection line of the pocket region and the land region of the pad.
The chamber reduces the torque without significantly diminishing the pressure in this region.
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Figure 2.10: Optimised HPGF with respect to a minimal friction coefficient (left). Features of the topologi-
cally optimised pad (right).
The first two observed effects are used in order to design a new pad topology that is illustrated in figure
2.10 (right) by the red lines. The leading edge is now of spiral and the trailing edge of parabolic shape. This
results in two additional design parameters in comparison to the cylindrically sector-shaped pad. In order
to compare the new design to the reference pad of cylindrical shape (ϕhT = 40◦, λr = 0.5), it is demanded
that the surface area of the new topology is equal to the surface area of the reference pad.
As in case of the cylindrically sector-shaped pad, different gap functions are possible for the new topology.
For this comparison a taper land gap function is applied since it is widely used in AFTB applications.
Because of manufacturing reasons, in most thrust bearing designs the slope of the taper is not a function
of the pad angle ϕ (compare equation (2.3)) but of the cartesian coordinate x. The nominal height function
of this cartesian taper land type is
hnom,tl,cart = h2 +m(x− xland)(x > xland) , (2.26)
where m represents the slope of the taper and xland is the x-coordinate at which the land region ends and
the taper starts.
This cartesian taper land gap function is applied in the following to the cylindrically sector-shaped topol-
ogy and the new topological design. Both pad designs are optimised with respect to a minimal friction
coefficient for different compressibility numbers. In case of the cylindrically sector-shaped pad, only the gap
parameters m and xland are used as control variables. For the new design, the spiral angle at the leading
edge and a parameter describing the shape of the parabolic trailing edge are additional control variables.
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Figure 2.11: Left: Friction coefficient f for the cylindrically sector-shaped pad (with a circumferential and a
cartesian taper) and the topologically optimised new design of figure 2.10. Right: Topology and gap function
of the optimised new design with a deep chamber for a compressibility number of Λ = 500.
Figure 2.11 shows the optimisation results for the analysed topologies. It can be clearly seen, that for
all compressibility numbers the new design has a lower friction coefficient than the cylindrical pad design
with the cartesian taper land. Furthermore, it is evident that for the considered small pad angle of ϕhT =
40◦, the cartesian taper land gap function has the same friction coefficient as the in section 2.1 analysed
circumferential taper land gap function (compare, green line in the right column of figure 2.3).
The third friction reducing feature that has been identified in the optimised HPGF of figure 2.10 (left)
is the deep chamber next to the trailing edge. Incorporating such a chamber in the gap function of the
new topological design results in a further reduction of the friction coefficient over the whole range of
compressibility numbers. For Λ = 500 the difference between the cylindrically sector-shaped pads and
the new design with a chamber is nearly 20%!
To sum up, it has been shown that an optimisation of the pad topology can lead to a significant reduction
in the friction coefficient. From a manufacturing point of view, complex pad designs are no problem in case
of AFTBs since the top foil can be lasered.
2.3.2 Comparison of load optimised and friction optimised thrust bearings with respect to power
loss
Two questions may arise after the analysis of topologically optimised pads of the previous section.
1. What is the ratio in power loss between a load optimised thrust bearing and a friction optimised thrust
bearing?
2. Is it possible that friction optimised thrust bearings can have a higher load capacity than load optimised
thrust bearings if thermal distortions are taken into account?
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To clarify these points, two pad configurations are chosen for a comparison: The first pad is of cylindrical
sector shape with a circumferential taper land gap function that is optimised with respect to a maximal load
capacity. The friction coefficient fcyl and the dimensionless load capacity W cyl of this pad type can be taken
from figure 2.7 (green lines). The second pad in the comparison is the new design with a deep chamber
that has been optimised for a minimal friction coefficient in the last section. All variables referring to this
design are indexed in the following by ’nC’.
The requirements on both pad types are the same: A thrust load W is to be balanced in a turbomachine
for a fixed angular velocity Ω. Both pads have identical outer radii roT and surface areas Acyl = AnC . The
dynamic viscosity η of the lubricating fluid and the reference pressure p0 are as well the same for both
configurations.
The thrust load W is assumed to be
W = WnC(ΛnC = 500)p0AnC , (2.27)
that is the new design with the deep chamber operates for the given thrust load at a compressibility number
of ΛnC = 500 resulting in a dimensionless load capacity of WnC(ΛnC = 500) = 1.30. Since the reference
pressure p0 and the pad area are identical for both pad configurations, it follows
W cyl(Λcyl) = WnC(ΛnC = 500) = 1.30 (2.28)
from the definition of the dimensionless load capacity. As the cylindrical pad has a higher load capacity than
the pad of the new design with the deep chamber, it will operate at a lower compressibility number which
can be found to be Λcyl = 360 from figure 2.7 (left). The corresponding friction coefficient of the cylindrical
pad is (see, figure 2.7 (right))
f cyl(Λcyl = 360) = 22.90 . (2.29)
From the definition of the friction coefficient f = Mh2W it follows for the ratio of power losses for the two pad
configurations
Pcyl
PnC
=
Mcyl
MnC
=
fcyl
fnC
· h2,cyl
h2,nC
. (2.30)
Using the definition of the compressibility number Λ = 6ηΩp0
r2oT
h22
, the ratio of power losses is found to be
Pcyl
PnC
=
fcyl
fnC
·
√
ΛnC
Λcyl
=
22.90
19.44
·
√
500
360
= 1.178 · 1.179 = 1.39 . (2.31)
The calculation clearly shows that the load optimised cylindrically sector-shaped pad has a nearly 40%
higher power loss than the friction optimised new design for identical conditions of load and bearing size.
This difference diminishes for smaller compressibility numbers, e.g. it is 29% for ΛnC = 100. It can be
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concluded that for low to moderate loads W , both pad types will carry the thrust load, but the new design will
have a considerably lower power loss. The interesting condition is that of a very high load that approaches
the load capacity limit of the new designed pad. Assuming h2,cyl = 5µm as the critical minimal film height
for full hydrodynamic lubrication, it can be directly followed from equations (2.30) and (2.31) that the same
load will lead to a minimal film height of h2,cyl = 5µm ·1.179 = 5.90µm for the load optimised cylindrical pad.
Thus, the cylindrical pad operates at a 0.9µm higher minimal gap height but has a 40% larger power loss.
Under these circumstances it is likely that the thermal distortions due to the additional power loss outweigh
the 0.9µm higher minimal gap height. As a consequence, the friction optimised bearing could carry a higher
thrust load than the load optimised bearing if thermal distortions are taken into account.
2.4 Optimisation of the spiral groove bearing
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Figure 2.12: Geometrical parameters of a spiral groove thrust bearing.
Almost all applications of AFTBs base on a pad type topology. An alternative are groove type thrust
bearings. Muijderman [Mui64] analysed different types of spiral groove bearings (SGB) for incompressible
fluids and found the partially grooved SGB with a resistance at the inner radius to have the highest load
capacity. Figure 2.12 illustrates the geometry of this SGB. Basically, it consists of a flat bearing surface
with spiral shaped grooves of the depth hSp,g. For an aligned configuration, the minimal gap height in the
lubricating gap is hSp,r. The widths of a groove and a ridge are given by aSp,g and aSp,r at the outer radius
roT of the bearing. The spiral shaped grooves do not start at the inner radius riT , but at the radius rSp,b
and have the spiral angle αSp. Table 2.1 summarizes the geometrical parameters that fully describe the
geometry of the partially grooved SGB. The pressure distribution in a SGB can be found analogously to
the case of pad type bearings by solving the Reynolds equation (2.11). The compressibility number is then
defined as Λ = 6ηΩp0
r2oT
h2Sp,r
. Details to the numerical solution are not presented here, but have been published
in [LS15].
The main aim of this analysis is a comparison of optimised SGBs to the previously analysed pad type
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Optimal values (Λ = 1) Optimal values (Λ = 500)
Number of grooves ESp = 15
Ratio of radii λr = riTroT = 0.5
Ratio of radii (resistance) λSp,b =
rSp,b
roT
0.640 0.697
Spiral angle αSp 13.3◦ 9.01◦
Relative groove width κSp =
aSp,g
aSp,g+aSp,r
0.572 0.608
Relative groove height γSp =
hSp,g
hSp,g+hSp,r
0.776 0.839
Dimensionless load capacity W 9.17 · 10−3 3.94
Friction coefficient f 7.78 8.64
Table 2.1: Geometrical parameters of the partially grooved SGB. Optimal parameters for an optimisation
with respect to a maximal load capacity for two different compressibility numbers of Λ = 1 and Λ = 500.
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Figure 2.13: Dimensionless load capacity W (left) and friction coefficient f (right) for the optimised (with
respect to load capacity) SGB and pocket type LPGF (ϕhT = 90◦, λr = 0.5).
thrust bearings. For this purpose, a SGB with ESp = 15 grooves and λr = 0.5 is considered (see [LS15,
GS13, Mui64] for the influence of the number of grooves ESp on the bearing performance). Applying an
optimisation with respect to a maximal load capacity for the four control variables λSp,b, αSp, κSp and γSp,
results in the optimal geometrical parameters given in table 2.1. Note, that the optimisation is performed as
a function of the compressibility number analogously to section 2.1.1.
Figure 2.13 illustrates the dimensionless load capacity W (left) and the friction coefficient f (right) for
a load optimised SGB in comparison to a load optimised pad type thrust bearing with a pocket LPGF
(ϕhT = 90◦, λr = 0.5). It is interesting to note that for an incompressible fluid, the pocket LPGF achieves
a 13% higher load capacity and a slightly lower friction coefficient than the SGB. Therefore, optimised pad
type thrust bearings definitely can compete to SGBs for incomressible conditions. But if air is used as
lubricating fluid, the situation is completely different. Whereas for Λ = 500 the load capacity of the pocket
LPGF diminishes to only 42% of the corresponding incompressible pocket LPGF, the difference between
the compressible and the incompressible SGB is only 15%.
As a consequence, for Λ = 500 the SGB has a nearly two times higher dimensionless load capacity than
the pocket LPGF. It is only for a nearly three times higher compressibility number of Λ = 1600 where the
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pocket LPGF achieves a comparable dimensionless load capacity of W ≈ 4 (compare figure 2.9).
The same discrepancy is found with regard to the friction coefficient. Whereas the pocket LPGF shows a
significant increase of the friction coefficient up to a value of f(Λ = 500) = 18.2, the increase is only about
10% in case of the SGB for the same range of compressibility numbers.
In summary, it can be stated that the compressibility effect is far less pronounced for SGBs than for pad
type thrust bearings. Therefore, at least theoretically SGBs can achieve considerably higher load capacities
and significantly lower power losses. Unfortunately, SGBs are reported to suffer from instability phenomena
that can limit the operation at high compressibility numbers [MP65, HSJ04].
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3 Elasto-hydrodynamics of AFTBs
The previous analysis of AFTBs in chapter 2 based on the assumption of rigid bearing components. This
assumption enabled a clear identification of fundamental hydrodynamic effects without superimposing ef-
fects of the foil structure. Furthermore, the presented purely hydrodynamic model can be regarded as the
simplest possible model for AFTBs. It is accurate for small loads - what equals small compressibility num-
bers - or thick and therefore stiff foils. In both cases, the deformations of the foils due to the hydrodynamic
pressure are small compared to the minimal film thickness in the AFTB. Thus, the real gap height in the
Reynolds equation is well approximated by the nominal gap height of the undeformed bearing configuration.
Historically, foil bearings have been developed as a supplement to rigid bearings. The main idea of using
foils was to give the bearing a significant compliance in order to improve its performance. Therefore, in
most AFTB applications the foils are intended to deform in a magnitude of order that is of the same order
as the gap size. Obviously, for these conditions the purely hydrodynamic model of chapter 2 is no longer
accurate. Instead, a model for the deformation of the foils is needed.
It is therefore the aim of section 3.1 to develop a coupled elasto-hydrodynamic model for an AFTB. The foil
deformations are described by a shell model that is coupled to the isothermal Reynolds equation. Particular
attention is placed on several structural effects of the foils that are often not accounted for by reduced
models published in the literature.
In section 3.2, the detailed elasto-hydrodynamic model is used in order to determine advantages and
disadvantages of the installed compliance in AFTBs. For this purpose, AFTBs are compared to rigid thrust
bearings for aligned, distorted and misaligned conditions.
Note that throughout chapter 3, thermal aspects are again neglected in order to clearly identify effects
resulting from the elastic properties of the bearing.
3.1 Structural model for top and bump foil
3.1.1 Introduction
Figure 3.1a illustrates the structure of a bump type AFTB. Several corrugated foils (bump strips) are placed
on a rigid base plate and act as an elastic foundation for the top foil. Every bump strip consists of an
alternating series of arc-shaped bumps and straight bridges. The top lines of the bumps are in contact with
the top foil and balance the hydrodynamic pressure forces that act on the top foil (in figure 3.1a only a part
of the top foil is shown in order to illustrate the bump strips).
The stiffness of the bearing depends on the geometrical parameters of the bump strips and can be con-
trolled by well-documented manufacturing techniques [DRBH08, DBD+08]. Using several bump strips and
a different spacing between the bumps, enables varying stiffness distributions in radial and circumferential
directions. Thus, the stiffness distribution can be adjusted to tilting motions of the runner or specific hydro-
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Figure 3.1: Various types of AFTB pads. a) Cartesian pattern of bumps as presented in [Ior99]. b) Cir-
cumferential pattern of bumps [Bru12]. c) Radial arrangement of bump strips [LK11]. d) Reduced elastic
foundation type model of an AFTB.
dynamic pressure profiles. A further advantage of bump type air foil bearings is the high amount of damping
that they can produce [LLAF07b, IBSMB08, KH94, SHW03]. When the bearing is loaded, dry friction occurs
due to the motion of the bump strips on the base plate and the relative motion between the bump strips and
the top foil, leading to energy dissipation. Friction does not only affect rotordynamic stability, but has a great
impact on the stiffness distribution of an air foil bearing [KH92].
As already mentioned, the deflections of the foils due to the applied load have a considerable influence
on the generated pressure in an air foil bearing, since they directly affect the real gap size between the top
foil and the rotor disk. For this reason, detailed structural models of the foil sandwich are essential in order
to calculate the performance characteristics of bump type air foil bearings.
An early structural model of a single bump including friction has been provided by Walowit and Anno
[WA75]. Heshmat et al. used their formula for the case without friction in order to calculate the pressure
distribution in compliant thrust [HWP83a] and journal bearings [HWP83b]. They assumed the stiffness of
the bump foils to be uniformly distributed over the top foil. Thus, the deflection of the top foil was directly
proportional to the pressure at every point of the top foil. Later, Ku and Heshmat [KH92] developed an
analytical model for an one-dimensional bump strip including friction effects. Iordanoff [Ior99] calculated the
compliance of a single welded bump (fixed at one end and simply touching at the other end) and a single
free bump, and assumed the stiffness distribution of a bump strip to be a linear function of these two stiffness
values. Carpino [CMP94] studied the effects of membrane stresses in the top foil on the performance of a
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journal bearing. Le Lez et al. [LLAF07b] performed a comprehensive static and dynamic characterisation
of a linear bump strip with the help of a commercial finite element software and used their results in order
to develop an analytical model of an one-dimensional bump strip [LLAF07a]. Lee et al. [LKK08] studied
the static performance of foil journal bearings, considering two-dimensional shape of the foil structure but
neglecting friction.
In summary, a number of models have been presented for the characterisation of one-dimensional bump
strips. Since the bump strips in journal bearings have always a linear straight shape, the one-dimensional
model can be regarded as a good approach for journal bearings. In case of thrust bearings, the situation is
different. Firstly, it can be seen from figure 3.1 that the bump strips are not straight but curved. Obviously,
it is not straightforward - or simply impossible - to approximate a curved bump strip by an one-dimensional
model. Secondly, in contrast to journal bearings a lot of different bump strip geometries have been pre-
sented for thrust bearings [Ior99, Bru12, LK11] (compare figure 3.1a-c). They differ mainly in the relative
position of the distinct bumps of a bump strip which is realised by different shapes of the bridges. In some
cases, the arrangement of bump strips is radially [LK11], resulting in a non-constant width of the bump strip.
For these reasons, the structural behaviour of AFTBs is often modeled as a plate (top foil) with a dis-
tributed independent elastic foundation [LK11, Bru04] (compare figure 3.1d). The main uncertainty in this
simplified model stems from the estimation of the spring constant for the elastic foundation. Mostly, the
spring constant is chosen either on the basis of single bump calculations [Ior99] or by measurements of the
overall stiffness of the whole air foil thrust bearing [Bru04, LKKK11].
In this thesis, a fully coupled model for top and bump foil in combination with the compressible Reynolds
equation is presented for an accurate description of air foil thrust bearings. The novelty of the presented
approach is:
• There is no need for an estimation of the spring constant as the exact geometry of bump and top foil
is described by a shell model. This is a major advantage in comparison to elastic foundation type
models that are frequently used in the literature.
• The current approach can handle different bump foil geometries due to the chosen flexible shell for-
mulation for the foils. This is an important feature of the presented model due to the variety of thrust
bearing designs that have been presented in foil bearing applications.
• The curvature of the bump foil of thrust bearings can not be accounted for by one-dimensional models
from the literature. By contrast, a two-dimensional bump foil description is chosen in this work. The
influence of two-dimensional effects, namely the bump foil curvature and two-dimensional friction, is
studied in detail and shown to be important.
• Due to the chosen special formulation of the shell equations, it is possible to study the effect of dif-
ferent interaction mechanisms between bumps separately (accumulated friction stiffening, interactive
bending moments).
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The chosen shell theory for top and bump foil is of Reissner-Mindlin type. Thus, membrane, bending,
and shear effects are accounted for. A penalty contact including Coulomb friction is formulated between
the base plate and the bump foil as well as between the bump foil and the top foil. The structural model is
coupled with the compressible Reynolds equation and a finite element method is used in order to solve the
nonlinear fully coupled system of equations.
The next sections are organised as follows: Firstly, the fundamentals of thick shell theory, which is applica-
ble to arbitrary AFB geometries, are briefly recapitulated. In section 3.1.3, the general thick shell equations
are specified for the AFTB geometry considered in this work. Section 3.1.4 contains a comparison between
the presented approach and well established models from the literature for the one-dimensional bump strip.
Herein, the influence of different bump interaction mechanisms, friction, and contact models is discussed.
In section 3.1.5, differences in the structural behaviour of curved and straight bump strips are shown and
results for a fully coupled AFTB are presented.
3.1.2 Theory for thick shells
As structural model for the top foil as well as for the bump foil, a thick shell model of Reissner-Mindlin type
is chosen. The general tensor formulation of this theory according to [BK00, BK85, ES93] enables the
analysis of arbitrarily shaped smooth shells. The main assumptions for the linear elastic theory are:
• The shell thickness is small in comparison to the minimal curvature and a characteristic length of the
middle surface of the shell.
• Transversal shear is assumed to be constant across the thickness of the shell.
• Elongations of the shell thickness are neglected.
In this section, the main equations of the theory are presented for general shell structures. In the next
section, the governing shell equations are specified for the air foil thrust bearing geometry considered in
this work. The well-established convention in shell theory that greek indices range from 1 to 2 and latin
indices from 1 to 3 is used in addition to Einsteins summation convention.
Metrical and curvature properties of a surface
Figure 3.2a shows a representative section of an arbitrary shell middle surface F which is described by a
set of convective (curvilinear) coordinates Θα. Based on differential geometry, in every point of the shell
middle surface a local covariant basis ai is defined by
aα =
∂r
∂Θα
= r,α , a3 =
a1 × a2
|a1 × a2| . (3.1)
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Figure 3.2: Metrical properties (a), kinematic relations (b), and force variables (c) of an arbitrary shell.
The covariant metric tensor that describes the metric properties of the shell middle surface is given by
aαβ = aα · aβ . (3.2)
For the contravariant metric tensor and the contravariant base vectors we have
aαρa
ρβ = δβα , a
α = aαβaβ , a
3 = a3 , (3.3)
where δβα denotes the Kronecker delta. The curvature of the shell middle surface is described by the
curvature tensor which is given in the covariant and mixed form by
bαβ = a3 · aα,β , bαβ = aαρbρβ . (3.4)
Kinematic relations
Figure 3.2b illustrates a point P of the shell middle surface F and an arbitrary point P ∗ of the shell continuum
that lies on a line normal to F in the initial configuration (i.e., in direction of d3). In the deformed state, it
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is assumed that all points of the originally normal line to F are still located on a line, but with the direction
d3 (assumption of plane cross sections). Thus, the displacement v∗ of point P ∗ is given according to figure
3.2b by
v∗ = r∗ − r∗ = r− r+ Θ3(d3 − a3) = v + Θ3w . (3.5)
Consequently, the displacement field of the shell continuum is described by five variables vi, wα and can
be divided in two parts: The displacement vector v = vαaα + v3a3 describes the deformation of the shell
middle surface and the components wα of the difference vector w = wαaα account for rotations and shear
deformation of cross sections.
Finally, the kinematic relations referring the displacement variables vi, wα to the strain variables ϕαβ , καβ
and γα are given by
ϕαβ = vβ|α − v3bαβ ,
καβ =
1
2
(wα|β + wβ|α) ,
γα = wα + v3,α + vλb
λ
α ,
(3.6)
where the vertical line in the index (for example vβ|α) denotes a covariant differentiation.
Equilibrium equations
In Figure 3.2c the forces and moments acting on a middle surface element dF of the shell can be seen.
Herein,
p = pαaα + p
3a3 (3.7)
represents the vector of external forces and
nα = nαβaβ + q
αa3 ,
mα = mαβa3 × aβ
(3.8)
are the internal force variables. In detail, nαβ is the stress resultant tensor, qα the transverse shear stress
vector, and mαβ the moment tensor. The connection between the external and internal force variables is
given by the five equilibrium equations
−pβ = nαβ |α − qαbβα ,
−p3 = nαβbαβ + qα|α ,
0 = mαβ |α − qβ .
(3.9)
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Constitutive equations
Using the elasticity tensor for a linear elastic, homogenous, and isotropic material, namely
Hαβλµ =
1− ν
2
(aαλaβµ + aαµaβλ +
2ν
1− ν a
αβaλµ) , (3.10)
the constitutive equations that refer the strain variables (3.6) to the internal force variables (3.8) are
qα = Gt · aαλγλ · kS ,
mαβ = BHαβλµ(κλµ − bσλϕµσ) ,
nαβ = DHαβλµϕλµ − bβρmαρ ,
(3.11)
where D is the stretching stiffness, B the bending stiffness and Gt the shear stiffness defined by
D =
Et
1− ν2 , B =
Et3
12(1− ν2) , Gt =
Et
2(1 + ν)
(3.12)
with the shear correction factor kS , the elastic modulus E, Poisson’s ratio ν and the shell thickness t as
constants.
To sum up, the kinematic relations (3.6), the equilibrium equations (3.9), and the constitutive equations
(3.11) form together with appropriate boundary conditions a boundary value problem in the unknowns vi,
wα, ϕαβ , καβ , γα, nαβ , qα and mαβ . The equations (3.6), (3.9) and (3.11) are functions of the metric and
curvature tensors of the shell middle surface.
Thus, in order to obtain a structural model for a specific AFB geometry, only a representation r = r(Θα) =
xi(Θα)ii with respect to a global reference system xi has to be found for the middle surfaces of the bump
and top foil. Based on this representation, the metric and curvature tensors can directly be computed from
equations (3.1 - 3.4) and can be used for the governing equations of the boundary value problem.
3.1.3 Geometry and governing shell equations for the considered AFTB
Geometry of the air foil thrust bearing
As already mentioned, different geometries for air foil thrust bearings have been presented in the literature
[Ior99, Bru12, LK11]. In this analysis, focus is placed on a well-established bump strip configuration that is,
for instance, also used in [Ior99, LKKK11, PKJL08]. Figure 3.3a illustrates the main characteristics of the
considered bump strips which are fixed at x1 = 0. The distinct bumps are patterned along the x1-direction in
contrast to other configurations (e.g., [Bru12]), where the bumps are patterned in circumferential direction.
Each bump strip is cut to a cylindrical shape with the inner radius riB and the outer radius roB in order
to obtain a good fitting to the cylindrically sector-shaped top foil, see figure 3.1. Due to the manufacturing
process, there is always a rounding between a bump and a bridge, which is mostly neglected in bump foil
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Figure 3.3: a) Two-dimensional bump strip geometry. b) Cut view through a bump strip parallel to the
x1,x3-plane.
models but incorporated in the current analysis. Figure 3.3b shows a cut view through a bump strip parallel
to the x1, x3-plane. For the case without roundings, the bump radius RB , the nominal bump angle θB0, and
the nominal length of the bridge Lb0 define the geometry of an one-dimensional bump strip. If roundings
(radius of curvature Rr) are included in the analysis, the effective bump angle can be calculated by
θB = arccos
(
RBcos(θB0) +Rr
RB +Rr
)
(3.13)
and the effective length of the bridges is given by
Lb = Lb0 − 2 · [(RB +Rr)sin(θB)−RBsin(θB0)] . (3.14)
Therefore, the geometry of a bump strip with roundings is completely determined by the four parameters
RB , θB0, Lb0, and Rr in combination with the bump foil thickness tB and the inner and outer radii riB and
roB . It can be seen from equations (3.13) and (3.14) that for Rr → 0, the bump strip without roundings is
obtained as a special case.
Shell equations for the considered AFB geometry
In this paragraph, the general shell equations (see, section 3.1.2) are specified to the geometry of the bump
and top foil of the considered AFTB (figure 3.1a). It can be seen from figure 3.3b (top and bump foil are
shown in a non-contact condition only for illustration purpose) that the structural elements of top and bump
foil can be divided into two groups: The elements of the first group, consisting of the top foil and the bridges
of the bump strips, have a flat geometry without a curvature. The elements of the second group, consisting
of the bumps and the roundings, have a curvature in the x1, x3-plane, but no curvature in the x2-direction.
For the derivation of the shell equations for both groups, the shell middle surface of figure 3.3a is consid-
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Figure 3.4: a) General, representative shell middle surface. b) Contact forces and inner force variables for
an infinitesimal shell segment at the intersection between bridge and rounding, zoom of figure 3.3b.
ered as a general, representative shell geometry. It has a constant radius of curvature R and is described
by two convective coordinates Θα.
With respect to the global reference system xi, the middle surface is represented by
r = Rsin
(
Θ1
R
)
i1 + Θ
2i2 +Rcos
(
Θ1
R
)
i3 . (3.15)
Due to the definitions (3.1), the local basis vectors are
a1
a2
 =
cos
(
Θ1
R
)
i1 − sin
(
Θ1
R
)
i3
i2
 , a3 = cos(Θ1
R
)
i3 + sin
(
Θ1
R
)
i1 . (3.16)
Since the basis ai is orthonormal, covariant and contravariant variables are identical. Therefore, ai = ai
holds and the metric and curvature tensors
aαβ = a
αβ =
1 0
0 1
 , bαβ = bαβ =
− 1R 0
0 0
 (3.17)
fully describe the geometrical properties of the considered middle surface of a shell.
Inserting the special geometry (3.17) in the general equilibrium equations (3.9), leads to the equilibrium
equations
−p1 = n11,1 +n21,2 + 1
R
q1 , 0 = m11,1 +m
21,2−q1 ,
−p2 = n12,1 +n22,2 , 0 = m12,1 +m22,2−q2 ,
−p3 = − 1
R
n11 + q1,1 +q
2,2
(3.18)
for the considered shell. Introducing the kinematic relations (3.6) into the constitutive equations (3.11) and
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considering the metric and curvature tensors from (3.17) yields
n11 = D(v1,1 +νv2,2 +
1
R
v3) +
1
R
m11 ,
n12 = D
1− ν
2
(v2,1 +v1,2 ) ,
n21 = n12 +
1
R
m21 ,
n22 = D(v2,2 +νv1,1 +
ν
R
v3) ,
q1 = Gt(w1 + v3,1− 1
R
v1) · kS ,
q2 = Gt(w2 + v3,2 ) · kS ,
m11 = B(w1,1 +νw2,2 +
1
R
v1,1 +
1
R2
v3) ,
m12 = B
1− ν
2
(w1,2 +w2,1 +
1
R
v1,2) ,
m21 = m12 ,
m22 = B(w2,2 +νw1,1 +
ν
R
v1,1 +
ν
R2
v3) ,
(3.19)
which is a representation of the inner force variables as a function of the kinematic variables. Finally,
inserting (3.19) into the equilibrium equations (3.18) results in a system of five partial differential equations
in the five kinematic variables vi, wα. In combination with appropriate boundary conditions, these partial
differential equations fully describe the structural behaviour of the considered shell.
The specification of these shell equations to the top and bump foil of the air foil thrust bearing is now
straightforward. For the bumps and the roundings, the radius R has to be replaced by the bump radius RB
and the radius of the rounding Rr, respectively. The equations for the top foil and the bridges are obtained
for the condition R → ∞. In this case, the underlined expressions in (3.18) and (3.19) vanish. In the
following, variables associated with the top foil are denoted by the index ”T” (”b” for the bridge, ”B” for the
bump and ”r” for the rounding).
So far, the shell equations for the four structural elements bump, rounding, bridge, and top foil have
been derived. In order to describe the behaviour of a whole bump strip, the shell equations are applied
to all segments of a bump strip separately. Regarding, for instance, the inner bump strip shown in figure
3.3a, 12 shell segments have to be coupled and solved simultaneously, resulting in a system of 60 partial
differential equations. The interaction between a bump strip and the base plate is modeled by normal and
frictional forces FN and FT , acting on the intersection lines of the roundings and the bridges, see figure
3.3b. Analogously, top foil and bump strips are connected on the top line of the bumps by an appropriate
contact model.
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Coupling equations and contact forces
In this paragraph, the coupling of two shell segments is described in detail. Therefore, we consider - as a
representative example - the coupling equations for the interaction between a bridge and a rounding, com-
pare the green dashed region in figure 3.3b. Figure 3.4b shows an infinitesimal element of the intersection
region. The internal force variables of the bridge act on the left side of the element, the corresponding
internal force variables of the rounding on the right side. Along the intersection line, the element is exposed
to normal and friction forces from the base plate. Because of equilibrium, we get the five coupling equations
n11r = n
11
b − FT1 ,
q1r = q
1
b − FN ,
m11r = −m11b ,
n12r = −n12b − FT2 ,
m12r = m
12
b
(3.20)
for the internal force variables. Additionally, on a kinematic level bridge and rounding are coupled by
v1b = −v1r ,
v3b = −v3r ,
w1b = w1r ,
v2b = v2r ,
w2b = −w2r .
(3.21)
Please note the different orientations of the local basis vectors of bridge and rounding, see figure 3.4b.
Equations (3.20) are implemented as Neumann boundary conditions for the rounding, whereas equations
(3.21) are used as Dirichlet boundary conditions for the bridge. In a similar manner, the coupling between
bump and rounding is formulated.
For the normal contact force, that acts on the intersection line, a penalty approach (penalty stiffness c)
according to
FN =

c · v3r , v3r ≥ 0 ,
0 , v3r < 0
(3.22)
is used. The dry friction between the base plate and the intersection line is modeled as Coulomb friction.
Since only the loading condition of the air foil thrust bearing is considered, it is assumed that the velocity
of an arbitrary point has the same direction as the displacement of this point. Therefore, the friction forces
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FT1 and FT2 in x1- and x2-direction are formulated as a function of the two displacements vαr
FTα = µu · step(vαr)FN |vαr|√
v21r + v
2
2r
, (3.23)
where µu is the friction coefficient between the base plate and the bump strip (please note that the summa-
tion convention is not applied in equation (3.23)). step(·) is a smoothed step function, being −1 for negative
and +1 for positive values of vαr. The smoothing parameter in the step function is chosen small enough
in order to have a negligible influence on the solution in case that stick conditions occur. The normal and
friction forces between the top foil and the bumps are modeled analogously. Instead of vir the relative
displacements between the top foil and the top line of the bumps are used and the friction coefficient µu is
replaced by µo.
The discretisation approach and the solution procedure for the fully coupled elasto-hydrodynamic case
are as follows: The Reynolds equation as well as the shell equations for top and bump foil are discretised
by finite elements (second order for the pressure and fifth order for the displacements of the shells). Due
to the nonlinearity of the Reynolds equation and the contact model a damped Newton-Raphson method
is used in order to solve the fully coupled nonlinear system of equations. For improving convergence, a
continuation method with respect to the angular velocity is applied. In the first step a very low angular
velocity is used since for this case the pressure and therefore the contact forces are small resulting in a
good convergence behaviour. This first solution is used as initial solution for the Newton-Raphson method
of the next step where the angular velocity is increased. This procedure is repeated until the final angular
velocity is achieved. Within one step the Newton-Raphson iterations are terminated if the relative error is
smaller than 1e-6.
3.1.4 Results for the 1D analysis
The presented shell model is used in order to analyse the structural behaviour of an one-dimensional bump
strip and its influence on the hydrodynamic pressure in a taper land foil slider. In the one-dimensional case,
the equilibrium equations (3.18) reduce to
−p1 = n11,1 + 1
R
q1 , −p3 = − 1
R
n11 + q1,1 , 0 = m
11,1−q1 (3.24)
and the inner force variables (plane stress assumption) are given by
n11 = D(1− ν2)(v1,1 + 1
R
v3) +
1
R
m11 ,
q1 = Gt(w1 + v3,1− 1
R
v1) · kS ,
m11 = B(1− ν2)(w1,1 + 1
R
v1,1 +
1
R2
v3) .
(3.25)
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The considered bump foil starts with a fixed bridge at the left end of the strip, consists of 6 bumps and ends
with a rounding that simply touches the base plate at the right end of the strip. Table 3.1 summarizes the
chosen parameters of the bump foil strip.
Young’s modulus E 210GPa
Poisson’s ratio ν 0.3
Radius of bump RB 2mm
Nominal bump angle θB0 41.41deg
Radius of rounding Rr 0.5mm
Nominal bridge length Lb0 0.8mm
Bump foil thickness tB 75µm
Table 3.1: Geometrical parameters of the 1D bump foil strip and material parameters for bump and top foil.
For a comparison of the presented shell model to models from the literature, the coupling equations (3.20)
and (3.21) are rewritten for the one-dimensional case
n11r = n
11
b − FT1 , v1b = −v1r ,
q1r = q
1
b − FN , v3b = −v3r ,
m11r = −m11b , w1b = w1r .
(3.26)
Two bump foil models that are very similar to those by Heshmat et al. [HWP83a] and Ku et al. [KH92] are
chosen for the comparison.
Heshmat model: Heshmat et al. assume the bumps to deform independently from each other. Friction
as well as the connection between bumps due to the bridges are neglected. The stiffness coefficient for
all bumps is the same and is calculated by a formula that is valid for a centrally loaded bump with free-free
boundary conditions. This kind of bump foil model can be realised within the framework of the presented
shell model if the coupling conditions (3.26) between the bridges and the roundings are modified as follows
n11r = 0 , v1b = 0 ,
q1r = −FN , v3b = 0 ,
m11r = 0 , w1b = 0 .
(3.27)
It can be seen from the left formulae that - except for the normal force FN - no other forces or moments act
on the rounding at its boundary. Especially, there are no forces from the bridge transmitted to the rounding,
resulting in a decoupling of the bridge and the rounding. It should be stressed that the other end of the
rounding stays fully coupled to the bump.
Ku model: Ku et al. introduced horizontally directed interaction forces between the bumps and considered
friction between the bump foil and the base plate and the bump foil and the top foil. In their model, no outer
bending moments act on the end of a bump. Effectively, this equals the bridge to be modeled as a rod.
Within the framework of the presented shell model, this situation can be realised by the modified coupling
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equations
n11r = n
11
b − FT1 , v1b = −v1r ,
q1r = −FN , v3b = 0 ,
m11r = 0 , w1b = 0 .
(3.28)
By means of the above equations, the normal forces between the rounding and the bridge as well as the
horizontal displacements are coupled, but there is no transmission of bending moments. The Heshmat and
the Ku model are chosen for comparison in this work because of two reasons. Firstly, they are very popular
and widely used in the air foil bearing literature. Secondly, in comparison to the fully coupled shell model,
they allow a systematic analysis of the influence of different interaction mechanisms.
Bump strip without top foil
In order to characterise the structural behaviour of a bump strip, the top foil is neglected in a first step.
Instead, each of the 6 bumps is loaded at its top point by a force of 400Nm .
Figure 3.5 shows the vertical displacement v3B of the bumps for the friction coefficients µu = 0 (left) and
µu = 0.2 (right). For the case without friction, the Heshmat and Ku models lead to identical results. It can
be clearly seen that both predict a far too high compliance of the bump strip. This stems from the fact that
both models do not account for a transmission of bending moments between the bumps, and therefore the
ends of the bumps can freely rotate. By contrast, in the shell model a bump has to bend the neighbouring
bridges if its ends try to rotate, resulting in a stiffer behaviour of the bump. Figure 3.5 shows the vertical
displacements of the bumps for nominal bridge lengths of Lb0 = 1.6mm and Lb0 = 3.2mm in addition. It is
evident, that the bridge length - neglected in most studies in the literature - has a considerable effect on the
stiffness of the bump strip.
In the right plot of figure 3.5, the influence of friction on the bump foil stiffness can be seen. The general
trend of increasing stiffness towards lower bump numbers is correctly predicted by the Ku model. This
indicates that the coupling of bumps by horizontal interaction forces is useful to capture friction induced
stiffness variations within the bump strip. Nevertheless, the displacements of the bumps in the Ku model
are approximately three times higher than the values predicted by the shell model. This factor is nearly
the same as in the case without friction showing that the neglecting of bending moment effects leads for
all friction conditions to considerable deviations. In the analysed configuration with six bumps, it would be
even a better approximation to neglect friction effects (shell model with µu = 0) than to neglect the bending
moments (Ku model) in order to calculate the stiffness of the bump strip for µu = 0.2. Finally, it should
be mentioned that the results of the shell model have been compared successfully to a commercial finite
element software in order to validate the shell model.
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Figure 3.5: Vertical deflection v3B of the bump top points for friction coefficients µu = 0 (left) and µu = 0.2
(right). Each of the six bumps is loaded at its top point by a force of 400Nm .
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Figure 3.6: Geometry of an one-dimensional taper land foil slider.
Bump strip with top foil
Figure 3.6 illustrates an one-dimensional taper land foil slider. The nominal gap function hnom(x1) between
the top foil and the slider is defined along the hydrodynamically active length Lh by
hnom(x
1) =

h2 , 0 ≤ x1 ≤ 12Lh ,
h2 +
2(h1−h2)
Lh
(x1 − 12Lh) , 12Lh < x1 ≤ Lh ,
(3.29)
where h1 = 30µm is the gap height at the leading edge and h2 = 10µm the gap height at the trailing
edge. Lh is chosen to be exactly the length of the bump strip (6 bumps) that was introduced in the previous
paragraph. The top foil has a thickness of tT = 100µm, consists of the same material as the bump foil,
and is fixed at the right end far enough away (LTop − Lh = 6mm) from the leading edge. This is done
in order to minimize the influence of the top foil fixing on the compliance of the foil sandwich within the
hydrodynamically active region. The inclination of the top foil in the tapered region is enforced by decreasing
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bump heights towards the leading edge, see figure 3.6. Since the difference in the bump heights is at most
30µm, which is small against the total bump height of 500µm, variations in the bump height are neglected in
the structural model of the bump strip. However, in general, different bump geometries within a bump strip
can be easily accounted for in the presented shell model.
Before top and bump foil are coupled to the fluid film in the next section, attention is drawn to the contact
situation between the bump foil and the top foil. Due to the curved geometry of the bumps, the contact
region between the top foil and each bump of the bump strip is limited to the region close to the top of each
bump. In general, a line-to-line contact occurs at this location which is illustrated by the green sections
in figure 3.6. Appropriate contact formulations for general line-to-line contact types are available in the
literature [Wri06] and can be found in commercial finite element software. Nevertheless, in this work a
point-to-point contact between the top point of the bump PB and the point PT of the top foil is assumed,
see figure 3.6. Compared to a full line-to-line contact formulation, the point-to-point contact approach has
mainly two advantages. Firstly, the mesh does not have to be refined in the contact region. Secondly, a
faster convergence behaviour is observed for the point-to-point contact approach.
In order to obtain the accuracy of the simplified point-to-point contact approach, the top foil is loaded by a
constant pressure p = 105Pa acting along the hydrodynamically active region Lh. The vertical displacement
v3B of the top point PB of each bump is calculated with a full line-to-line contact approach (commercial FE)
and the simplified point-to-point contact approach (shell model). Figure 3.7 shows the relative error between
both models. It can be stated that the relative error is below 1% for all bumps yielding results with sufficient
accuracy. Furthermore, the highest relative error can be observed at the first and second bump. This is due
to the free end condition of the top foil at its left end. Because of this, the top foil deflection at the left end
is considerably higher than for the rest of the top foil resulting in a stronger violation of the point-to-point
contact assumption between the first two bumps and the top foil. Finally, it should be mentioned that for the
shell model a rather coarse mesh is applied. Finite elements of order five are used in order to prevent shear
locking effects. A bump arc is meshed by two elements, the roundings and bridges by only one element.
For each top foil section between two contact points two elements are used. Hence, although a rather
course discretisation and a simplified contact formulation are used, accurate results are obtained with this
very efficient modeling approach.
For the two-dimensional case, a simplified line-to-line contact approach is used between the top line of
the bump foil and an appropriate line along the top foil (see, red dashed lines in figure 3.3) instead of a full
surface-to-surface contact formulation.
Coupling to 1D-Reynolds equation
Finally, the influence of the foil models on the pressure distribution in a taper land foil slider (see figure 3.6)
is studied. The pressure p within the slider is calculated by the one-dimensional form of the isothermal
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Figure 3.7: Relative error of the point-to-point contact approach applied in the 1D shell model.
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Figure 3.8: Pressure distribution (left) and top foil deflection (right) for the taper land foil slider.
Reynolds equation (1.23)
d
dx1
(
ph3
12η
dp
dx1
− pUh
2
)
= 0 (3.30)
with the dynamic viscosity η = 20 · 10−6Pas and the velocity U = 200m/s of the slider. As boundary
conditions p(x1 = 0) = p(x1 = Lh) = p0 are used with p0 = 105Pa being the ambient pressure. The real
fluid film height
h(x1) = − (hnom(x1)− v3T (x1)) (3.31)
is the negative difference between the nominal fluid film height and the vertical displacement v3T of the top
foil. The pressure distribution of the air film is used as external load variable
p3T = −(p− p0) (3.32)
in the equilibrium equations (3.24) of the top foil. Equations (3.31) and (3.32) represent the coupling be-
tween the foil sandwich and the air film.
Figure 3.8 shows the pressure distribution (left) and the vertical top foil displacement (right) for the taper
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land foil slider. The friction coefficients are chosen to be µu = µo = 0.1. Additionally, the results for the shell
model without friction are shown. The Heshmat model predicts the lowest pressure level and the highest
top foil deformation. The real fluid film height in the land region is nearly twice as high as the nominal fluid
film height. As the Ku model accounts for friction forces, the bumps become stiffer towards the trailing edge,
see also figure 3.5. The consequence of this is a gradually increasing pressure in the land region towards
the trailing edge compared to the Heshmat model. The same effect can be observed for the shell model
without friction in comparison to the shell model with friction.
Furthermore, a significant difference in the overall pressure level between the models with interacting
bending moments (both shell models) and the models which do not account for interacting bending mo-
ments (Heshmat and Ku model) can be stated. For this configuration the shell model without friction is a
better approximation than the Ku model, indicating that interactive bending moments are more important
than friction effects.
3.1.5 Results for the 2D analysis
After the one-dimensional bump strip has been studied extensively in section 3.1.4, effects of two-
dimensional bump strips are considered in this section. Specifically, focus is put on the curvature of
the bump strip and two-dimensional friction. Both are not accounted for in one-dimensional bump strip
models for air foil thrust bearings.
Curvature effects
Figure 3.9 (left) illustrates a straight two-dimensional bump strip as it is used in journal bearings and a
curved bump strip taken from the bump foil of a thrust bearing (see, figure 3.3a). Both consist of a linear
bump pattern of four bumps with the same one-dimensional parameters as presented in section 3.1.4,
see table 3.1. The width of the straight bump strip is 3mm and the radii of the curved bump strip are
riB = 21mm and roB = 24mm, resulting in comparable bump strip widths for both configurations. As in
the one-dimensional case, a load of 400Nm is applied along the top line of the bumps and the bump strips
are fixed at the left end. The friction coefficient µu between the bump strip and the base plate is set to
zero. In figure 3.9 (right), the vertical displacement v3B is plotted for the top lines of bumps 3 and 4 of
each bump strip. In the straight case, the deflection is very homogeneous along the width of the bumps.
Furthermore, the deflections are very similar to the deflections of bumps 5 and 6 of the one-dimensional
bump strip analysed in section 3.1.4, see figure 3.5 (left). For the curved bump strip, a completely different
behaviour is observed. In spite of the homogeneous loading, the deflection of bump 4 decreases along
the normalised bump width s. For bump 3 of the curved bump strip, an opposite behaviour is observed.
This inhomogeneous deformation is due to the curvature of the bump strip. It is obvious that this behaviour
cannot be captured by one-dimensional bump strip approximations for the curved bump foil structure of
thrust bearings.
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Figure 3.9: Geometry (left) and vertical bump deflections (right) for straight and curved bump foil strips.
Friction effects
As bump strip models from the literature are mostly one-dimensional, they expect the bumps to slide only
in the x1-direction. For a homogeneously loaded straight bump strip, this assumption is certainly valid even
in the two-dimensional case. If this assumption is applied to the curved bump strip as well, the friction law
F 1DT = F
1D
T1 = µustep(v1r)FN (3.33)
has to be used instead of the full two-dimensional friction law
FT =
√
F 2T1 + F
2
T2 , (3.34)
where FT1 and FT2 are defined by equation (3.23). Figure 3.10 shows the deflections of bumps 1 and 2
along the normalised bump width s for the curved bump strip from figure 3.9. For both friction models FT
and F 1DT , the friction coefficient µu = 0.2 is used and all bumps of the strip are homogeneously loaded at
their top line as in section 3.1.5.
It can be clearly seen that - compared to the full two-dimensional friction model - the one-dimensional
friction model F 1DT leads to considerable deviations. This is due to the fact that in contrast to the straight
bump strip, non-negligible sliding in the x2-direction occurs in case of the curved bump strip. If the bumps
can freely move in the x2-direction but are hindered in the x1-direction by friction forces, the whole bump strip
will be stretched along its outer radius in the circumferential direction. This results in higher deformations
at high values of the normalised bump width s which are observed in figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of bump deflections for one-dimensional (F 1DT ) and two-dimensional (FT ) friction
forces.
Calculation results for the fully coupled model
Finally, calculation results for an air foil thrust bearing are presented. Two-dimensional shell models for the
foils including a two-dimensional friction law are fully coupled to the compressible Reynolds equation for the
air film.
Figure 3.11 (left) shows the cylindrically sector-shaped top foil of an AFTB that is referred to as reference
AFTB in the following. The short lines indicate the contact lines to the underlying bump foil. The top foil
has a thickness of tT = 100µm and its inner and outer radii are riT = 15mm, roT = 30mm. Its total
circumferential width is defined by the angle ϕTop = 48◦, but the hydrodynamically active region is restricted
to ϕhT = 40◦ because of the fixing on the base plate at the right end of the top foil. The bump foil consists of
three strips (see also, 3.3a) with 3, 4 and 5 bumps. The inner radii of the strips are 16mm, 20mm and 26mm,
the outer radii are 19mm, 25mm and 29mm, respectively. As in the one-dimensional case, the bump strips
are fixed at their left end. Top and bump foil consist of the same material which is typically a nickel-based
superalloy such as Inconel X-750, compare [Dyk06]. All material, geometrical and operational parameters
for the herein considered reference AFTB are summarized in table 3.2.
The nominal fluid film height is defined by
hnom(x, y) =

h2, x ≤ xland ,
h2 +m(x− xland), x > xland
(3.35)
for the reference AFTB and the isothermal Reynolds equation (1.23) is used
∂
∂x
[
ph3
12η
∂p
∂x
]
+
∂
∂y
[
ph3
12η
∂p
∂y
]
=
∂
∂x
[
pUh
2
]
+
∂
∂y
[
pV h
2
]
, (3.36)
where U = −Ωy and V = Ωx are the velocities of the runner in the x- and y-direction induced by the angular
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Material parameters Young’s modulus E 210GPa
Poisson’s ratio ν 0.3
Friction coeff. bump/top µo 0.1
Friction coeff. bump/base µu 0.1
Geometry bump foil Inner bump strip radii riB 16mm, 20mm, 26mm
Outer bump strip radii roB 19mm, 25mm, 29mm
Radius of bump RB 2mm
Nominal bump angle θB0 41.41deg
Radius of rounding Rr 0.5mm
Nominal bridge length Lb0 0.8mm
Bump foil thickness tB 75µm
Geometry top foil Inner top foil radius riT 15mm
Outer top foil radius roT 30mm
Top foil angle ϕTop 48◦
Hydrodyn. active pad angle ϕhT 40◦
Top foil thickness tT 100µm
Nominal gap size Width of land region xland 6mm
Inclination of taper region m 2.90µm/mm
Gap size in land region h2 10µm
Number of pads Epad 6
Operational parameters Viscosity of air η 20 · 10−6Pas
Ref. pressure at boundaries p0 105Pa
Table 3.2: Parameters of the reference AFTB.
velocity Ω.
Top foil and fluid film are coupled analogously to the one-dimensional case, see equations (3.31) and
(3.32).
Figure 3.12 shows the pressure distribution p − p0 in the hydrodynamically active region of the air film
(left) and the vertical deformation v3T of the top foil (right) for an angular velocity of Ω = 104 rads . The highest
deflection of the top foil can be observed in the space between the vertical bump lines. This effect is known
as top foil sagging. Its influence on the load capacity will be discussed in detail in section 3.2. The maximum
pressure occurs near to the first bumps of the middle and the outer strip. Nevertheless, the deformation of
these bumps is not higher than the deformation of the third bumps of these strips where the pressure has a
considerably lower level. Here, the effect of the friction forces can be clearly observed which are the reason
for a stiffening of bumps from the leading edge to the trailing edge.
Figure 3.11 illustrates the predicted load capacity due to equation (1.17) for one pad of the reference
AFTB as a function of the angular velocity. Results are shown for a rigid bearing, the shell model with and
without friction, and the Heshmat model.
For Ω → 0, the load capacity of all models has the same slope, representing the limit case of an incom-
pressible rigid solution, where compressibility effects and foil deflections are negligible. For the maximal
angular velocity Ω = 104 rads the predicted load capacity of the shell model is nearly half of that of the rigid
model and 75% higher than the predictions of the Heshmat model. It can be stated that among all the pos-
sible bump foil models, the Heshmat model represents the softest one, because it bases on the assumption
of a single unconnected bump with a free-free boundary situation. Therefore, the results of the Heshmat
model and the rigid model can be regarded as limiting cases. Within these limits, no general tendency can
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Figure 3.11: Geometry of top foil and contact lines between top and bump foil for one pad of the reference
AFTB (left). Predictions of different foil models for the load capacity of one pad of the reference AFTB.
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Figure 3.12: Pressure distribution (left) and top foil deflection (right) for one pad of the AFTB.
be seen. Up to Ω = 4000 rads , the shell model is nearer to the rigid limit, whereas for higher angular veloc-
ities the Heshmat model represents a better approximation for the shell model. In general, however, the
difference between the shell model and the limiting cases is too high in order to use the limiting cases for
reliable predictions. Even the shell model without friction shows a nearly 12% lower load capacity indicating
that two-dimensional friction forces cannot be disregarded. This difference can be considerably higher if
the bump strips consist of more bumps.
3.1.6 Summary and conclusions
The structural properties of foil sandwiches and their influence on the load capacity of air foil thrust bearings
have been analysed in detail. A general shell formulation has been specified to a frequently used bump
and top foil geometry from the literature. The chosen thick shell theory can be adjusted to different foil
geometries and accounts for shear, membrane, and bending effects. A penalty approach has been used
for the contact between top and bump foil including Coulomb friction. For the one-dimensional case, the
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influence of different bump interaction mechanisms on the stiffness of a bump strip has been discussed.
It could be shown that the interaction between bumps by bending moments can have a more significant
effect than the interaction by horizontal forces. Furthermore, in comparison to the results of a commercial
FE software, the accuracy of the presented foil model and the assumption of a point contact between top
and bump foil have been verified successfully. Coupling the shell equations to the compressible Reynolds
equation, the influence of different foil models on the pressure distribution in an one-dimensional taper land
foil slider was shown. Especially, it was demonstrated that former models from the literature underestimate
the pressure distribution and that interacting bending moments between bumps are essential for predicting
the foil bearing performance.
For the two-dimensional case, the structural properties of a curved bump strip, as it is frequently used in
air foil thrust bearings, were studied. Fundamental differences in comparison to straight bump strips could
be shown, having their origin in the curvature of the strip and the two-dimensional friction forces. Therefore,
one-dimensional bump strip models can be used for straight bump strips in air foil journal bearings, but are
rather inappropriate for the modeling of curved bump strips as they occur in air foil thrust bearings.
Finally, the two-dimensional shell model for the foils, including two-dimensional friction forces, was cou-
pled to the compressible Reynolds equation in order to calculate the pressure distribution, top foil deflection,
and load capacity of an air foil thrust bearing. Compared to results from the literature (Heshmat model),
significant differences in the load capacity were found for a wide range of operating conditions.
All the mentioned findings indicate, that reduced elastic foundation type models - frequently used in the
literature - cannot describe the performance of air foil thrust bearings with a high degree of accuracy. In
the opinion of the author, it is nearly impossible to find an appropriate effective stiffness for the elastic
foundation of the top foil. The effects, that govern the stiffness behaviour of bump strips, namely
• interacting horizontal forces between the bumps,
• interacting bending moments that strongly depend on the length of the bridges,
• two-dimensional curvature effects and
• two-dimensional friction forces,
can only be accounted for by a detailed structural model and not by simplified single bump calculations.
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3.2 Comparison of rigid and foil thrust bearings
The aim of the previous section 3.1 was to develop an accurate structural model for the foils of an AFTB.
Focus was put on the identification of different mechanisms that influence the stiffness of the foil sandwich.
Finally, a detailed fully coupled elasto-hydrodynamic model for AFTBs has been presented.
In this section, the question of interest is how the compliance of AFTBs influences their performance.
For this purpose, the reference pad of table 3.2 with an angular velocity of Ω = 104 rads is chosen as a
basis configuration. The bearing load can be controlled by different minimal gap heights in the bearing pad.
The compliance of top and bump foil is changed through a variation of the foil thicknesses tT and tB . All
calculations are performed with the fully coupled elasto-hydrodynamic model of the previous section that
has been shown to account for the relevant stiffness effects in AFTBs.
Especially, advantages and disadvantages of foil bearings for different operational conditions are of par-
ticular interest. Therefore, the analysis starts in section 3.2.1 for aligned bearing configurations where the
rotor disk is absolutely flat and parallel to the base plate of the bearing (this condition was assumed in all
previous calculations of chapter 2 and section 3.1).
Section 3.2.2 is concerned with distorted conditions which may be a consequence of thermally induced
deformations of the rotor disk.
Finally, in section 3.2.3 the ability of foil bearings to compensate for misaligned conditions is investigated.
3.2.1 Aligned conditions
Factors limiting the load capacity of rigid thrust bearings have been analysed thoroughly in chapter 2. The
concrete nominal gap function and the compressibility number were shown to have controlling influence on
the performance. In case of AFTBs, the compliance of the foils can be a further limiting factor.
To investigate its influence, a criterion for the comparison of different AFTBs among each other or to rigid
thrust bearings has to be defined. The main problem herein is that for AFTBs the real gap function and
the nominal gap function are different due to the deformation of the foils. As a consequence, two AFTBs
with identical nominal gap functions but for example different foil thicknesses will have different real gap
functions for all operating conditions.
The criterion proposed in this work is based on the minimal gap height hmin in the bearing, which is the
shortest distance between the (deformed) rotor disk and the deformed top foil. Defining the compressibility
number in a more general sense on the basis of the minimal gap height
Λ =
6ηΩ
p0
r2oT
h2min
, (3.37)
two AFTBs are said to operate under comparable conditions if they have the same compressibility number
(note that the former definitions of the compressibility number for the rigid sector-shaped pad (section 2.1)
and the spiral groove bearing (section 2.4) are in agreement with equation (3.37)). More precisely, for
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the calculations of this section, two AFTBs are said to operate under comparable conditions if they have
the same minimal gap height hmin. This is because all other parameters are constant for the considered
reference pad of table 3.2 with an angular velocity of Ω = 104 rads .
The minimal gap height appears to be a sensible criterion for an additional reason. In practice, a thrust
bearing can only operate in the full hydrodynamic regime above a certain critical gap height. Below this
critical value, which is estimated to be 2−5µm in [Ior99, Day76, Kim07] for AFTBs, mixed lubrication occurs
and the bearing fails. Therefore, the limiting performance characteristics (load capacity, power loss, etc.)
under the condition of a minimal possible film thickness are of special interest for the bearing designer.
Computationally, the minimal film thickness hmin is realised by an extended definition of the real gap
height
h(x, y) = −(hnom − v3T ) + hshift ,
hshift = min(hnom − v3T )− hmin ,
(3.38)
which mimics the evolution of the real gap size in an AFTB application: In the initial configuration, the
real gap height h(x, y) is given by the negative nominal gap height hnom. Due to the influence of the
hydrodynamic pressure, the foils deflect and the real gap height becomes a sum of the nominal gap height
and the top foil deformation v3T (note, that v3T is directed towards the rotor disk, compare figure 3.6). If
the thrust load can not be balanced by this configuration, the rotor disk moves in axial direction towards
the top foil what is accounted for by hshift. The resulting smaller gap size leads to a higher hydrodynamic
pressure and to higher top foil deformations. In practice, the procedure is finished when the applied thrust
load on the rotor is balanced by the AFTB. In the herein applied computational model for the comparison of
different AFTBs, according to equation (3.38) the iterations are repeated until the predefined minimal gap
height hmin is reached in at least one point of the lubricating gap.
Comparison to rigid thrust bearings
Figure 3.13 illustrates the influence of the foil stiffness on the load capacity of an AFTB for aligned condi-
tions. High, moderate and low load conditions are realised by the three minimal gap heights of 4µm, 10µm
and 16µm. For each minimal gap height four configurations are considered within this comparison.
The blue lines depict the load capacity for the reference pad with a rigid bump and top foil. It represents
the limiting solution of an infinitely stiff foil sandwich. Obviously, the rigid pad achieves the highest load
capacity for all considered minimal film thicknesses hmin.
The influence of the top foil stiffness can be studied on the basis of the green lines in figure 3.13. They
represent a configuration where the bump foil is assumed to be rigid and the top foil thickness is varied
between 75µm and 150µm. It can be clearly seen that stiffer top foils lead to higher load capacities and that
even for a very thick top foil of tT = 150µm the difference to the rigid solution is still about 25% for the highly
loaded case of hmin = 4µm. Note in this context that a doubling of the top foil thickness results in an eight
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Figure 3.13: Load capacity as a function of the foil thickness for different compliant pad configurations.
times higher bending stiffness, compare equation (3.12).
The red and the magenta lines in figure 3.13 illustrate foil thickness variations on the basis of the reference
pad, which has a tB = 75µm thick bump foil and a tT = 100µm thick top foil (see table 3.2). It can be
observed that an increase of the bump foil stiffness (red line) has a greater effect on load capacity than
an increase of the top foil stiffness (magenta line). In general, this tendency is not strictly valid but highly
dependent on the concrete foil thicknesses of the reference pad that are used as a baseline.
To sum up, it is evident that softer foils lead to lower load capacities for all three considered compliant
configurations. Comparing the rigid pad with the compliant reference pad (black circle) for the highly loaded
case, a decrease of 33% in load capacity can be clearly referred to the compliance of the top foil. A further
reduction of 37% can be traced back to the compliance of the bump foil. In total, the reference pad has a
load capacity of W = 15.8N which is only 42% of the value for the corresponding rigid pad (W = 36.8N ).
As to be expected, this difference is smaller for the moderately and lightly loaded cases.
Top foil sagging
In the previous paragraph a sensitive relation between load capacity and foil compliance has been found for
AFTBs. This paragraph is intended to investigate the origin of the observed phenomenon and focuses on
the top foil deformation. For this purpose, foil sandwich configurations with a rigid bump foil are considered,
and the influence of the top foil stiffness is analysed (compare green lines in figure 3.13).
The left column of figure 3.14 shows the height function and the corresponding pressure distribution for
a moderate load condition (hmin = 10µm) and a very thick top foil of tT = 150µm. Small waves can be
observed in the nominally flat land region of the taper land height function indicating the small deformations
of the top foil due to the hydrodynamic pressure in the pad. In particular, the existence of a broad high
pressure plateau near to the trailing edge is found as it has been already seen for the optimised rigid pad
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configurations in combination with a high compressibility number (see figure 2.2). As a consequence, the
difference in load capacity between the rigid and the foil pad is only about 5%, compare figure 3.13.
If the top foil thickness is considerably reduced to tT = 75µm (middle column of figure 3.14), significant
deformations of the top foil in the region between two bump lines are observed. The corresponding pressure
field does no longer show a broad pressure plateau but two distinct pressure peaks close to the bump lines.
The origin of that can be found in the fact that the top foil deformations are already of the order of the minimal
gap height. Because of this, the global taper land height function is superimposed by a local elastically
induced taper between the first and the second bump line leading to two distinct pressure peaks. Since the
deformed height function has a considerably lower flow resistance in the land region of the pad, the loss in
load capacity is already 25% compared to the rigid pad with the nominal taper land height function.
The right column of figure 3.14 illustrates that the described effects are more pronounced for smaller
minimal film heights. Firstly, the pressure level rises with decreasing minimal film height resulting in higher
top foil deformations. Secondly, even small top foil deformations are of the order of the small minimal film
height and therefore already significantly disturb the global taper land gap function. This explains why for
the highly loaded case of hmin = 4µm considerable losses in load capacity are observed even for rather
thick top foils, compare figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.14: Real gap function h(x, y) and corresponding pressure distribution p(x, y) for different minimal
film thickness conditions hmin and top foil thicknesses tT . Illustration of the top foil sagging effect.
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Figure 3.15: Definition of coordinate directions sx and sy used to illustrate bump foil deformations in figure
3.16.
Details of bump foil deformation
Besides the top foil sagging between the contact lines of the bump foil, the deformation of the bump foil itself
has been shown to be a limiting factor for the load capacity. To find an explanation for that, the reference pad
with a thick top foil of tT = 150µm is analysed for a highly loaded condition of hmin = 4µm. In particular, the
height function is studied along the directions sx and sy (see figure 3.15) for a thin bump foil of tB = 75µm
and a thick bump foil of tB = 150µm thickness.
The left plot in figure 3.16 shows that the real gap function h of the thick bump foil configuration keeps
close to the nominal gap function of the rigid pad. In contrast, considerable deviations can be stated for the
thin bump foil configuration. Whereas the top foil sagging disturbed the nominal gap function mainly locally,
the deformations of the bump foil are of global character. Firstly, the inclination of the taper is considerably
lower for the thin bump foil than for the thick bump foil configuration. Secondly, the observed minimal film
height along the sx-direction is about 6µm and thus considerably higher than the hmin = 4µm of the rigid
pad.
The reason for the latter aspect can be found more clearly in the right plot of figure 3.16. It illustrates
that the minimal film height of hmin = 4µm occurs for the compliant configurations only at the inner bump
close to the inner radius of the pad. Especially for the thin bump foil, the height function shows a significant
deviation in direction of larger radii (high values of sy). This effect can be explained by the higher pressure
level that occurs for larger radii due to the higher circumferential velocity of the rotor disk. It is obvious, that
the observed increase of the height function in radial direction leads to a land region with a significantly
lower flow resistance. As a consequence, the real gap function of the bearing is less efficient leading to
considerably lower load capacities.
In summary, the reasons for the worse load capacity of foil bearings can be clearly referred to the top foil
sagging and the unequal bump foil deformations. It can be therefore concluded that for aligned conditions
of the rotor disk and the thrust bearing, AFTBs will always have a lower load capacity and a higher power
loss compared to optimised rigid thrust bearings. This statement is of special importance, since it is in
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contradiction to early studies of AFTBs that are frequently cited in the literature. Heshmat [HWP83a],
for example, reported an increasing load capacity for a rising bearing compliance. Without a detailed
discussion, it should be pointed out that Heshmat’s calculations based on a very simplified foil model that
can not account for top foil sagging or identify the region in the pad where the minimal film thickness occurs.
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Figure 3.16: Real gap function along the coordinates sx (left) and sy (right) of the reference pad, compare
also figure 3.15.
Comparison to measurements
Another example for the importance of a detailed elasto-hydrodynamic model as it is presented in this work
is depicted in figure 3.17.
Iordanoff [Ior99] measured the power loss as a function of the load capacity for a complete AFTB and
compared the experimental results to the theoretical predictions of his reduced foil model (figure 3.17b).
It is striking that the predicted power loss is a linear function of the load capacity whereas the measured
power loss shows a nonlinear behaviour. For comparison, figure 3.17a shows the power loss as a function
of the load capacity for the analysed reference pad of this work (green line). Four distinct regions can be
identified in the plot.
For very low loads with a minimal film height larger than 35µm, the modified Reynolds number defined
in equation (1.24) is close to one indicating that the Reynolds equation is not valid for this region. The
power loss on the rotor disk surface can only be calculated by the Navier-Stokes equations (1.2)-(1.4). The
dashed blue line shows the trend for this case.
The second region ranges from hmin = 35µm to approximately hmin = 10µm and represents low to
moderate load conditions. This region is characterised by two properties. Firstly, the power loss has a
slightly decreasing slope. This behaviour is well known from rigid thrust bearings and can be as well found
in Iordanoff’s measurements. Secondly, a comparison to the power loss of the reference configuration with
a very thick bump foil (red line) shows practically no difference. This indicates that foil deformations are of
subordinate importance for the power loss in region 2.
In the third region, a significant rise in power loss can be observed for the reference pad (green line).
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Figure 3.17: a) Calculated power loss (in Watts) as a function of the load capacity for the reference pad
and a pad with a very thick bump foil (tB = 150µm). b) Calculation and measurement by Iordanoff [Ior99]
for the power loss of a complete eight pad AFTB as a function of the load capacity.
In particular, the slope of the power loss shows the same increasing behaviour as has been measured
by Iordanoff. This nonlinear behaviour can be explicitly referred to the unequal deformations of the bump
foil that have been discussed in the last section. This is because the reference pad with the thick bump
foil still shows a nearly linear relationship even for high loads. Furthermore, it can be clearly stated that
the measured nonlinear behaviour in region 3 is not a top foil sagging effect since both reference pad
configurations have the same top foil thickness of tT = 100µm (as has the top foil of Iordanoff’s bearing).
Finally, the fourth region is characterised by a sudden increase in power loss. This again can not be
predicted by a Reynolds equation based model since the origin of the sudden increase is a mixed lubrication
condition where dry friction occurs between the top foil and the rotating disk. The sudden increase in power
loss is often used as a criterion for the definition of the load capacity limit of AFTBs.
The main conclusion from this paragraph is that a detailed model for AFTBs can predict nonlinear phe-
nomena that are not captured by reduced models as presented in [Ior99]. Furthermore, thicker bump foils
are found to be favorable not only in terms of higher load capacities but as well for a lower power loss
(aligned conditions). Note, that the measurements by Dykas et al. [DBD+08] confirm the characteristic
behaviour of the power loss as a function of the load capacity that has been discussed in this paragraph for
AFTBs.
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Figure 3.18: Schematic illustration of the rotor disk bending due to a thermal gradient in axial direction.
3.2.2 Distorted conditions
A frequently claimed advantage of AFBs is that they are expected to show beneficial characteristics for
disturbed conditions of the nominal gap function. It is assumed that the compliance of AFBs is able to
compensate for the disturbed condition resulting in a more favorable real gap height. Possible perturbations
of the nominal gap function are caused by manufacturing inaccuracies, thermal distortions of the bearing
parts or misaligned conditions. The latter are analysed in section 3.2.3.
In this section, disturbances as they are frequently induced by a thermal bending of the rotor disk due
to temperature gradients are investigated. For this purpose, the nominal gap function is assumed to be
superimposed by a parabolic function hdist that accounts for the distortion of the rotor disk, see figure 3.18.
The real gap function (3.38) is extended in this case to
h(x, y) = −(hnom + hdist − v3T ) + hshift ,
hshift = min(hnom + hdist − v3T )− hmin ,
hdist = hdist,max
(r − riT )2
(roT − riT )2 .
(3.39)
Figure 3.19a shows the load capacity of one reference pad for a moderately distorted rotor disk
(hdist,max = 5µm). Although a thick top foil of tT = 150µm has been chosen for the comparison in or-
der to minimize top foil sagging effects, the foil pads show a lower load capacity than the rigid thrust pad.
Especially, it is astonishing that even for distorted configurations higher load capacities are achieved with
thicker bump foils. The same result is found in figure 3.19b that depicts the load capacity as a function
of the distortion parameter hdist,max. It can be clearly seen that the foil pads are inferior to the rigid pad
over the whole range of distortion parameters. At least, it can be stated that the difference diminishes with
increasing hdist,max.
The reason for the poor ability of the foil bearings to compensate for the distortion is depicted in figure
3.20. The left plot shows the pressure distribution for a foil pad (tB = 75µm, tT = 150µm) and the right plot
for a rigid pad. The distortion parameter hdist,max = 5µm and the minimal film thickness of hmin = 4µm are
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Figure 3.19: Load capacity of the distorted pad configuration for a) the distortion parameter hdist,max = 5µm
and b) the minimal film thickness hmin = 4µm. In both cases a thick top foil of tT = 150µm is chosen in
order to minimize top foil sagging effects.
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Figure 3.20: Pressure distribution for a) the foil pad (tB = 75µm, tT = 150µm) and b) the rigid pad for a
minimal film thickness condition of hmin = 4µm and a distortion parameter of hdist,max = 5µm.
the same for both plots. In order to effectively compensate for the distorted height function, the maximum
pressure should be near to the inner radius where the minimal film thickness occurs. But, it can be clearly
seen that the maximum pressure is only slightly shifted towards the inner radius for the rigid pad. In case of
the foil pad this tendency is even smaller. As a consequence, the inner bumps of the foil pad do not show
a significantly higher deformation than the middle and outer bumps. Thus, it is not possible for the foil pad
to effectively compensate for the thermally induced distortions of the rotor disk. As for the aligned case of
the previous section 3.2.1, load capacity reducing factors like an unequal bump foil deformation and top foil
sagging are also apparent for the distorted case and lead to lower load capacities in comparison to the rigid
pad.
3.2.3 Misaligned conditions
Misalignment between the base plate and the rotor disk is frequently caused by manufacturing or assembly
inaccuracies and can not be avoided completely. Figure 3.21 illustrates the 6 pad reference AFTB of table
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Figure 3.21: Misaligned reference AFTB.
3.2 in a misaligned condition. The orientation of the base plate relative to the rotor disk is described by the
misalignment angles αx and αy, which are zero for the special case of aligned conditions. The real gap
function is given by
h(x, y) = −(hnom − hmis − v3T ) + hshift ,
hshift = min(hnom − hmis − v3T )− hmin ,
hmis = αxy − αyx ,
(3.40)
where hmis accounts for the influence of the base plate orientation on the real gap function. Note that the
misalignment angles are assumed to be small. Only because of this, the orientation of the base plate can
be regarded as a superposition of rotations about the x-axis (αx) and the y-axis (αy).
A comparison of an AFTB to a rigid thrust bearing for misaligned conditions is shown in figure 3.22. The
load capacity of the whole bearing is plotted against the minimal film thickness in the bearing for αy = 0 and
different values of αx. It is clearly to see that the AFTB outperforms the rigid bearing for higher misalignment
parameters. Already for a small misalignment of αx = 5µm/roT , the AFTB is competitive to the rigid bearing
for a wide range of minimal film thicknesses hmin and is only inferior for high load conditions. With rising
misalignment parameter the difference between the AFTB and the rigid bearing increases, resulting in a
20% higher load capacity of the AFTB (αx = 15µm/roT ) even for moderate load conditions of hmin = 10µm.
This difference is noteworthy since for aligned conditions the load capacity of the AFTB has been shown to
be only 70% of the value for the corresponding rigid bearing, compare figure 3.13.
Figure 3.23 shows the influence of the bump foil thickness (left) and the top foil thickness (right) for a
misalignment parameter of αx = 15µm/roT . Whereas the load capacity of an AFTB with a thick bump
foil of tB = 150µm (not shown in the plot) is comparable to the rigid bearing, a significant improving can
be observed for thinner bump foils. For low to moderate loads a clear trend can be identified: The load
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Figure 3.22: Load capacity Wbearing for a whole thrust bearing as a function of the minimal film thickness
in the bearing. Comparison between a rigid and foil configuration for different misalignment parameters αx.
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Figure 3.23: Variation of bump foil thickness (left) and top foil thickness (right) for the misalignment param-
eters αx = 15µm/roT , αy = 0.
capacity of the misaligned AFTB increases with decreasing bump foil thickness what is in contrast to the
observed behaviour for aligned configurations, see figure 3.13. But in case of high load conditions (low
minimal film thicknesses) a very thin bump foil of tB = 50µm shows a reduced load capacity indicating
that an optimal value for the bump foil thickness exists for misaligned conditions. Regarding the top foil
thickness, the situation is analogous to the aligned case. Thicker top foils lead to higher load capacities for
the whole range of minimal film thicknesses.
To understand the reason for the improved behaviour of AFTBs under misaligned conditions, a closer
investigation of the individual pads is helpful. For this purpose, the load capacity and minimal film thickness
of each pad of the reference AFTB (tB = 75µm, tT = 100µm) is plotted in figure 3.24 for the misalignment
parameters αy = 0, αx = 15µm/roT . A comparison to the rigid pads reveals an interesting behaviour: The
globally minimal film thickness hmin occurs within the first pad for both bearings. Consequently, this pad
shows the highest load capacity of all pads for both bearing configurations. Since the foil bearing has the
higher bearing load capacity Wbearing (sum of all pads), the individual pad with the highest load capacity
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Pad number
Figure 3.24: Minimal film height and load capacity of the individual pads within the foil and the rigid thrust
bearing.
might be expected to occur as well in the foil bearing. But this is not the case. The highest load capacity
for an individual pad is found for the first pad of the rigid bearing. This, once again, underlines the poor
ability of foil pads to compensate for disturbed nominal gap functions as has been already stated in section
3.2.2. The reason for the superior behaviour of the AFTB with regard to the global load capacity lies in the
fact that all other foil pads (numbers 2 to 6) perform better than the corresponding rigid pads. This is not
astonishing since the minimal film height of these pads is considerably smaller for the AFTB.
The mechanism that is responsible for the smaller individual film heights is illustrated in figure 3.25. The
special formulation of the height function (3.39) ensures that the globally minimal gap function hmin is the
same for the AFTB and the rigid thrust bearing. Due to the considered choice of misalignment parameters
αy and αx, hmin occurs within pad 1 for both bearings. But the crucial effect is that the bump foil (yellow)
of the foil pad deflects under the hydrodynamic pressure. Because of this, the position of the rotor disk is
closer to the base plate and thus the minimal film height hmin,4 of pad 4 and all other pads (except pad 1)
is considerably smaller in the AFTB than in the rigid thrust bearing. As a result, the AFTB shows a higher
load capacity Wbearing.
3.2.4 Summary and conclusions
The load capacity of AFTBs has been compared to rigid bearings for aligned, distorted and misaligned
conditions. Unequal bump foil deformations and top foil sagging have been identified to be the main load
capacity reducing factors for AFTBs. They can be clearly studied for aligned conditions but occur as well for
distorted and misaligned conditions and were shown to be the origin of measured nonlinear effects reported
in the literature [Ior99].
For the analysed reference configuration of an AFTB, bump and top foil are not able to effectively com-
pensate for disturbed nominal gap functions within one pad. This is mainly because the balance of the
disturbed gap function by an appropriate deformation of the foils is only possible if the foils have a con-
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Figure 3.25: Illustration of minimal film height in the highest loaded pad (pad 1) and the lowest loaded pad
(pad 4). Comparison between a rigid thrust bearing and an AFTB.
siderable compliance. But for this case, the negative effects of unequal bump foil deformation and top foil
sagging are highly pronounced and predominate.
Of course, the frequently used, equal-spaced cartesian bump pattern of the analysed reference config-
uration could be modified in direction to more sophisticated designs as presented in [DBD+08]. Without
claim of completeness, it is only mentioned that modified bump pattern geometries have been tested within
the frame of this work, but no systematic advantage could be found for aligned and distorted conditions.
For misaligned conditions, AFTBs could be shown to have higher load capacities in comparison to rigid
thrust bearings. But the superior behaviour is not due to stiffness variations within one pad as they are
proposed for sophisticated bump foil designs. Instead, it could be clearly stated that the overall compliance
of the highest loaded pad enables smaller film thicknesses in the remaining pads and thus higher load
capacities. Again, this positive effect is only valid up to a critical minimal compliance of the bump foil. Below
this minimal value, negative effects already identified for aligned conditions predominate and can lead to
lower load capacities. Hereby, the critical compliance of the bump foil is a function of the expected amount
of misalignment.
In summary, it can be said that the compliance of AFTBs helps to compensate for different gap functions
between the distinct pads and not for disturbances of the nominal gap function within one individual pad.
One possible situation, for which the individual pads of a bearing have different gap functions, is for mis-
aligned conditions. But even for aligned conditions, different gap functions can be apparent in the distinct
pads of a thrust bearing due to manufacturing inaccuracies. For instance, if the minimal gap function of
one special pad is only 10µm lower than in the other pads, it follows clearly from the presented calculations
(figure 3.13) that the load capacity of a rigid thrust bearing will be very poor. By contrast, for the AFTB the
highly loaded pad will deform and enable the other pads to significantly contribute to the load capacity of
the AFTB.
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Besides favorable damping effects, it is this mechanism that can be regarded as the main advantage of
AFTBs.
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4 Thermo-elasto-hydrodynamics of AFTBs
In chapters 2 and 3, AFTBs have been studied under the assumption of isothermal conditions. Thermal
aspects have been neglected in favour of a clear presentation of hydrodynamic and structural effects. Nev-
ertheless, the vast amount of literature on thermal aspects of fluid film lubrication indicates the extraordinary
importance of this issue. A historically prominent example is the experimentally observed load capacity of
parallel surface thrust bearings. This effect could not be explained by isothermal lubrication theory since the
isothermal Reynolds equation (1.23) predicts a zero load capacity for a lubricating gap of constant height.
The search for an explanation of this phenomenon motivated researchers to include thermal considera-
tions in their analysis. In general, the performance of fluid film bearings was found to be influenced by
two different types of thermal effects. The first is due to the temperature dependence of the fluid proper-
ties [Zie57, Dow62, Pin90, Sny65, ER73, Hue74, Kho87], which led to the development of the generalized
Reynolds equation (1.13)-(1.14) accounting for three dimensional variations of the dynamic viscosity and
the density. As a second effect, the thermal distortion of bearing components was identified to may have
a considerable influence on the gap function and therefore as well on the pressure development in a fluid
film bearing [BBA96, PS65, PS67, RC75]. Indeed, in case of the parallel surface bearing, the thermal
distortions were found to be responsible for the observed load capacity [EC65, EB86].
The main aim of this chapter is the development of a thermo-elasto-hydrodynamic model for an AFTB.
Section 4.1 focuses on the thermal modeling of the air film without considering the heat transfer from the
air film to the bearing parts (top foil, rotor disk, etc.). Fundamental differences between oil and air bearings
are found and appropriate reductions of the generalized Reynolds equation and the energy equation are
presented. In section 4.2, the heat transfer in the different bearing parts is modeled in detail and coupled
to the air film. Finally, simulation results for the thermo-elasto-hydrodynamic (TEHD) model are presented
in section 4.3.
4.1 Thermal modeling of the air film
This section focuses on thermal effects in fluid film bearings that are caused by the properties of the con-
crete lubricating fluid. For the isothermal case considered in chapter 2, the compressibility of air has been
already found to be a distinguishing property of air bearings in comparison to oil bearings. Namely, the
Reynolds equation becomes nonlinear and the compressibility number appears as an additional governing
parameter next to the shape of the gap function.
Effects of similar magnitude can be observed if thermal properties of the fluid are included in the analysis.
Therefore, in this section a rigid oil thrust bearing is compared to a rigid air thrust bearing for the case of
adiabatic boundary conditions. The comparison of oil and air bearings is interesting because of two reasons.
Firstly, both bearing types are well suited for high speed turbomachinery. Since an increasing demand on
oil-free systems can be observed (e.g. fuel cell blowers), it is of significant interest if at all or under which
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circumstances oil bearings can be substituted by air bearings. The second reason for the comparison is
that thermal aspects of oil bearings have been investigated in the literature to a far deeper extend than
those of air bearings. A consequence of this is that modeling approaches for oil bearings are frequently
found in the literature to be as well mistakenly applied to air bearings. It is therefore the aim of this section
to clearly identify the thermal characteristics of air bearings. Based on these results, appropriate reductions
of the governing equations, namely the Reynolds equation and the energy equation, are suggested for an
efficient simulation of AFTBs.
4.1.1 Generalized Reynolds equation and energy equation
The governing equations describing the fluid flow in a lubricating gap have been derived in section 1.5. The
generalized Reynolds equation (1.13)-(1.14) has been shown to account for three-dimensional variations
of the fluid’s dynamic viscosity and density. As both properties are a function of the fluid temperature, a
three-dimensional energy equation has to be solved in addition to the generalized Reynolds equation.
Energy equation
A starting point for the derivation of an appropriate energy equation for AFTBs is the general balance of
energy for a fluid element of arbitrary material
ρ
D
Dt
= −divq+ S · ∇u . (4.1)
Hierin,  is the specific internal energy of the fluid, q is the heat flux over the boundary and S = −pI + T
is the Cauchy stress tensor for a viscous fluid. The lubricant is assumed to be free of internal heat sources
(e.g. from chemical reactions). Further specifications are made by:
1. The caloric equation of state for liquids and ideal gases
D = cVDT , (4.2)
where cV is the isochoric specific heat capacity and T is the temperature of the fluid.
2. Fourier’s law of heat conduction
q = −k∇T (4.3)
with k being the thermal conductivity of the fluid.
3. The use of a Newtonian material law for the viscous stress tensor
T = 2ηD− 2
3
ηtr(D)I , (4.4)
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where D = 12
(∇u + (∇u)T ) is the rate of strain tensor, I the identity tensor and tr(·) the trace of a
tensor.
Inserting equations (4.2)-(4.3) in the equation for the balance of energy (4.1) leads to
ρcV
DT
Dt
= ∇(k∇T )− p divu+ Φ . (4.5)
Hierin, the dissipation function reads in cartesian coordinates
Φ = T·∇u = 2η
[(∂u
∂x
)2
+
(∂v
∂y
)2
+
(∂w
∂z
)2]
+η
[(∂v
∂x
+
∂u
∂y
)2
+
(∂w
∂y
+
∂v
∂z
)2
+
(∂u
∂z
+
∂w
∂x
)2
−2
3
(∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
+
∂w
∂z
)2]
.
(4.6)
The energy equation (4.5) is valid for both, oil and air bearings. Since oil behaves nearly incompressible
(only if the temperature dependence of the density is neglected), divu = 0 holds and the second term of
the right hand sight vanishes. In case of air, further manipulations can be applied. Firstly, the continuity
equation DρDt + ρdivu = 0 is used to rewrite the energy equation (4.5) to the form
ρcV
DT
Dt
= ∇(k∇T ) + p
ρ
Dρ
Dt
+ Φ . (4.7)
Secondly, two properties of an ideal gas, namely
4. the thermal equation of state
p = ρRspecT , (4.8)
5. and the relation between the isochoric and isobaric specific heat capacity
cV = cP −Rspec (4.9)
are explored in order to get
ρcP
DT
Dt
= ∇(k∇T ) + Dp
Dt
+ Φ . (4.10)
Finally, specific assumptions of lubrication theory are applied to equation (4.10):
6. The pressure is nearly constant along the gap height
∂p
∂z
= 0 . (4.11)
7. The velocity gradients ∂u∂z and
∂v
∂z along the gap height are several magnitudes of order greater than
all other velocity gradients. This results in the reduced dissipation function
Φ = η
[(∂u
∂z
)2
+
(∂v
∂z
)2]
. (4.12)
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Since only stationary flows are considered in this work, the resulting energy equation reads
ρcP
[
u
∂T
∂x
+ v
∂T
∂y︸ ︷︷ ︸
planar
convection
+ w
∂T
∂z︸ ︷︷ ︸
vertical
convection
]
=
[
∂
∂x
(
k
∂T
∂x
)
+
∂
∂y
(
k
∂T
∂y
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
planar
diffusion
+
∂
∂z
(
k
∂T
∂z
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
vertical
diffusion
]
+
[
u
∂p
∂x
+ v
∂p
∂y
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
power of
pressure forces
+ η
[(∂u
∂z
)2
+
(∂v
∂z
)2]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
dissipation
.
(4.13)
In section 4.1.4, a magnitude of order analysis of the different terms in equation (4.13) will justify two
further simplifications:
8. The planar diffusion can be neglected.
9. The vertical convection is of subordinate order for air bearings.
As a result, the energy equation used in this work for the calculation of the temperature distribution in an
AFTB reads
ρcP
[
u
∂T
∂x
+ v
∂T
∂y︸ ︷︷ ︸
planar
convection
]
=
[
∂
∂z
(
k
∂T
∂z
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
vertical
diffusion
]
+
[
u
∂p
∂x
+ v
∂p
∂y
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
power of
pressure forces
+ η
[(∂u
∂z
)2
+
(∂v
∂z
)2]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
dissipation
. (4.14)
As cV ≈ cP holds for liquids, oil bearings can be calculated as well by equation (4.14) if the term for the
power of pressure forces is replaced by ’−p divu’, compare equation (4.5).
Coordinate transformation
Basically, the generalized Reynolds equation (1.13)-(1.14) and the energy equation (4.14) can be directly
used in order to calculate the pressure and temperature fields in a rigid oil or air bearing. This approach
turns out to be not very comfortable in practice. For the isothermal case, the concrete shape of the lubri-
cating gap was accounted for by the gap function h(x, y) which is only a factor in the (two-dimensional)
isothermal Reynolds equation. For the thermal case, the presented energy equation (4.14) is of three-
dimensional character and therefore the complete space of the lubricating gap has to be discretised. A
consequence of this is that every time the gap function is changed, the domain on which the energy equa-
tion is solved has to be modified as well. Furthermore, for the full TEHD model of an AFTB, the real gap
function is anyway not equal to the nominal gap function but influenced by the deformation of the foils
and the rotor disk. Because of these reasons, a coordinate transformation is necessary for the governing
equations in order to keep the discretisation domain constant.
In this work, the concrete coordinate transformation
z =
1− z
2
h(x, y) (4.15)
is applied, where z is a nondimensional coordinate ranging from z = −1 to z = 1, compare also figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the coordinate transformation for the lubricating gap.
The energy equation (4.14) transforms due to (4.15) to the nondimensional form
ρcP
[
u
(∂T
∂x
+
1− z
h
∂h
∂x
∂T
∂z
)
+v
(∂T
∂y
+
1− z
h
∂h
∂y
∂T
∂z
)]
=
[
∂
∂z
(4k
h2
∂T
∂z
)]
+
[
u
∂p
∂x
+v
∂p
∂y
]
+
4η
h2
[(∂u
∂z
)2
+
(∂v
∂z
)2]
.
(4.16)
Analogously, the nondimensional generalized Reynolds equation is given by (compare equations (1.13)-
(1.14))
∂
∂x
[
h3
2
(F 2 +G1)
∂p
∂x
]
+
∂
∂y
[
h3
2
(F 2 +G1)
∂p
∂y
]
=
∂
∂x
[
U
F 0
h(F 3 +G2)
]
+
∂
∂y
[
V
F 0
h(F 3 +G2)
]
(4.17)
with F i, Gi being
F 0 =
1∫
−1
1
η
dz , F 1 =
1∫
−1
1
η
1− z
2
dz , F 2 =
1∫
−1
ρ
η
1− z
2
(
1− z
2
− F 1
F 0
)
dz , F 3 =
1∫
−1
ρ
η
1− z
2
dz ,
G1 =
1∫
−1
1− z
2
∂ρ
∂z
 z∫
−1
1
η
1− z
2
dz − F 1
F 0
z∫
−1
1
η
dz
 dz , G2 = 1∫
−1
1− z
2
∂ρ
∂z
 z∫
−1
1
η
dz
 dz .
(4.18)
Finally, the fluid velocities in the lubricating gap (1.15)-(1.16) have to be expressed as a function of the
nondimensional coordinate z
u(z) = −h
2
2
∂p
∂x
[ z∫
−1
1
η
1− z
2
dz − F 1
F 0
z∫
−1
1
η
dz
]
+
U
F 0
z∫
−1
1
η
dz , (4.19)
v(z) = −h
2
2
∂p
∂y
[ z∫
−1
1
η
1− z
2
dz − F 1
F 0
z∫
−1
1
η
dz
]
+
V
F 0
z∫
−1
1
η
dz (4.20)
since they are needed in the nondimensional energy equation (4.16).
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4.1.2 Properties of air
It has been shown in section 4.1.1 that the energy equation is of the same type for oil and air bearings except
for the term in the power of the pressure forces. Similarly, it is for both fluids the generalized Reynolds
equation that describes the pressure distribution in the lubricating gap. Therefore, the main differences in
the performance of air and oil bearings stem from the material properties of the fluids, namely the dynamic
viscosity η, the thermal conductivity k, the specific heat capacity cP and the density ρ. For air, tabulated
data can be found for example in [BS13]. In case of oil, a vast number of different types exists. In this work,
a Castrol 5W-30 oil is chosen for the comparison between oil and air bearings. It is widely distributed in the
automotive industry and can be therefore found to be used as a lubricant in the hydrodynamic oil bearings
of turbochargers.
Equations (4.21)-(4.22) are the result of a regression analysis and show the temperature dependence of
the fluid properties for a temperature range of 0−500◦C in case of air and 50−200◦C in case of the Castrol
5W-30 oil
ηair =
(
− 1.75 · 10−11
( T
[K]
)2
+ 5.68 · 10−8
( T
[K]
)
+ 3.06 · 10−6
)[ kg
m · s
]
,
kair =
(
− 2.10 · 10−8
( T
[K]
)2
+ 8.46 · 10−5
( T
[K]
)
+ 2.89 · 10−3
)[ W
m ·K
]
,
cP,air =
(
2.43 · 10−4
( T
[K]
)2
− 7.70 · 10−2
( T
[K]
)
+ 1008
)[ J
kg ·K
]
,
ρair =
p
RT
,
(4.21)
ηoil =
(
5.22 · 104e−0.0448 T[K] + 0.721e−0.0126 T[K]
)[ kg
m · s
]
,
koil =
(
− 7.60 · 10−5
( T
[K]
)
+ 0.161
)[ W
m ·K
]
,
cP,oil =
(
3.70
( T
[K]
)
+ 811
)[ J
kg ·K
]
,
ρoil =
(
− 0.643
( T
[K]
)
+ 1037
)[ kg
m3
]
.
(4.22)
Note, that the density of air ρair is as well a function of the pressure and therefore modeled by the ideal
gas law. An illustration of the tabulated fluid properties (circles) and the respective regression formulae
(4.21)-(4.22) (solid lines) is shown in figure 4.2. It reveals fundamental differences in the properties of air
(red) and oil (blue). For the most important property, the dynamic viscosity η, three aspects should be
highlighted:
• The dynamic viscosity of oil is found to be about three orders of magnitude higher than the dynamic
viscosity of air. This leads to considerably higher load capacities for oil bearings which will be dis-
cussed in detail in section 4.1.3.
• The temperature dependence shows an increasing behaviour for air but a decreasing behaviour for
oil. This qualifies air bearings to be used in high temperature environments. Especially, since air is
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not prone to thermal break down phenomena.
• The rate of change is considerably smaller for air than for the oil. For example, in the temperature
range between 50 − 200◦C an increase of only about 30% is observed for air. By contrast, the oil’s
dynamic viscosity at 200◦C is only 5% of the corresponding dynamic viscosity at 50◦C. Because of
this, the isothermal calculations of chapter 2 are more accurate for air bearings than for oil bearings.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of fluid properties between air and a Castrol 5W-30 oil. a) Dynamic viscosity η. b)
Thermal conductivity k. c) Specific heat capacity cp. d) Density ρ.
4.1.3 Comparison of oil and air thrust bearings
In this section, the pressure and temperature distribution in the lubricating gap of a rigid oil thrust bearing
and a rigid air thrust bearing is compared for adiabatic boundary conditions. The comparison is drawn in
order to identify characteristic differences in the performance and in the thermal behaviour of oil and air
bearings.
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air thrust pad oil thrust pad
Inner top foil radius riT 15mm 3.5mm
Outer top foil radius roT 30mm 7mm
Hydrodyn. active pad angle ϕhT 40◦ 40◦
Width of land region xland 6mm 1mm
Inclination of taper region m 2.90µm/mm 6µm/mm
Gap size in land region h2 10µm 10µm
Ref. pressure at boundaries p0 105Pa 105Pa
Table 4.1: Parameters for the rigid air and oil thrust pad.
Geometry
The principal requirement on a thrust bearing in a turbomachine is to carry a certain load for a given
rotational speed of the rotor. Based on this criterion, the geometry of the two thrust bearings is chosen
in order to produce nearly the same load capacity for an angular velocity of Ω = 103 rads . For the rigid air
thrust bearing, the geometrical parameters of the reference AFTB are taken, compare table 3.2. The oil
thrust pad is chosen to be as well of cylindrical sector shape with a cartesian taper land gap function (see
definition (3.35)). A comparison between the geometrical parameters of the rigid air and the rigid oil thrust
pad is given in table 4.1.
Field equations
In order to obtain the temperature and pressure distribution for the air bearing, the nondimensional gener-
alized Reynolds equation (4.17)-(4.18), the nondimensional energy equation (4.16), the equations for the
velocities (4.19)-(4.20) and for the material properties (4.21) are to be solved simultaneously. These 14
equations represent a nonlinear equation system for the 14 unknown quantities p, F 0-F 3, G1-G2, T , u, v,
η, k, cP and ρ.
In principal, the calculation for the oil bearing is analogous except for the differences in the energy equa-
tion that have been pointed out in section 4.1.1. To simplify the calculation for the oil bearing, a constant
oil density is assumed in this work. It can be seen from figure 4.2d that this assumption leads to accurate
results if the temperature variations in the oil film are small (a variation of 10K means a 1% change in the
density).
Boundary conditions
Figure 4.3 shows the calculation domains and the boundary conditions for the generalized Reynolds equa-
tion and the energy equation. Identical boundary conditions are applied to the air and the oil film. The fluid
enters the pad with a temperature of T = Tin = 100◦C. Due to the adiabatic boundary condition, the heat
flux to the rotor disk and the top foil is zero. For the remaining three boundaries a free outlet condition is
applied (the heat flux over the boundary is equal to the convective heat flux). The ambient pressure p0 is
used as boundary condition for the pressure. Note that in case of the oil bearing, the density is assumed to
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Figure 4.3: Boundary conditions for the oil and the air film.
be constant ρoil = ρoil(T = 100◦C).
Results
The calculation results for the oil thrust bearing and the air thrust bearing are discussed comparatively on
the basis of figures 4.4 and 4.5. The first depicts the detailed temperature and pressure distribution in one
pad of each thrust bearing for an angular velocity of Ω = 103 rads . Figure 4.5 shows the load capacity (left)
and the maximal temperature rise in the pad (right) as a function of the angular velocity. Several interesting
conclusions can be drawn from these results.
Substitution of oil bearings by air bearings: It can be seen from figure 4.5a that for an angular velocity of
Ω = 103 rads the load capacity of one pad is nearly 2N for both, the oil and the air thrust bearing. Thus,
although the oil bearing is considerably smaller (outer radius roT,oil = 7mm) than the air bearing (outer
radius roT,air = 30mm), both achieve a comparable load capacity. This is only possible, since the generated
pressure level in the oil bearing is nearly 16 times higher than in the air bearing, see figure 4.4. This aspect
of the comparison clearly reveals the extremely low load capacity to be a severe drawback of air bearings.
A designer of a turbomachinery system who wants to replace oil bearings by air bearings in order to get the
benefit of an oil-free system is therefore mainly concerned with a central question: What is the ratio of outer
radii between the substituting air bearings and the currently used oil bearings? An answer of this question
in terms of a rule of thumb can be given by the following calculation.
It has been seen in chapter 2 that the dimensionless load capacity W = Wp0Apad of one pad of an oil thrust
bearing is directly proportional to the compressibility number Λ = 6ηΩp0
r2oT
h22
. Assuming this proportionality as
well for an air thrust bearing, which holds approximately for low to moderate compressibility numbers (see
for example figure 2.3), we get for a cylindrically sector-shaped pad with a taper land gap function
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Figure 4.4: Temperature and pressure distribution in the adiabatic oil (left column) and air pad (right column)
for an angular velocity of Ω = 103 rads .
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and air pad.
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W ∝ p0r2oTW ∝ p0r2oTΛ ∝ ηΩ
r4oT
h22
. (4.23)
Demanding an equal angular velocity Ω and minimal gap height h2 for the air and the oil pad, the ratio of
outer radii between the two pads is given by
roT,air
roT,oil
=
(
ηoil
ηair
) 1
4
. (4.24)
Since the dimensionless load capacity of air bearings shows a degressive behaviour for high compressibility
numbers (compare figure 2.3), the derived ratio (4.24) should be regarded as a minimal value. Furthermore,
due to the different viscosity levels of oils and their highly nonlinear viscosity-temperature dependence, see
figure 4.2, it is not possible to give a general ratio for all applications.
In the specific case of turbochargers, which are frequently driven with the Castrol 5W-30 oil at tempera-
tures around 100◦C, it can be concluded that the substitution of the oil thrust bearing by an air thrust bearing
will lead to an approximately five times bigger rotor disk. Obviously, this ratio disqualifies air bearings as a
possible bearing technology for automotive turbochargers since the corresponding inertia of the air bearing
adapted turbocharger design would be too high for a good transient behaviour.
Load capacity as a function of the angular velocity: The dimensionless load capacity of thrust bearings
has been shown in chapter 2 to be a degressive function of the compressibility number Λ. Since the
compressibility number is proportional to the angular velocity Ω, isothermal lubrication theory predicts as
well a degressive dependence of the load capacity on the angular velocity. In contrast to this, a progressive
dependence of the load capacity on the angular velocity can be observed in figure 4.5a for the THD model of
an air thrust bearing. The origin of this effect is to be found in the increasing viscosity-temperature relation
of air, compare figure 4.2a. An increasing angular velocity enhances the dissipation in the pad leading
to higher air temperatures and thus to higher viscosities. Therefore, a doubling of the angular velocity
results in an increase of the compressibility number by more than the factor of two. Whether the slope of
the load capacity function shows an increasing, constant or decreasing behaviour strongly depends on the
heat management of the air thrust bearing. But definitely, the slope will be higher than predicted by the
isothermal Reynolds equation. This fact is of relevance in load capacity measurements where the minimal
film height is constant and the compressibility number is only affected by the dynamic viscosity and the
angular velocity.
Differences in heat transfer between oil and air bearings: Figure 4.4 shows some qualitatively similar fea-
tures for the temperature distribution in the lubricating gap of the adiabatic oil and air thrust pad. A con-
tinuous temperature rise is observed from the inlet to the outlet surface. Furthermore, both pads show
significantly higher temperatures at the outer radius in comparison to the inner radius due to the radial
increase of the circumferential fluid velocity. Nevertheless, there are as well two significant differences be-
tween the oil and the air bearing. Firstly, it can be observed that the temperature distribution across the
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fluid film height is very homogeneous for the air bearing. By contrast, the oil bearing shows a significant
gradient in the z-direction. This difference indicates that heat conduction across the fluid film height is far
more effective for the air bearing than for the oil bearing.
Secondly, a huge discrepancy between the temperature rise in the oil and the air thrust bearing can be
stated. The temperature rise in the oil bearing is at most 2◦C whereas the air is heated up to T−Tin = 223◦C
for the operating condition of Ω = 103 rads and h2 = 10µm. The discrepancy is even more pronounced by
figure 4.5b. It shows the maximal temperature rise in the pad as a function of the angular velocity. Here,
the predicted temperatures in the air bearing are above 1000◦C for Ω = 3000 rads which is still a moderate
angular velocity for an air thrust bearing of this size. The unrealistically high temperatures of this example
indicate that the heat transfer in oil and air bearings is fundamentally different. Especially, since the load
capacities of both bearings and therefore as well the total dissipated heat are of comparable size in the
presented comparison.
4.1.4 Magnitude of order analysis of heat fluxes
The identification of the dominant mechanisms of heat transfer in a thrust bearing has several advantages.
Firstly, a reasonable reduction of the general energy equation (4.13) can be performed resulting in smaller
computational times without significant loss of accuracy. Secondly, once the dominant mechanisms of heat
transfer are identified, it is clear which aspects of the heat transfer are to be modeled in depth in order to
improve the thermal model. Furthermore, the designer of a thrust bearing gets an idea of the most important
parameters that can be optimised for a reduction of bearing temperatures. Because of these reasons and
the previously found differences in the temperatures of adiabatic thrust bearings, this section is aimed to
perform a magnitude of order analysis of the heat fluxes in an air and an oil thrust bearing.
The mechanisms of heat transfer, that are to be considered, are heat convection due to the fluid’s motion
and heat conduction (diffusion). Since the characteristic length of the fluid film in the x, y-plane is several
orders of magnitude higher than the characteristic length in the z-direction across the fluid film, each of the
two mechanisms of heat transfer is further subdivided in a planar and a vertical part, see equation (4.13).
Without loss of generality, only the term in x-direction is representatively considered for both, the planar
convection as well as the planar diffusion. The choice of a characteristic temperature Tref , characteristic
lengths roT and href as well as characteristic velocities uref = 12roTΩ and wref leads to the formulae
T = Tref T̂ , x = roT x̂, z = href ẑ, u =
1
2
roTΩû, w = wref ŵ, (4.25)
where (̂·) are dimensionless functions. Using the characteristic values ρref , cP,ref and kref for the fluid
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Figure 4.6: Magnitude of order analysis of different specific heat fluxes for the air film (left) and the oil film
(right).
properties, the four distinct heat fluxes can be written as
ρcpu
∂T
∂x
≈ 1
2
ρrefcP,refΩTref û
∂T̂
∂x̂
, (planar convection) (4.26)
ρcpw
∂T
∂z
≈ ρrefcP,ref wref
href
Tref ŵ
∂T̂
∂ẑ
, (vertical convection) (4.27)
∂
∂x
[
k
∂T
∂x
]
≈ kref
r2oT
Tref
∂2T̂
∂x̂2
, (planar diffusion) (4.28)
∂
∂z
[
k
∂T
∂z
]
≈ kref
h2ref
Tref
∂2T̂
∂ẑ2
. (vertical diffusion) (4.29)
The dimensionless functions (̂·) are of the order of unity and can be neglected therefore. The reference
temperature Tref is a linear factor in all four heat fluxes and does not contribute to differences in the mag-
nitude of order between the heat fluxes. Furthermore, wref ≈ 12Ωhref can be shown to hold from a similar
analysis of the continuity equation (1.1). Inserting this expression in equation (4.27) shows that the vertical
convection is of the same order as the planar convection. Therefore, only three expressions have to be
compared
1
2
ρrefcP,refΩ, (planar convection) (4.30)
kref
r2oT
, (planar diffusion) (4.31)
kref
h2ref
. (vertical diffusion) (4.32)
Since the fluid properties in these expressions vary at most by the factor of two, compare figure 4.2, they
can be considered to be constant in the sense of a magnitude of order analysis. Concretely, the values for
a temperature of T = 100◦C are used. Figure 4.6 shows a comparison of the expressions (4.30)-(4.32) for
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a reference gap height of href = 20µm. Each expression is plotted as a function of the outer radius roT and
the angular velocity Ω. Several conclusions for the thermal behaviour of air and oil thrust bearings can be
drawn.
Firstly, it can be clearly seen that planar diffusion is several magnitudes of order smaller than the other
two heat fluxes. Consequently, this heat flux has been neglected in the final energy equation (4.14) without
loss of accuracy.
Secondly, the ratio between vertical diffusion and planar convection is completely different for oil and air
bearings. In case of oil bearings, the planar convection dominates over the vertical diffusion. By contrast,
for air bearings the convective heat transport by the motion of the fluid is two to three magnitudes of order
smaller than for oil bearings. Note, that this is approximately the ratio that is found in the temperatures of the
previous calculations for the adiabatic thrust bearings, compare figure 4.5b. The convective heat transfer in
air bearings is so small, due to the very low density of air, that even for high angular velocities the vertical
diffusion is one order of magnitude higher. This clearly shows that most of the heat in an air bearing can
be efficiently conducted in the direction across the fluid film. In particular, the air bearing is able to conduct
a larger amount of heat by vertical diffusion than the oil bearing since the surface area of the air bearing is
significantly larger for a comparable load capacity, compare section 4.1.3.
The previous considerations were limited to the heat fluxes within the fluid volume. The amount of heat
that is actually conducted out of the fluid into the top foil and the rotor disk strongly depends on the thermal
resistances of these components. If the thermal resistances are high or even infinite, as in the adiabatic
case of section 4.1.3, the temperature level in the air thrust bearing will be high as well.
This fact clarifies the main difference in the modeling of oil and air bearings:
• For oil bearings, in most cases only the convective heat flux has to be considered in the energy equa-
tion. It is only for very slow angular velocities, or extremely small gap heights where vertical diffusion
has to be taken into account additionally. Furthermore, a detailed model for the mixing behaviour in
the space between two pads is of high significance in order to get correct oil inlet temperatures. Since
convection dominates in oil bearings, the inlet temperature massively influences the temperature dis-
tribution in the pad.
• For air bearings, a detailed thermal model of the parts surrounding the air film is essential for a
correct prediction of bearing temperatures, especially for high load conditions with small gap heights.
A precise calculation of the inlet temperature is of subordinate importance since the contribution of
the convective heat transfer to an effective removal of the dissipated heat is low.
4.1.5 Reduction of governing equations
The nondimensional generalized Reynolds equation consists of a two-dimensional partial differential equa-
tion for the pressure (4.17) and six integral equations (4.18). The latter are rewritten into differential equa-
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tions, for example
F 0(x, y) =
1∫
−1
1
η(x, y, z)
dz , → dI0
dz
=
1
η(x, y, z)
with I0(z = 1) = F 0(x, y) , (4.33)
which are solved analogously to the energy equation on the 3D-nondimensional domain of the lubricating
gap, compare figure 4.3. The calculation of the pressure and temperature field in the fluid of a thrust bearing
implies therefore the
• discretisation of one 2D pressure equation,
• discretisation of six 3D integral equations,
• discretisation of one 3D energy equation,
• discretisation of one 3D continuity equation for the velocity component w, if the vertical convection is
accounted for in the energy equation.
Especially, the six integral equations considerably increase the size of the calculation problem. Because of
this reason, various attempts have been made in the literature in order to reduce the calculation time [Elr89,
MK07, Mor05, Fen09, MLS16]. The main idea of these approaches is to interpolate the 3D viscosity and
density fields in the z-direction by polynomials. Such an approximation enables the derivation of analytical
expressions for the six integral equations (4.18) which can be then inserted in the differential equation
for the pressure (4.17). Due to several advantages [MK07], Legendre-polynomials Pi are frequently used
in combination with Lobatto-points for the interpolation of the viscosity and density field. For example,
Legendre-polynomials are orthogonal
1∫
−1
Pi(z)Pj(z)dz = 0 for i 6= j , (4.34)
a property that considerably simplifies the analytical expressions for the integral equations (4.18). Note,
that the concrete coordinate transformation (4.15) has been chosen in order to be able to use a reduction
approach on the basis of Legendre-polynomials. Detailed studies on the accuracy and computational effi-
ciency of different polynomial reduction approaches have been performed and published in [MLS16]. The
results are not repeated in detail, but the main conclusion is given.
For air thrust bearings, it was found that an interpolation of the viscosity and density field by a polynomial
of zeroth order already leads to accurate results. In this reduction approach, the viscosity and density are
both constant along the z-direction and are therefore only functions of a two-dimensional temperature field
Tm(x, y). Since this field is calculated by
Tm(x, y) =
1
−h(x, y)
0∫
h
T (x, y, z)dz =
1∫
−1
1
2
T (x, y, z)dz , (4.35)
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Figure 4.7: Relative error between the predictions of the generalized Reynolds equation and the averaging
approach.
the reduction is called averaging approach. The two-dimensional viscosity and density fields enable an
analytical calculation of the integral equations (4.18) resulting in a considerably simplified Reynolds equation
(1.20). Figure 4.7 illustrates the accuracy of the averaging approach for the adiabatic thrust bearing of
section 4.1.3. The relative error (for example in the load capacity)
|Wgeneralized −Waverage|
Wgeneralized
(4.36)
is plotted as a function of the angular velocity. It can be clearly seen that the accuracy is within 1% for the
maximal temperature rise, the power loss and the load capacity. The reason for this high accuracy lies in
the relatively weak temperature dependence of the dynamic viscosity and density of air, compare figure
4.2. For example, a temperature variation of 20K along the z-direction leads to a variation of only 4% in the
air’s dynamic viscosity (based on a reference temperature of T = 100◦C). For oil, the same temperature
variation leads to a 50% change in the dynamic viscosity. It is because of this, that the averaging approach
can result in relative errors above 10% and is therefore not accurate enough for oil bearings, see [MLS16].
The same line of argumentation can be applied for the neglect of the vertical convection term in the
derivation of an appropriate energy equation (4.14) for air bearings. Firstly, it should be noted that in
contrast to the other terms in the energy equation, the vertical convection does not contribute to a removal
of heat from the lubricating gap since the fluid can not leave the gap in the z-direction. Therefore, the
vertical convection term only influences the temperature distribution in the z-direction. Several arguments
show that the temperature variations across the fluid film induced by the vertical convection have a negligible
influence on the pressure distribution of an air thrust bearing. Firstly, the magnitude of order analysis of
section 4.1.4 proved that the convection terms are at least one order of magnitude smaller than the vertical
diffusion in the air bearing. Thus, the temperature variations resulting from the vertical convection are
small anyway. Secondly, as described above, the temperature variations have only a small influence on the
dynamic viscosity and density of air due to the relatively weak temperature dependence of these properties.
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Again, for oil bearings, both arguments do not hold. On the one hand side, convection has been shown
to be the dominant mechanism of heat transfer for oil bearings. On the other hand, the oil’s dynamic
viscosity shows a strong nonlinear temperature dependence. Therefore, calculations accounting for the
vertical convection term in the energy equation show considerable differences for oil bearings but not for air
bearings.
Summarising, it could be shown that the averaging approach is an appropriate reduction approach and
that the vertical convection term can be neglected for air bearings. Therefore, the simplified approach for
the calculation of the pressure and temperature field in the air film of a thrust bearing implies the
• discretisation of one 2D pressure equation,
• discretisation of one 3D energy equation,
• discretisation of one 3D integral equation for the averaged temperature field Tm(x, y).
Compared to the discretisation effort of the unreduced approach (generalized Reynolds equation and full
energy equation), it is obvious that the averaging approach in combination with the neglect of the vertical
convection term leads to a considerably simplified system of equations without a significant loss of accuracy.
Therefore, for the rest of this work, the simplified Reynolds equation (1.20), the integral equation (4.35)
and the energy equation (4.16) are used in combination with the constitutive equations (4.21) and the
simplified fluid velocities
u(z) = −h
2
8η
∂p
∂x
[1− z2] + U
2
(z + 1) , (4.37)
v(z) = −h
2
8η
∂p
∂y
[1− z2] + V
2
(z + 1) (4.38)
as a set of equations for the calculation of the pressure and the temperature field in the lubricating gap of
an air thrust bearing.
4.2 Thermal modeling of the heat fluxes in an AFTB
The previous section put a focus on the field equations that are necessary in order to calculate the pressure
and temperature distribution in the air film of an AFTB. As a side-effect, it was shown that the vertical
diffusion (conduction in direction across the fluid film) is the most effective heat transfer mechanism in an
air thrust bearing. This result is of extraordinary importance since it stresses the outstanding significance
of accurate thermal models for the bearing components. In contrast to oil bearings, an accurate modeling
of the pad’s inlet temperature is far less important than accurate models for the thermal resistances of the
parts that surround the air film.
The main aim of this section is therefore the development of thermal models for the relevant heat fluxes
within the AFTB. To come straight to the point, this task can be far more challenging than the thermal
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Figure 4.8: Overview of heat fluxes in the passive thermal management of an AFTB.
modeling of the air film in the last section. Particularly, it will be seen that the relative errors, that have been
discussed in the context of the averaging approach for the fluid film, are negligible in comparison to the
uncertanties of the thermal models for the bearing components.
An overview of the heat fluxes that are discussed in this work is schematically shown in figure 4.8. The
pressure generating air film is surrounded by the rotor disk and the top foil. Due to the very small thickness
of the film (2− 50µm) and the high rotational speed of the rotor, substantial viscous dissipation arises in the
air film and represents the most significant heat source of the system. The removal of heat from the air film
is assumed to proceed along three heat flow paths:
1. Conduction through the foil sandwich: The top foil has a negligible thermal resistance due to its small
thickness of tT = 100 − 150µm and the high thermal conductivity of metals. The main thermal resistance
of the foil sandwich is the bump foil. Firstly, the heat flow has to overcome the contact thermal resistance
of the contact between top and bump foil as well as between bump foil and base plate. Secondly, the heat
has to pass a distance of typically 400 − 1000µm (height of the bumps) through the small cross section of
the bump foil, compare figure 1.2.
2. Mixing flow between the pads of the thrust bearing: Due to side leakage effects, the (hot air) mass flow
that leaves a pad of an AFTB at the trailing edge is considerably smaller than the mass flow that enters the
next pad at the leading edge. The difference is balanced by a cool inflowing air stream within the chamber
between two pads. Thus, the mixing of cool and hot air in the thrust bearing chamber represents a heat
exchange. Note, that the corresponding arrows (number 2) in figure 4.8 illustrate the heat that is removed
by the side leakage in the pad.
3. Conduction to the rotor disk: The material of the rotor disk is typically some sort of metal (steel, ti-
tanium or even aluminium). The thermal conductivity is therefore very high resulting in a small thermal
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resistance of the rotor disk. Nevertheless, due to the relatively high thickness of the rotor disk (order of
millimeters) its thermal resistance is high enough to produce temperature differences of the order of some
Kelvin along the z-direction. These temperature gradients are sufficient for the appearance of thermally
induced deformations of the rotor disk that considerably influence the gap function of the AFTB.
The heat that is conducted from the air film to the rotor disk can leave the latter by different paths.
4. Cooling flow at the backside of the rotor disk: The high rotational speed of the rotor disk induces a
cooling flow at the backside of the rotor disk. This is because the boundary layer of the disk is exposed
to significant centrifugal forces which push the air outside in radial direction. Due to conservation of mass,
cool air is continuously streaming (negative z-direction) into the boundary layer of the disk. For very high
rotational speeds, the flow at the backside of the disk becomes turbulent and the heat exchange is even
more effective for this case. But, depending on the size and the speed of the disk, the dissipation in the
rotating boundary layer can turn out to be a significant heat source as well.
5. Conduction into the housing at the peripherie of the rotor disk: The radial clearance between the rotor
disk and the housing is frequently of the order of 100 − 500µm for turbomachines based on AFBs. During
operation, the clearance diminishes due to a centrifugal and thermal growing of the rotor disk. The resulting
air gap can be tight enough in order to effectively remove heat by thermal conduction. To the same time,
significant viscous dissipation can occur in the gap at the periphery representing a further heat source for
the AFTB system.
6. Heat flow into or from other components of the turbomachine: Depending on the position of the thrust
bearing in the assembly of the turbomachine and the concrete application, a considerable heat flow can
leave the bearing through the rotor. On the other hand, if the thrust bearing is placed for example next to a
turbine wheel, the whole bearing can be heated up to a far more degree as would be the case only by the
dissipation in the air film of the bearing.
In this section, all of the described heat flows are subsequently modeled and discussed in detail. They
represent the main components of a passive thermal management. Active thermal management by external
cooling flows is not part of this work. For this subject, the interested reader is referred to [Ryu11, Ryu12,
SSH01, LK11].
4.2.1 Thermal model for the top foil
The thermal model of the foil sandwich consists of two elements, the top foil and the bump foil. Figure 4.9
illustrates the thermal model for the top foil. A part of the heat, that is dissipated in the lubricating gap of
the AFTB, is conducted across the air film (z-direction) into the upper surface of the top foil (heat flux qT,in).
This heat flows within the top foil to the contact lines at the bottom surface, where it leaves the top foil and
enters the bump foil (heat flux qT,out). In order to get an efficient thermal model for the top foil, several
assumptions are applied:
• Analogously to the lubricating gap, the top foil has a high aspect ratio. Since its thickness of tT =
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100 − 150µm is typically two orders of magnitude smaller than the lateral dimensions, the tempera-
ture variations across the top foil thickness are very small and can be neglected. Because of this
assumption, a 2D energy equation can be used instead of a 3D formulation.
• The width of the contact surface between the top foil and one bump of the bump foil can be shown to
be only of the order of 10µm. As a consequence, the temperature distribution TT (x, y) of the top foil
is not significantly affected if the contact surfaces are approximated by contact lines.
• The top foil is only exposed to a significant incoming heat flux in the region, where it faces the lubri-
cating gap (pad angle ϕhT ). Therefore, the thermal model of the top foil is restricted to this region.
Particularly, the fixing of the top foil on the base plate is not accounted for (frequently, the distance
from the leading edge to the fixing is considerably longer than the distance to the next bump foil
contact line).
Under these assumptions the energy equation for the top foil is reduced to
∂
∂x
[
− tT kT ∂TT
∂x
]
+
∂
∂y
[
− tT kT ∂TT
∂y
]
= qT,in + qT,out , (4.39)
where TT is the temperature and kT the thermal conductivity of the top foil. The heat, that is conducted from
the air film into the top foil, is modeled as a distributed heat source in the 2D energy equation according to
qT,in = −
(
− k∂T
∂z
)∣∣∣∣
z=h
(4.40)
with T being the temperature and k the thermal conductivity of the air film in the lubricating gap. The
outgoing heat flux into the bump foil is given by
qT,out =

− 2Rth (TT − Tbase) , at the contact lines ,
0 , everywhere else ,
(4.41)
which means that the heat can leave the top foil only at the contact lines to the bump foil. Here, Rth is the
effective thermal resistance per unit length of a half bump arc and can be calculated by equation (4.62).
Tbase is the temperature of the base plate.
Concerning the boundary conditions, the Dirichlet boundary condition TT (r) = T (r)|z=h is applied to
the leading edge of the top foil. This means, that the leading edge of the top foil is assumed to have the
same temperature as the air at the inlet surface of the lubricating gap (see figure 4.1). For the remaining
boundaries of the top foil, a zero heat flux condition is applied.
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4.2.2 Thermal model for the bump foil
Figure 4.10 shows the heat transfer in the foil sandwich of an AFB. Possible heat transfer paths are illus-
trated by arrows in the right part of figure 4.10. The red arrows represent convective heat transfer from the
foils to the channels between the foils. Hereby, natural convection can be neglected since in this case the
air velocities in the channels are several magnitudes of order smaller than the velocities in the lubricating
gap. By contrast, forced convection by an external cooling air flow has been shown to be an effective ac-
tive thermal management technique in several experimental works [Ryu11, Dyk06]. Models accounting for
forced convection in AFBs can be found for example in [SAK10, LK10].
For AFBs with a passive thermal management as considered in this work, the thermal conduction through
the foils is the only heat transfer mechanism in the foil sandwich and therefore of outstanding importance.
In this case the heat is conducted within the top foil to the contact between top and bump foil. On its way to
the base plate, the heat flux has to pass three different thermal resistances which are illustrated in the left
part of figure 4.10. The contact resistance RTB between the top and the bump foil, the thermal resistance
of the half bump arc Rbump and finally the contact resistance between the bump foil and the base plate RBb.
All three can be combined to the effective thermal resistance of the half bump arc
Reff = Rbump +RTB +RBb , (4.42)
which determines the temperature of the top foil TT at the bump summit with respect to the temperature of
the base plate Tbase close to the contact between bump foil and base plate. It is obvious, that an accurate
calculation of the thermal contact resistances is of high importance since they influence Reff and therefore
the predicted temperature level in the lubricating air film. In particular, the effective thermal resistance Reff
is an unique characteristic of AFBs in comparison to rigid type hydrodynamic fluid film bearings.
Nevertheless, there are only a few works in the literature on AFBs that put emphasis on a detailed mod-
eling of the thermal resistance of the bump foil. Bouchehit et al. [BBSG16] present a comprehensive model
for refrigerant-lubricated foil bearings. They formulate the thermal coupling conditions directly between the
lubricating gap and the bearing sleeve. Effectively, this approach means a zero effective thermal resistance
of the foil sandwich and therefore does not distinguish between foil and rigid type bearings. Peng and Khon-
sari [PK06] use a 3D energy equation for the air film but do not model the bearing components in detail.
Instead, the thermal resistance of the top foil across its thickness and a convective heat transfer coefficient
at the top foil’s backside are implemented in the boundary condition of the lubricating air film. San Andres
and Kim [SAK10] present a very comprehensive thermal model for journal AFBs. They solve only a 2D
energy equation (in axial and circumferential direction) and calculate the heat flux from the air film to the
rotor and the top foil by the Reynolds-Colburn analogy. The thermal contact resistances are not accounted
for at all in their model and the thermal resistance of the bump arc is calculated on the basis of the bump
height instead of the real length of the bump arc.
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Figure 4.11: Illustration of a general thermal contact and the schematic temperature distribution within two
contacting bodies.
To the knowledge of the author, the only theoretical model for the thermal contact resistances in the foil
sandwich has been presented by Sim et al. [SK12]. They approximately calculate the contact surface
between the bump foil and the top foil and use a formula developed by Yovanovich [Yov81] for the thermal
contact resistance of conforming rough surfaces. In particular, their results show a significant dependence
of the thermal contact resistances on the pressure within the lubricating air film.
Lee et al. [LK10] use a different approach in their work on the thermo-hydrodynamic analysis of air foil
journal bearings. They measure the effective thermal resistance Reff of the bump foil in an experiment and
use a curve fit of this data for their full THD model. In a subsequent work on a THD model for AFTBs [LK11]
the same authors repeated the measurement for the new bump foil design of the AFTB.
Although the approach by Lee et al. for the determination of the effective thermal resistance of the bump
foil is probably the most accurate one, its deficiencies are obvious as well. Firstly, the measurement has to
be repeated for every new bump foil geometry. And secondly, information about the thermal behaviour of
the foil sandwich is not available in the design process of an AFB until it is actually manufactured.
In order to overcome these shortcomings, an analytical formula for the effective thermal resistance of
the half bump arc Reff is derived in this section. For this purpose a detailed analysis of the contact
situation between bump and top foil is performed. On the basis of these results a thermal model for the heat
conduction through the bump foil is proposed and sharp limits for the effective thermal resistance of half a
bump arc are derived. The results are compared to the measurements carried out by Lee et al. [LK10] and
the theoretical model by Sim et al. [SK12].
4.2.2.1. Analysis of contact situation
Figure 4.11 illustrates the temperature distribution of two contacting bodies A and B that are exposed to a
heat flux q. If the contacting surfaces of the bodies were absolutely smooth, the real contact area at the
nominal interface would be equal to the nominal contact area resulting in a constant temperature gradient
dT
dz (assuming an identical thermal conductivity for both bodies). For real surfaces, the total contact area is
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the sum of all micro-contact areas and therefore is frequently several magnitudes of order smaller than the
nominal contact area. As a consequence, the resistance for the heat flux to pass the contact can be as well
several magnitudes of order higher than in the case of perfectly smooth surfaces. Because of this, a steep
gradient is macroscopically observed in the temperature at the interface between the contacting bodies. If
the contact pressure between the two bodies is rised, macroscopic deformations of the contacting surfaces
as well as elastic and plastic deformations in the micro-contacts may occur. These deformations result
in a larger real contact area which implies a reduced thermal contact resistance. Additionally, the gap
between the surfaces becomes closer resulting in an enhanced heat transfer through the interstitial fluid.
Due to these mechanisms the thermal contact resistance of two contacting surfaces may vary in the range
of several magnitudes of order [MF98, SY94]. Especially, it may be considerably higher than the thermal
resistance of each of the two bodies A and B. Since there are two contacts for half a bump arc in the foil
sandwich of an AFB, it is obvious that they may significantly influence the thermal behaviour of AFBs and
have to be included in a thermal model.
To sum up, the thermal contact resistance is mainly influenced by the factors [YR67]:
• Contact pressure,
• surface roughness and waviness,
• deformation of contacting surfaces,
• and the interstitial fluid,
which are taken into account in the following analysis of the effective thermal resistance for the foil sandwich
of an AFB.
The analysis starts with the macroscopic deformation of the contacting surfaces. Figure 4.12 shows a
typical loading condition in an AFB. A hydrodynamic pressure p (assumed to be homogenous) acts on a
section of the top foil with the width lT . Due to the load, the original line contact between the top foil and
the bump foil becomes a surface contact with a contact width of 2b.
Since bump and top foil are thin metal sheets with a thickness of the order of 100µm, it is frequently
expected that the top foil conforms to the curvature of the bump foil resulting in a large contact width [SK12].
To verify this, a 2D plane strain analysis for the foil sandwich of figure 4.12 has been performed with a very
fine finite element mesh in the contact region between bump and top foil. The geometrical parameters for
the foils are chosen from reference [LK10] and are given in table 4.2.
Figure 4.13 depicts the half contact width b as a function of the homogenous pressure p. It can be clearly
seen that for typical AFB pressures of approximately 1bar the contact width between top and bump foil is
at most 10µm. In particular, the calculated values are very close to the solution of Hertz for the contact
between an elastic cylinder and an elastic plain surface [TG51], namely
b = 1.52
√
plTRB
E
. (4.43)
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Figure 4.12: Loading condition for the foil sandwich of an AFB.
Young’s modulus E 210GPa
Poisson’s ratio ν 0.3
Radius of bump RB 4.105mm
Nominal bump angle θB0 25.7deg
Half bump width lB0 1.78mm
Bump height hB 0.406mm
Bump foil thickness tB 125µm
Top foil thickness tT 125µm
Length of foils LB 38.1mm
Thermal conductivity of foils kB 15 WmK
Table 4.2: Geometrical and material parameters of the foils, taken from [LK10].
This indicates, that the contact width is solely determined by local deformations in the contact region and
is not influenced by global deformations of the foils for hydrodynamic pressures occuring in AFBs. Further-
more, figure 4.13 shows that the contact width is two magnitudes of order smaller than calculated by Sim
et al. in their model for the thermal contact resistances of the foil sandwich, see [SK12] for details.
4.2.2.2. Model for the effective thermal resistance of the bump foil
It has been mentioned previously that the main amount of the dissipated heat in an AFB is conducted across
the lubricating air film into the moving surface and the top foil. In spite of the very low thermal conductivity of
air, this is possible since the thickness of the air film in the lubricating gap is only of the order of 10µm. The
observation, that thin air films can effectively conduct the heat dissipated in AFBs, constitutes the starting
point for the derivation of a formula for Reff . The main idea is to not only focus on the actual contact surface
and the corresponding heat conduction through the micro-contacts. Instead, the heat flux through the air
film within the contact and - much more important - the heat flux through the air film close to the actual
contact is taken into account as well. Figure 4.14 illustrates the modeling approach for the effective thermal
resistance Reff of half a bump arc. Each of the two contact resistances RTB and RBb is split into two parts.
R(·),micro refers to the heat flux through the micro-contacts and R(·),air refers to the heat flux through the
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Figure 4.13: Half contact width b between top and bump foil as a function of the pressure p on the top foil.
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Figure 4.14: Model for the effective thermal resistance of the half bump arc.
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Figure 4.15: Size of the effective air gap lTB(x) in the interface between top and bump foil.
thin air gap in the contact region.
Calculation of RTB,air
The interface between top and bump foil for an undeformed configuration (p = 0) is illustrated in figure
4.15. The effective gap function lTB(x), that describes the averaged thickness of the air gap in the interface
between top and bump foil, can be calculated by
lTB(x) = δTB +
(√
R2B − x2 −RB
)
= δTB +
1
2RB
x2 +O(x4) . (4.44)
Herein,
δTB = Ra,top +Ra,bump (4.45)
is an average distance between top and bump foil within the contact width 2b that is given by the sum of
the average deviations Ra,top and Ra,bump. The second term in equation (4.44) accounts for the distance
between top and bump foil due to the curvature of the bump arc. In favour of a simpler analytical integration,
this term is approximated by a truncated Taylor series. The thermal conductance of an infinitesimal air
section is given by
dσ =
k
lTB(x)
LBdx , (4.46)
where k is the thermal conductivity of air and LB is the length of the foils in y-direction. The total conduc-
tance of the air gap in the interface between top and bump foil can be calculated by
σTB,air =
xTB∫
0
dσ = kLB
√
2RB
δTB
· atan
( xTB√
2δTBRB
)
(4.47)
and thus the corresponding thermal resistance is given by
RTB,air =
1
σTB,air
=
√
δTB
2RB
· 1
kLB atan
(
xTB√
2δTBRB
) . (4.48)
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Figure 4.16: Thermal resistance of the air gap in the interface between the top foil and the half bump arc
as a function of xTB (half air gap width).
Figure 4.16 depicts the dependency of this thermal resistance on the integration boundary xTB that rep-
resents the considered width of the interface air film (k(75◦C) = 0.0298 WmK and Ra,top = Ra,bump = 1µm).
Two important conclusions can be drawn from this figure.
Firstly, it can be seen that the thermal resistance of the air within the contact surface (xTB = b ≈ 5µm)
is very high, namely RTB,air(xTB = 5µm) = 270KW . This proves that most of the heat, that is conducted
through the air gap, does not pass the contact surface but the gap next to the contact surface (x > b).
Secondly, since the gap height lTB increases along the x-direction, the thermal resistance RTB,air is
found to converge against a limit value for larger values of xTB . In particular, it is evident that most of the
heat passes the interface air gap within a width of xTB = 250µm which equals two times the bump foil
thickness, see table 4.2. Therefore, the choice of
xTB = 2tB (4.49)
represents an accurate value (for typical foil sandwich geometries) to be used in equation (4.48) for the
calculation of the thermal resistance RTB,air. Since this value is still small against the length of the half
bump arc
2tB << RBθB0 , (4.50)
the heat flux through the air gap of the interface can be still considered to enter the bump arc very close to
its summit. This justifies the serial arrangement of the two thermal resistances RTB,air and Rbump in the
model of figure 4.14.
In general, the thermal resistance RTB,air is expected to be a function of the pressure on the top foil
since the gap size lTB(x) reduces with increasing pressure p. However, the previously performed detailed
contact analysis shows the change in the gap size to be negligibly small within the considered interface of
x < 2tB . This is because the stiffness of the top foil is typically designed in order to limit the maximal top foil
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Figure 4.17: Deformation of the bridge between two bump arcs for a loaded bump foil.
sagging (at the end of the top foil at x = 12 lT ) to a few microns. A sagging of around 10µm or more would
lead to a very unfavourable lubricating gap function h(x, y) resulting in a low load capacity, see section
3.2. As a consequence, the thermal resistance of the air film in the interface of top and bump foil is almost
independent of the load
RTB,air 6= RTB,air(p) . (4.51)
Calculation of Rbump and RBb,air
The thermal resistance of the half bump arc is given by
Rbump =
RBθB0
LBtBkB
, (4.52)
where kB is the thermal conductivity of the bump material and θB0 the nominal bump angle.
Figure 4.17 illustrates the deformation for a loaded bump foil. Due to the induced bending moment by
the force F , the bridge between two bump arcs bends (this bending significantly influences the stiffness of
the bump foil, see section 3.1.4). The consequence of this is that the contact between the bump foil and
the base plate does not take place along the whole width of the bridge. Instead, the contact is limited to
the edge of the bump arc resulting in a very small contact width. Furthermore, as it is the case for the
top foil, the deformations of the bridge are small in the vicinity of the contact and can be neglected for the
calculation of the averaged air gap size between the bump foil and the base plate. Therefore, the air gap
size lBb(x) between the deformed bridge and the base plate can be calculated by
lBb(x) = δBb = Ra,bump +Ra,base , (4.53)
that means lBb(x) is only influenced by the surface roughness. The thermal resistance of the air gap in the
interface between bump foil and base plate is then given by
RBb,air =
δBb
LBxBbk
(4.54)
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Figure 4.18: Minimal and maximal effective thermal resistance of a half bump arc as a function of the
surface roughness of top foil, bump foil and base plate.
with the effective distance of heat transfer being assumed to be limited to two times the bump foil thickness
xBb = 2tB , (4.55)
as in case of the interface between bump foil and top foil.
Limits for the effective thermal resistance of a half bump arc
Equations (4.48), (4.52) and (4.54) enable the calculation of three of the five thermal resistances that are
used in the model for the effective thermal resistance of a half bump arc, see figure 4.14. On the basis of
these equations, it is possible to calculate limit values for the effective thermal resistance Reff :
1. RTB,micro = RBb,micro = 0:
In this case the complete heat flux is conducted through the micro-contacts resulting in a minimum
value for the effective thermal resistance
Reff,min = Rbump . (4.56)
2. RTB,micro = RBb,micro =∞:
All of the heat has to pass the thin air gaps in the interfaces. This case represents the maximum value
for the effective thermal resistance
Reff,max = Rbump +RTB,air +RBb,air . (4.57)
Both limit cases are plotted in figure 4.18 as a function of the surface roughness of the foils and the base
plate (Ra = Ra,top = Ra,bump = Ra,base).
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The plot shows a remarkably small difference between the upper and the lower limit for the effective
thermal resistance Reff of the half bump arc. Even for a surface roughness of about 2µm the maximal
possible value is only 2.5 times the minimum value. This result is to be stressed since in general the
pressure dependence of a thermal contact resistance may already result in a variation of two magnitudes
of order for Reff [MF98, SY94]. This proves that the thin air gaps in the interfaces of the foil sandwich are
able to effectively conduct most of the heat that enters the top foil from the lubricating gap.
It is obvious from figure 4.18 that the derived limits for Reff are only close to each other for the condition
of a small surface roughness. For AFBs this condition is fulfilled because of two reasons. Firstly, a surface
roughness for the foils of 1µm or less is reported in the literature [RD02, Dyk06]. And more importantly, the
bump foil of AFBs is known to perform small sliding motions relative to the top foil and the base plate during
operation. These motions are the origin of the favourable damping characteristics of AFBs. A consequence
of the sliding motions are very smooth surfaces in the vicinity of the contacts which are frequently observed
in post-operation investigations.
4.2.2.3. Comparison to results from the literature
The presented model for the effective thermal resistance of the half bump arc is compared to the model
by Sim et al. [SK12] and the measurements by Lee et al. [LK10]. Sim et al. use for both contacts - top
foil to bump foil and bump foil to base plate - an approach that has been developed by Yovanovich [Yov81]
for conforming rough surfaces. The formula used by Sim et al. only accounts for the heat flow through the
micro-contacts. The thermal contact resistance of each of the two contacts in the foil sandwich is defined
in this case by
Rcont = R(·),micro =
1
Aconthcont
, (4.58)
where Acont is the surface area of the contact and hcont is the thermal contact conductance calculated by
hcont = 1.25keq
meq
σeq
( pcont
Hmic
)0.95
. (4.59)
Herein, keq is the average conductivity of the two contacting bodies, meq and σeq are the equivalent absolute
average slope and the standard deviation of the two contacting surfaces. Hmic is the micro-hardness and
pcont the contact pressure between the surfaces. For detailed definitions of these parameters, see [SK12].
Analogously to the approach in this work, the effective thermal resistance Reff is calculated in the model
by Sim et al. as the sum of the two contact resistances and the thermal resistance of the bump arc Rbump.
Lee et al. [LK10] do not calculate the effective thermal resistance, but measure it in an experiment.
Therefore, the comparison of our model to the two aforementioned approaches is performed for the foil
sandwich geometry used by Lee et al., see table 4.2.
Figure 4.19 depicts the results as a function of the homogenous pressure p on the top foil. The most
striking point in the measurements by Lee et al. is that the effective thermal resistance shows only a
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of different models for the effective thermal resistance of a half bump arc to the
measurement by Lee et al. [LK10].
very weak dependency on the applied pressure. In the range between p = 0.2 · 105 Nm2 and p = 0.6 ·
105 Nm2 , a decrease of less than 10% is observed for Reff . This characteristic behaviour is confirmed by
another measurement of Lee et al. [LK11] for the foil sandwich of a thrust bearing, in which the effective
thermal resistance is even found to be constant for pressures higher than p = 0.9 · 105 Nm2 . Note, that the
observed pressure dependence for small pressures p < 0.2 · 105 Nm2 can not be unambiguously referred to
the properties of the thermal contact. This is because it is well known from stiffness measurements for foil
sandwiches [Bru04, DBD+08] that the stiffness is considerably smaller for very low loads than for moderate
and high loads. Since the foil sandwich is expected to show a linear behaviour for small deformations, the
nonlinear stiffness behaviour is frequently referred to the phenomenon that for low pressures only some of
the bumps contact the top foil. Therefore, the higher thermal resistance for low pressures observed in the
measurements by Lee et al. probably can be partly referred to manufacturing inaccuracies rather than to
the properties of the thermal contact.
The predictions of the model used by Sim et al. show mainly two deficiencies in comparison to the
measured values by Lee et al.. Firstly, the model overestimates the effective thermal resistance by one
magnitude of order (note the factor of 10−1 in the legend). Secondly, the model predicts a strong depen-
dency of Reff on the pressure which is not observed in the measurements.
The blue line in figure 4.19 depicts the (maximal) effective thermal resistance predicted by the model of
this work. It is evident that for a reasonable surface roughness of approximately Ra = 1µm the prediction
is close to the measured values. In particular, the model shows no dependency of the (maximal) effective
thermal resistance on the applied pressure which is confirmed by Lee et al..
Furthermore, a close examination of the presented results in figure 4.19 enables a further specification
for the predicted value of the effective thermal resistance of the half bump arc. It has been seen that the
results of the model by Sim et al. are one magnitude of order higher than the measured values (note
that Sim et al. assume a very low surface roughness of Ra = 0.1µm. Higher values would lead to even
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higher thermal resistances, compare equation (4.59)). Remembering that the used formulae according to
Yovanovich (4.58)-(4.59) describe the thermal resistance of the micro-contacts, it follows directly that for
AFBs the thermal resistance of the micro-contacts is a magnitude of order - or even more - higher than the
thermal resistance of the thin air films in the interface
R(·),micro >> R(·),air . (4.60)
Thus, case two of section 4.2.2.2 holds and most of the heat passes the thin air gaps in the interfaces
because of the very high resistance of the micro-contacts. The value for the effective thermal resistance of
a half bump arc is therefore more precisely given by
Reff =
1
1
RTB,micro
+ 1RTB,air
+Rbump +
1
1
RBb,micro
+ 1RBb,air
≈ RTB,air +Rbump +RBb,air (4.61)
with the different terms being defined in equations (4.48), (4.52) and (4.54).
4.2.2.4. Summary and conclusions for the effective thermal resistance of the bump foil
An analytical expression has been derived for the effective thermal resistance of the bump foil in an AFB.
The formula accounts for the bump foil geometry and the surface roughness of top and bump foil as well
as the base plate. A detailed contact analysis between top and bump foil revealed the nominal contact
width to be only around 10µm for typical loads in AFBs. The thermal resistance of the micro-contacts within
the contact area was found to be far too high in order to effectively conduct the heat from the top foil into
the bump summit. By contrast, the thin air gap next to the contact was identified to mainly determine the
thermal contact resistance between top and bump foil. The air in this gap is thin enough, along a gap width
of about two times the bump foil thickness, in order to effectively conduct the heat from the top foil into the
bump arc.
The predicted effective thermal resistance by the presented formula was shown to be in good agreement
to measurements from the literature. In particular, the weak dependence of the thermal contact resistance
on the contact pressure, that was experimentally found for AFBs, is explained by the presented approach.
Previously published models in the literature were not able to account for this behaviour but predicted a
nearly linear relationship between the thermal contact conductance of the bump foil and the hydrodynamic
pressure in an AFB.
The effective thermal resistance per unit length Rth of a half bump arc is given by
Rth = Reff ·LB = 1
σTB,air
=
√
Ra,top +Ra,bump
2RB
· 1
k atan
(
2tB√
2(Ra,top+Ra,bump)RB
)+RBθB0
tBkB
+
Ra,bump +Ra,base
2tBk
(4.62)
and can be used in the thermal model for the top foil in order to calculate the heat flux qT,out that leaves the
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Figure 4.20: Balance of mass flow and heat fluxes in the chamber between two pads.
top foil at the contact lines to the bump foil, see equation (4.41).
4.2.3 Convective heat exchange between pads
Figure 4.20 illustrates the convective heat transfer between two pads of an AFTB. Hot air leaves the pre-
ceding lubricating gap at its outlet surface. Due to the converging shape of the lubricating gap, the film
height hout at the outlet surface is several times smaller than the film height hin at the inlet surface of the
subsequent pad. Furthermore, the existing side leakage within the preceding pad results in the outlet mass
flow m˙out being smaller than the inlet mass flow m˙in. Because of continuity, a mass flow m˙fr with cold fluid
has to enter the control volume. This mass flow is supplied by the fluid reservoir beneath the control volume
which is significantly larger than the control volume due to the high height of hch ≈ 500− 1000µm (chamber
height between two pads).
For oil bearings, the convective mixing of fluid in this chamber is known to be a very important factor in
the thermal management of thrust bearings. Unless detailed fluid flow simulations are performed, a widely
used concept for the calculation of the inlet temperature is given by [Pin90]
Tin,mix =
m˙frTfr + λmixm˙outTout
m˙in
, (4.63)
where λmix is the hot oil carry-over factor. A value of λmix = 1 represents the case of ideal mixing between
the fresh supplied fluid with the temperature Tfr and the hot fluid of the preceding pad.
For AFBs, this mixing approach can be found to be frequently adopted in the literature [SAK10, LK10,
Fen09]. In this work, a different approach for the inlet temperature Tin is chosen which predicts more
realistic inlet temperatures for AFTBs. Namely, the inlet temperature Tin(r, z) is assumed to be equal to the
temperature of the rotor disk
Tin(r, z) = TD(r, z = 0) . (4.64)
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To justify this approach, a transient 1D analysis of the heat exchange between the rotor disk and the air
film close to the disk is performed along the height of the control volume (z-direction). Focusing only on the
thermal conduction, a transient 1D energy equation is to be solved for the temperature Tcv of the moving
fluid in the control volume
ρcp
∂Tcv
∂t
=
∂
∂z
[
k
∂Tcv
∂z
]
(4.65)
or with the definition of the thermal diffusivity adiff = kρcp ,
∂Tcv
∂t
= adiff
∂2Tcv
∂z2
. (4.66)
The boundary conditions for the air film within the control volume are chosen to be
Tcv(t, z = 0) = TD ,
∂Tcv
∂z
(t, z = −hin) = 0 .
(4.67)
The initial values are given by
Tcv(t = 0, z) =

TD, z > −hout,
Tfr, −hin ≤ z ≤ −hout.
(4.68)
Hereby, the initial temperature distribution corresponds to the temperature distribution of the moving fluid
at the left interface of the control volume (φ = 0). The heat exchange between the rotor disk and a moving
fluid section, along the angular width ϕch of the chamber between pads, is limited to the time period
tend =
ϕch
Ω
, (4.69)
if the fluid in the control volume is assumed to have nearly the angular velocity Ω of the rotor disk.
The left plot in figure 4.21 illustrates the results of the transient calculation for a typical AFTB (hout =
10µm, hin = 40µm, TD = 100◦C, Tfr = 20◦C, ϕch = 20◦, adiff (75◦C) = 2.95 · 10−5m2s ). It is evident that
the time period, which the air film needs to pass the chamber between the pads, is sufficient for the disk to
heat up the complete air film section. Even for a very high angular velocity of Ω = 104 rads , the coldest point
at the inlet of the subsequent pad has a temperature of more than 80◦C. This clearly shows that the inlet
temperature of a pad in an AFTB is close to the temperature of the rotor disk TD(r).
Furthermore, it can be seen from figure 4.21 that the higher the bearing temperatures are, the closer is
the temperature of the inlet air film to the temperature of the rotor disk. This is because the value of the
thermal diffusivity adiff increases resulting in a faster heating of the air film in the chamber between the
pads.
Mainly two conclusions can be drawn from these results. Firstly, it is evident that the air temperature at
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Figure 4.21: Left: Temperature distribution at the inlet of a pad for different rotor speeds Ω. Right: Relative
temperature distribution at the inlet of a pad as a function of the thermal diffusivity adiff for a time period of
tend = 3.5 · 10−5s.
the inlet of a pad can be modeled by equation (4.64). This condition represents a sensible approximation,
especially since convective mixing and viscous dissipation in the control volume are additional factors that
contribute to a fast heating of the air in the chamber between pads. Secondly, the heat flux Qdisk,ch from
the rotor disk to the air in the chamber between pads has to be accounted for in a THD model of an AFTB.
It can be calculated by
Qdisk,ch = Qin −Qout −Qfr , (4.70)
where the heat flux and the mass flow rate for the fresh air are given by
Qfr = m˙frcp,frTfr ,
m˙fr = m˙in − m˙out .
(4.71)
The mass flow rate and heat flux at the inlet surface of the pad can be calculated according to (compare
figure 4.1)
m˙in = −
∫∫
Ain
ρ(u · n) dAin ,
Qin = −
∫∫
Ain
ρcpT (u · n) dAin ,
(4.72)
where n is the normal vector on the inlet surface of the pad.
4.2.4 Thermal and structural model for the rotor disk
The air film in the lubricating gap of an AFTB is confined by the top foil on the one side and the rotor disk
on the other side. As has been demonstrated in section 4.1, the main amount of the dissipated heat flows
into these neighbouring bearing parts due to the low convective heat transfer of the lubricating air film.
Therefore, a thermal model for the rotor disk is presented in this section. Additionally, thermally induced
deformations of the rotor disk are accounted for as well by an appropriate structural model.
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Thermal model
Figure 4.22 (left) illustrates the geometry of the rotor and the disk in the r, z-plane. In the following analysis
only a part of the hollow rotor with the inner radius riR and the outer radius roR is considered. The disk has
a thickness of tD and the outer radius rD. Typically, the top foil’s radial dimensions (riT and roT ) are smaller
than the radial extension of the disk. Therefore, only a fraction of the disk’s bottom surface is exposed
to the incoming heat flux from the thrust pad. By contrast, the whole backside surface is in contact to a
self-induced cooling flow.
The right part of figure 4.22 shows a cut through the disk in the φ, z-plane. As has been seen in the last
section 4.2.3, the heat flux into the disk is of alternating character in circumferential direction. Within the
lubricating gap of angular extent ϕhT heat is conducted from the air film into the disk (Qgap,disk). But in
the chamber between pads the heat flux Qdisk,ch leaves the disk and heats up the inflowing fresh air. In
spite of the strong variation of heat fluxes the temperature distribution in the rotor disk can be shown to be
nearly constant in the circumferential direction. The reason for that is the high rotational speed of the rotor
in typical applications of AFTBs.
The energy equation to be solved for the rotor and the disk yields therefore in axisymmetric coordinates
∂
∂r
[
kDr
∂TD
∂r
]
+
∂
∂z
[
kDr
∂TD
∂z
]
= 0 , (4.73)
where kD and TD are the thermal conductivity and the temperature of the disk and the rotor. At the interface
to the thrust pad, the boundary condition
[
−kD ∂TD
∂z
] ∣∣∣∣
z=0
= qgap,disk(r)− qdisk,ch (4.74)
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is applied. Herein,
qgap,disk(r) =
1
r(ϕch + ϕhT )
∫
ϕhT
[
−k∂T
∂z
] ∣∣∣∣
z=0
rdφ (4.75)
is the averaged (along the circumferential direction) heat flux from the lubricating air film to the disk. Analo-
gously,
qdisk,ch =
Epad
pi(r2oT − r2iT )
Qdisk,ch (4.76)
represents the averaged heat flux from the disk to the chamber between pads. Note that Epad is the number
of pads in the AFTB (see table 3.2) and Qdisk,ch is calculated by equation (4.70).
The boundary condition on the interface to the cooling flow is given by
TD(r, z = tD) = TC(r) (4.77)
with TC being the temperature of the cooling flow, see section 4.2.5. At the periphery of the disk
[
−kD ∂TD
∂r
] ∣∣∣∣
r=rD
=
[
−kper ∂Tper
∂r
] ∣∣∣∣
r=rD
(4.78)
holds, where kper and Tper are the thermal conductivity and the temperature of the air film at the periphery
of the rotor disk.
In figure 4.8, thermal interactions between the rotor and other components of the turbomachine have
been indicated by red arrows on the side faces of the rotor. If the heat fluxes across these faces are known,
they can be accounted for by appropriate boundary conditions in the presented model. But, in order to
study the main heat transfer paths in an AFTB, a vanishing interaction between the rotor and the other
components of the turbomachine is assumed in this work. Therefore, the side faces (in axial direction) of
the rotor as well as all other faces of the rotor and the disk, that have not been explicitly given a boundary
condition in the equations above, are assumed to be thermally insulated.
Structural model
As in case of the thermal model, the deformations of the rotor and the disk are expected to be axisymmetric.
The equations of equilibrium are therefore given by
∂σrr
∂r
+
∂σrz
∂z
= −fr − σrr − σφφ
r
,
∂σrz
∂r
+
∂σzz
∂z
= −fz − σrz
r
,
(4.79)
where σij are the stresses in the rotor and the disk. Since gravitational forces can be neglected, centrifugal
forces are assumed to be the only external body forces and hence fr = ρDrΩ2 and fz = 0 holds with
ρD being the density of the rotor material. The components of strain (assumption of small deformations)
and the constitutive equations for a linear elastic, homogeneous, isotropic material are given for example in
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[NHT03, Sad05]. Inserting the components of strain in the constitutive equations yields the stresses
σrr =
νDED
(1 + νD)(1− 2νD)
(
∂vrD
∂r
+
vrD
r
+
∂vzD
∂z
)
+
ED
(1 + νD)
∂vrD
∂r
− ED
(1− 2νD)αD∆TD ,
σφφ =
νDED
(1 + νD)(1− 2νD)
(
∂vrD
∂r
+
vrD
r
+
∂vzD
∂z
)
+
ED
(1 + νD)
vrD
r
− ED
(1− 2νD)αD∆TD ,
σzz =
νDED
(1 + νD)(1− 2νD)
(
∂vrD
∂r
+
vrD
r
+
∂vzD
∂z
)
+
ED
(1 + νD)
∂vzD
∂z
− ED
(1− 2νD)αD∆TD ,
σrz =
ED
2(1 + νD)
(
∂vrD
∂z
+
∂vzD
∂r
)
(4.80)
as a function of the radial and axial displacements vrD, vzD and the temperature difference ∆TD = TD −
TD,ref . Herein, TD,ref is a reference temperature, νD Poisson’s ratio, ED Young’s modulus and αD the
thermal expansion coefficient of the rotor and the disk. Introducing equations (4.80) into equations (4.79)
results in two partial differential equations for the two displacements vrD, vzD of the rotor and the disk.
These equations are known as the Navier-Lamé equations in axisymmetric coordinates with an additional
account for thermal stresses.
The applied boundary conditions at the inner radius of the rotor are specified by
σrr(r = riR) = −cDvrD ,
σrz(r = riR) = −cDvzD ,
(4.81)
where cD is an appropriately chosen small stiffness in order to prevent rigid body modes and have a neg-
ligible influence on the thermally induced deformations of the rotor and the disk. All other boundaries are
assumed to be free of stresses.
The last assumption is not completely correct for the interface between the disk and the pad since the
hydrodynamic pressure developing within the AFTB does not only act on the top foil but as well on the rotor
disk. If the thickness of the disk is too small, the hydrodynamic pressure may lead to a disk deformation
in the range of micrometers with a considerable impact on the real lubricating gap h(x, y). But the calcu-
lation of the minimal disk thickness, that is needed in order to keep the pressure induced deformations for
example below one micrometer, turns out to be very simple on the basis of the isothermal results of chap-
ter 2. It has been shown there, that the hydrodynamic gauge pressure arising in AFTBs is at most a few
times the atmospheric pressure due to compressibility effects. Furthermore, the listed data in the appendix
enables the bearing designer to quickly estimate the bearing load which can be used as input for a static,
uncoupled analysis of the pressure induced disk deformation. Because of these reasons, the effect of the
hydrodynamic pressure on the disk deformation is of subordinate importance in the modeling of AFTBs and
is therefore not considered in this work.
By contrast, the modeling of thermally induced disk deformations is of high importance for AFTB [Dyk06]
because these deformations can not be significantly reduced by an increase of the disk thickness. Figure
4.23 illustrates principal modes of deformation of the rotor disk that may appear in an AFTB. As the cir-
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Figure 4.23: Principal modes of deformation of the rotor disk due to a radially increasing temperature (left),
an axially increasing temperature (middle), and a centrifugal thinning (right).
cumferential velocity of the lubricating air rises within the pad in direction to higher radii, viscous dissipation
increases as well in this direction. As a consequence, a radial thermal gradient is frequently observed in
the temperature distribution resulting in an increased, axial thermal expansion of the disk for higher disk
radii. A second mode of deformation has its origin in an axial thermal gradient of the disk. This gradient
is needed in order to conduct the heat from the pad interface to the cooling flow interface of the disk. As
a result, the deformation depicted in the middle of figure 4.23 may occur. Finally, for very high rotational
speeds the centrifugal thinning of the disk is to be considered.
All three presented modes of disk deformation are captured by the thermal and structural models pre-
sented in this section. Analogously to the top foil deformations discussed for the purely elasto-hydrodynamic
case in chapter 3, the disk deformations may be in the range of some micrometers. Since this magnitude is
of the order of the height of the lubricating gap, the influence of the disk deformations can not be neglected.
The lubricating gap function for the full thermo-elasto-hydrodynamic model (TEHD) yields therefore for an
aligned configuration
h(x, y) = −(hnom − v3T + vzD) , (4.82)
where hnom is the nominal gap function, v3T the top foil displacement in z-direction and vzD the axial
disk displacement. Analogously to equations (3.38) for the purely elasto-hydrodynamic case, the extended
definition of the real gap function
h(x, y) = −(hnom − v3T + vzD) + hshift ,
hshift = min(hnom − v3T + vzD)− hmin
(4.83)
is used for the TEHD model if the minimal gap height hmin in the pad is prescribed, compare section 3.2.1.
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4.2.5 Cooling flow at the backside of the rotor disk
A part of the heat that flows from the lubricating gap into the rotor disk leaves the latter at its backside
surface. At this interface, the rotor disk faces a reservoir of air that is called the cooling flow region in this
work, compare figure 4.24 (left). An accurate calculation of the heat flux Qdisk,cool that flows from the disk
to the cooling flow region is important because of two reasons. Firstly, the heat exchange between the rotor
disk and the cooling flow region represents the second major heat path in an AFTB with a passive thermal
management (in addition to the heat flux through the foil sandwich). Accurate predictions of the air film
temperature in the lubricating gap are therefore only possible if this heat path is accounted for. Secondly,
it should be noted that the heat flux Qdisk,cool has to pass the rotor disk before it enters the cooling flow
region. According to Fourier’s law of heat conduction the size of this heat flux determines the temperature
difference between the front side (z = 0) and the backside of the rotor disk for a given disk material. As has
been discussed in section 4.2.4, an axially directed thermal gradient results in a bending of the rotor disk
that may significantly influence the real lubricating gap function. The prediction of the thermally induced
disk bending is therefore highly dependent on the model for the heat exchange at the backside of the rotor
disk.
The main difficulty with this model is that the flow in the cooling flow region shows a considerably higher
complexity than the flow in the lubricating gap of the AFTB. Since the height of the cooling flow region
HC is an order of magnitude or more higher than the lubricating gap h(x, y), thin film assumptions can not
be applied. Furthermore, the geometry of the cooling flow region may be very complex depending on the
assembly of the turbomachine. In particular, two cases can be distinguished: Rotordynamic systems with
uniformly directed thrust loads are assemblied with only one thrust bearing, see for example figure 4.8. By
contrast, systems with alternating thrust loads need a thrust bearing on each side of the disk as it is shown
in the configuration of figure 1.1.
For the one-sided case, the flow in the cooling flow region is of boundary layer character since no dis-
turbing parts are apparent. For the two-sided case, the cooling flow region is bounded by the smooth disk
surface on the one side and the alternating series of top foils and the chamber between pads on the other
side. The result is a rotor stator cavity that can show different types of flow depending on the angular
velocity of the disk, the nominal clearance between the disk and the thrust bearings, and the boundary
conditions.
In this work, a boundary layer based model is used in order to calculate the heat flux from the disk to
the cooling flow region. It is accurate for one-sided thrust bearings and represents a good approximation
for two-sided thrust bearing configurations if the nominal clearance between the disk and the AFTBs is
sufficiently high.
To understand the basic flow characteristics in the cooling flow region, this section starts with a short
investigation of the flow over a single rotating disk. After that, the applied boundary layer type model for the
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Figure 4.24: Left: Characteristic flow pattern in the cooling flow region. Right: Velocities and temperature
in the laminar boundary layer over a single rotating disk.
cooling flow region is presented and fundamental effects are discussed.
Basic flow characteristics in the cooling flow region
For roR → 0 the flow at the backside of the disk is equal to the flow over a single disk rotating in a quiescent
fluid. In the laminar regime the ansatz
uC = rCΩFsD(ζ) ,
vC = rCΩGsD(ζ) ,
wC =
√
νCΩHsD(ζ) ,
pC = p0 + ρCνCΩPsD(ζ)
(4.84)
turns out to be a solution to the Navier-Stokes equations without body forces [Kar21, OR89, SG97]. Herein,
uC , vC and wC are the radial, azimuthal and axial velocity components, pC the pressure and νC , ρC the
kinematic viscosity and density of the air in the cooling flow region. In particular, the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions are reduced by the ansatz (4.84) to a system of ordinary differential equations in the four variables
FsD, GsD, HsD and PsD which are only functions of the dimensionless distance ζ = zC
√
Ω
νC
. The boundary
conditions can be expressed as
ζ = 0 : FsD = 0, GsD = 1, HsD = 0, PsD = 0 ,
ζ →∞ : FsD = 0, GsD = 0 .
(4.85)
Figure 4.24 (right) shows the solution for the velocity components in the laminar flow over the single disk. As
to be expected, the maximal value of the azimuthal velocity occurs at the interface to the disk uC(ζ = 0) =
rCΩ. With rising distance from the disk, the azimuthal velocity decreases and is only 1% of the disk velocity
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at a distance of zC,99 = 5.5
√
νC
Ω which can be regarded as the thickness of the velocity boundary layer.
Since this thickness is considerably higher than the lubricating gap height h(x, y), centrifugal forces are not
negligible in comparison to viscous forces as it is the case for the air in the lubricating gap. A consequence
of this is that the centrifugal forces induce a radially outward directed mass flow which has a velocity of up
to nearly 20% (ζ ≈ 1) of the disk velocity. Since the radial velocity component uC and the perimeter of the
disk are directly proportional to the radius rC , the axial velocity component wC has to be negative because
of continuity. Thus, cool air with the surrounding temperature TC,ref is continuously transported in negative
zC-direction to the hot disk before it leaves the latter in radial direction. This type of flow is illustrated in the
left part of figure 4.24 and represents the fundamental mechanism for the convective cooling of the disk at
its backside.
For the special case of an isothermal disk temperature TD, Millsaps and Pohlhausen [MP52] used the
ansatz
TC = TC,ref + (TD − TC,ref ) · JsD(ζ) (4.86)
for the temperature distribution TC of the cooling flow region. By this, the energy equation transforms to
an ordinary differential equation in the variable JsD(ζ) with the known functions FsD, GsD and HsD as
coefficients. The solution for the temperature distribution in the cooling flow region over the single disk is
shown in figure 4.24 (right) for a Prandtl number of
Pr(75◦C) =
ηCcp,C
kC
= 0.703 , (4.87)
where ηC , cp,C and kC are the dynamic viscosity, the specific heat capacity and the thermal conductivity
of the air in the cooling flow region. As for the azimuthal velocity component, the temperature TC(zC) has
its maximum at the disk surface and decreases with rising distance to the temperature of the surrounding
TC,ref . Note that the thermal boundary layer is thicker than the velocity boundary layer.
A measure for the cooling of the single disk by the flow over the disk is given by the heat transfer coefficient
αC =
qdisk,cool
TD − TC,ref (4.88)
with the heat flux from the disk to the cooling flow region being defined as
qdisk,cool =
[
−kD ∂TD
∂z
] ∣∣∣∣
z=tD
. (4.89)
A further measure, that is frequently used to characterise the convective heat transfer in rotating disk sys-
tems, is the local Nusselt number
Nu =
αC
kC
rC . (4.90)
For the isothermal single disk without dissipation Millsaps and Pohlhausen [MP52] calculated the local
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Nusselt number to be
Nu = 0.33
√
ReΩ , (4.91)
where
ReΩ =
Ω
νC
r2C (4.92)
is the rotational Reynolds number. Thus, in the special case of an isothermal disk the heat flux qdisk,cool is
constant over the whole disk and is proportional to the square root of the angular velocity Ω.
Model for the cooling flow region
The above results for the flow over a single disk contribute to an understanding of the fundamental flow
pattern in the cooling flow region of a rotating disk system. Nevertheless, several important aspects have
to be accounted for in addition. Firstly, the temperature distribution in the pad of an AFTB is known to be a
function of the radius. Thus, the heat flux from the disk to the cooling flow region will not be homogenous.
Secondly, significant dissipation can occur at the backside of the disk for high angular velocities that may
lead to considerably smaller heat transfer coefficients. And thirdly, it will be seen that for the rotational
speeds in typical air foil bearing systems a transition from laminar to turbulent flow conditions may occur in
the cooling flow region.
These aspects forbid the use of simple heat transfer correlations as for example given by equation (4.91).
Therefore, in this work the boundary layer equations are solved in combination with a turbulence model and
the energy equation for the cooling flow region. The model is coupled to the thermal model for the disk by
appropriate boundary conditions.
The Reynolds-averaged boundary layer equations for an incompressible, axisymmetric flow (without ra-
dial pressure gradients) consist of the continuity equation
1
rC
∂(rCuC)
∂rC
+
∂wC
∂zC
= 0 , (4.93)
and the momentum equations in the radial and circumferential direction
uC
∂uC
∂rC
+ wC
∂uC
∂zC
− v
2
C
rC
=
∂
∂zC
[
νC
∂uC
∂zC
]
− 1
ρC
∂
∂zC
[
ρCu′Cw
′
C
]
,
uC
∂vC
∂rC
+ wC
∂vC
∂zC
+
uCvC
rC
=
∂
∂zC
[
νC
∂vC
∂zC
]
− 1
ρC
∂
∂zC
[
ρCv′Cw
′
C
]
.
(4.94)
The last term in each of the momentum equations are the Reynolds shear stresses which are modeled by
the eddy viscosity hypothesis
−ρCu′Cw′C = ρCνCT
∂uC
∂zC
,
−ρCv′Cw′C = ρCνCT
∂vC
∂zC
(4.95)
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resulting in a set of three equations for the calculation of the flow in the cooling flow region
1
rC
∂(rCuC)
∂rC
+
∂wC
∂zC
= 0 ,
uC
∂uC
∂rC
+ wC
∂uC
∂zC
− v
2
C
rC
=
∂
∂zC
[
(νC + νCT )
∂uC
∂zC
]
,
uC
∂vC
∂rC
+ wC
∂vC
∂zC
+
uCvC
rC
=
∂
∂zC
[
(νC + νCT )
∂vC
∂zC
]
.
(4.96)
These equations are to be solved for the boundary conditions
zC = 0 : uC = wC = 0 , vC = ΩrC ,
zC = HC : uC = vC = 0 ,
rC = roR : uC = 0 , vC =
(
1− zC
HC
)
ΩrC .
(4.97)
The turbulent viscosity νCT in the equations (4.96) is a field function and is modeled for fully developed
turbulent flow conditions according to Cebeci and Smith [CS74, CA75, OO91] by
νCT = min(νCTi, νCTo) . (4.98)
Herein, νCTi is the turbulent viscosity in the inner part of the boundary layer close to the disk and νCTo is
the turbulent viscosity in the outer part of the boundary layer. For the inner part, Prandtl’s mixing length
hypothesis is used
νCTi = l
2
C
[(∂uC
∂zC
)2
+
(∂vC
∂zC
)2]0.5
(4.99)
with
lC = κCzC
[
1− e−
z+C
A+
]
, z+C =
zC
νC
√
τCs
ρC
, κC = 0.4 , A
+ = 26 (4.100)
and the shear stress on the disk
τCs = ρCνC
[(∂uC
∂zC
∣∣∣
zC=0
)2
+
(∂vC
∂zC
∣∣∣
zC=0
)2]0.5
. (4.101)
The outer turbulent viscosity is modeled by
νCTo = βC
∣∣∣∣
HC∫
0
{
ΩrC −
[
u2C + (ΩrC − vC)2
]0.5}
dzC
∣∣∣∣ (4.102)
with
βC = 0.0168
(
1.55
1 + χC
)
, χC = 0.55
[
1− e−(0.243·O0.5C +0.298·OC)
]
(4.103)
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and
OC =

RC,δC
425 − 1, RC,δC > 425,
0, RC,δC < 425
(4.104)
as well as
RC,δC = δC
ΩrC
νC
, δC =
HC∫
0
∣∣∣ vC
ΩrC
(
1− vC
ΩrC
)∣∣∣dzC . (4.105)
The definition of the turbulent viscosity, see equations (4.99) and (4.102), is based on empirical correla-
tions for fully developed turbulent flows. In case of the single rotating disk, the laminar regime ends for a
rotational Reynolds number of approximately ReΩ = 2.5 · 105, but the flow becomes fully turbulent only for
ReΩ = 3.2 · 105. To account for the transition region, Cebeci and Smith propose to use an intermittency
factor γtr. A definition of the turbulent viscosity that accounts for the laminar, transitional and turbulent flow
regime is therefore given by
νCT = min(νCTi, νCTo) · γtr (4.106)
with the intermittency factor being defined as
γtr = 1− e−GC(rC−rC,tr)2 , GC = 8.35 · 10−2
(
ReΩ
rC
)2(
Ω
νC
r2C,tr
)−1.34
. (4.107)
Note that the rotational Reynolds number ReΩ is not constant over the disk but rises with the radius rC .
The transition radius rC,tr is defined as the radius at which the laminar region ends and the transitional flow
condition begins.
The flow field in the cooling flow region can be calculated by solving the boundary layer equations (4.96)
in combination with the Cebeci-Smith model for the turbulent viscosity (4.106) and the boundary conditions
(4.97). In order to calculate the heat flux that leaves the disk, the energy equation
∂
∂zC
[
kC,eff
∂TC
∂zC
]
= ρCcp,C
[
uC
∂TC
∂rC
+ wC
∂TC
∂zC
]
− ρC(νC + νCT )
[(
∂uC
∂zC
)2
+
(
∂vC
∂zC
)2]
(4.108)
has to be solved for the cooling flow region. Herein,
kC,eff = ρCcp,C
(
νC
Pr
+
νCT
PrT
)
(4.109)
is the effective thermal conductivity and PrT = 0.9 the turbulent Prandtl number (see, [OO91]). The bound-
ary conditions for the energy equation are
−kC,eff ∂TC
∂zC
∣∣∣∣
zC=0
= −kD ∂TD
∂zD
∣∣∣∣
z=tD
,
TC(zC = HC) = TC,ref .
(4.110)
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Discussion of dissipation and turbulence effects
The boundary layer equations (4.96) combined with the Cebeci-Smith turbulence model and the energy
equation (4.108) are used in this work in order to predict the heat transfer at the backside of the rotor disk
for an AFTB. Hereby, the model for the cooling flow region is only coupled to the other parts of the presented
thermal model by the second of the boundary equations (4.110). In order to validate the implementation
and to study the effect of dissipation and turbulence, the heat transfer over a single disk that is exposed to
a constant heat flux is calculated and compared to the measurements by Elkins [Elk97]. Some remarks are
appropriate before the results of the comparison are presented:
Elkins uses a disk with a radius of rD = 0.5m and an angular speed of up to Ω = 100 rads . He measures
the temperature along different radii of the disk and calculates the following correlations for the heat transfer
from the disk to the air
Nulaminar = 0.33Re
0.5
Ω ReΩ ≤ 2.9 · 105 ,
Nutransition = 2.65 · 10−20Re4Ω 2.9 · 105 < ReΩ < 3.6 · 105 ,
Nuturbulent = 0.0163Re
0.8
Ω ReΩ ≥ 3.6 · 105 .
(4.111)
The disk radius has been explicitly chosen to be very high in order to prevent a self-heating of the disk
by dissipation, compare [CAC97]. By contrast, the disk radius in typical AFTB applications is considerably
smaller enabling the appearance of significant dissipation that may lower the effective heat transfer. To
study this effect, the comparison to Elkins’ correlations is drawn for the small disk radius of rD = 31mm that
is used in the reference AFTB of table 3.2. The angular speed is chosen to be Ω = 12000 rads resulting in a
maximal rotational Reynolds number of ReΩ = 7.5·105. The disk is assumed to be heated by a homogenous
heat flux of qdisk,cool = 25 · 103 Wm2 .
Another aspect to be discussed is the beginning of the transition region. In this work, the beginning
of transition is defined to occur for ReΩ ≈ 2.5 · 105. This choice is based on the average value of 25
experimental studies on the heat transfer over a single disk that are listed by Shevchuk [She09]. In Elkins’
experiment, transition begins only at ReΩ = 2.9 · 105 which he refers to the small surface roughness of his
disk.
Figure 4.25 shows the comparison between the calculations on the basis of the Cebeci-Smith model and
the measurements by Elkins. The three lines that are denoted by ’measurement’ represent the correlations
(4.111) that were obtained by Elkins for the different flow regimes. The blue line depicts the prediction of
the CS-model with a deactivated dissipation term in the energy equation (4.108). It can be seen that the
prediction shows a good agreement for both, the laminar and the turbulent flow regime. The width of the
transition region ∆ReΩ,transition = 0.7 · 105 is as well comparable to the correlation by Elkins. Only the
beginning of the transition is (by definition) different to the measurement. The red line shows the prediction
if dissipation is accounted for. It can be clearly seen that the difference to the case without dissipation grows
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Figure 4.25: Comparison between the predictions of the Cebeci-Smith model and measurements [Elk97]
for the heat transfer over a single rotating disk.
continuously with increasing rotational Reynolds number.
Figure 4.26 shows the temperature distribution as a function of the radial coordinate rC of the disk. For the
case without dissipation, a constant temperature can be observed within the laminar region (rC < 18mm).
This result is in accordance with the calculation by Millsaps and Pohlhausen, compare equation (4.91).
At the radius of rC ≈ 18mm the rotational Reynolds number reaches the critical value for the onset of
transition. The heat transfer becomes far more efficient resulting in a steep gradient in the disk temperature.
For rC > 21mm turbulence is fully developed. The temperature still decreases but the slope is smaller than
in the transition region.
In practice, dissipation within the cooling flow region can not be neglected. It can be clearly seen that
for this case the disk temperature shows a rising behaviour in the laminar region and again considerably
decreases with the onset of transition. Within the turbulent region a short interval of constant temperature
can be observed before the temperature rises again for higher radii up to a value of TD(rD) = 95K, which
is more than twice as high as for the case without dissipation.
In summary, it can be stated that dissipation as well as turbulence have a significant influence on the heat
transfer in the cooling flow region of an AFTB and can not be neglected for accurate predictions.
4.2.6 Conduction into the housing at the periphery of the rotor disk
Figure 4.27 illustrates the thermal situation at the periphery of the disk. If the thickness tper of the air film
between the disk and the housing is small enough, the thermal resistance of the air film at the periphery is
low and the heat flux Qdisk,per may contribute to a cooling of the AFTB. But for a too small air film thickness
tper, dissipation effects in the gap between the disk and the housing can occur resulting in a reduced heat
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Figure 4.26: Temperature distribution of a single rotating disk that is heated by a constant heat flux of
qdisk,cool = 25 · 103 Wm2 and rotates with an angular velocity of Ω = 12000 rads .
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Figure 4.27: Geometry of the air gap at the periphery of the disk.
transfer at the periphery of the disk. In order to capture both effects, the energy equation
∂
∂r
[
kperr
∂Tper
∂r
]
+
∂
∂z
[
kperr
∂Tper
∂z
]
= −rηper
[
ΩrD
tper
]2
(4.112)
is solved. Herein, Tper, kper(Tper) and ηper(Tper) are the temperature, the thermal conductivity and the
dynamic viscosity of the air film at the periphery of the disk. The boundary conditions are
Tper(r = rD) = TD ,
Tper(r = rD + tper) = Tper,ref ,
−kper ∂Tper
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=0
= −kper ∂Tper
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=tD
= 0
(4.113)
with Tper,ref being a reference temperature of the housing.
It has to be mentioned that the distance between the disk and the housing is not constant but influenced
by the centrifugal and thermal growth of the disk. Both effects are included in the structural model (4.79)-
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(4.80) and are captured by the radial displacement coordinate vrD of the disk. Therefore, the air film
thickness between the disk and the housing is calculated by
tper = tper,nom − vrD,ave , (4.114)
where tper,nom is the nominal clearance and vrD,ave is the radial disk growth (averaged over the disk thick-
ness). In order to keep the width of the calculation domain constant, the coordinate transformation
r = rD + rtper (4.115)
is applied to the energy equation (4.112). This results in a dimensionless form of the energy equation
∂
∂r
[
kper
(rD + rtper)
t2per
∂Tper
∂r
]
+
∂
∂z
[
kper(rD + rtper)
∂Tper
∂z
]
= −(rD + rtper)ηper
[
ΩrD
tper
]2
, (4.116)
that is solved on a transformed calculation domain as depicted in figure 4.27.
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Air in the lubricating gap Specific gas constant of air Rspec 287 JkgK
Minimal film height in gap hmin 5µm
Bump foil Thermal conductivity kB 12 Wm·K
Surface roughness average Ra,bump 0.5µm
Foil thickness tB 100µm
Top foil Thermal conductivity kT 12 Wm·K
Surface roughness average Ra,top 0.5µm
Foil thickness tT 150µm
Base plate Temperature Tbase 20◦C
Surface roughness average Ra,base 0.5µm
Heat exchange between pads Temperature of fresh air Tfr 20◦C
Cooling flow region Reference temperature TC,ref 20◦C
Height of cooling flow region HC 1mm
Rotor and rotor disk Young’s modulus ED 210GPa
Poisson’s ratio νD 0.3
Outer rotor radius roR 13.5mm
Inner rotor radius riR 0.2roR
Disk radius rD 31mm
Disk thickness tD 4mm
Density ρD 8200 kgm2
Thermal conductivity kD 12 Wm·K
Thermal expansion coefficient αD 13 · 10−6 1K
Reference temperature TD,ref 20◦C
Air in the periphery of the disk Nominal gap tper,nom 200µm
Reference temperature of housing Tper,ref 20◦C
Table 4.3: Parameters for the structural model of the rotor disk and all thermal models.
4.3 Simulation results for the AFTB including thermal effects
This section is intended to discuss the characteristic thermal properties of AFTBs on the basis of a thermo-
elasto-hydrodynamic (TEHD) model. For this purpose, the structural model for the foil sandwich (section
3.1) is coupled to the thermo-hydrodynamic model for the air film (section 4.1) and the thermal submodels
for the bearing parts (section 4.2).
Since high load conditions are of particular interest for the analysis of thermal effects, equations (4.83)
are used for the real height function with a prescribed small minimal film height of hmin = 5µm for all
presented results. This formulation accounts for the nominal height function hnom, the vertical deformation
v3T of the top foil and the axial deformation vzD of the rotor disk.
The geometry of the foils and the nominal height function is mainly given by table 3.2 and is chosen
to be nearly identical to the geometry used in the analysis for isothermal elasto-hydrodynamic conditions,
see chapter 3. The only exception is made for the thickness of the foils. The thickness of the bump foil is
increased from tB = 75µm to tB = 100µm and the thickness of the top foil from tT = 100µm to tT = 150µm.
This is done in order to reduce elastic effects from the foil sandwich, which have been already discussed in
detail in section 3.2, in favour of a clear representation of thermal effects. The parameters connected with
the structural model of the rotor disk and all thermal submodels are defined in table 4.3.
Every thermal model for an AFTB depends on the thermal boundary conditions at the interfaces of the
thrust bearing to the other parts of the turbomachine. In the present work, these boundary conditions are
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Figure 4.28: Temperature of the air film in the lubricating gap for an angular velocity of a) Ω = 5000 rads and
b) Ω = 10000 rads .
(compare also figure 4.8): The temperature of the base plate Tbase, the temperature of the inflowing fresh
air in the chamber between pads Tfr, the temperature of the cooling flow at the backside of the disk TC,ref ,
as well as the temperature of the housing Tper,ref . Since it is not possible to determine these boundary
conditions without solving for the thermal model of the complete turbomachine, all four temperatures are
assumed to stay at the initial temperature level of 20◦C for all considered operational conditions. The main
advantage of this assumption is that the relative magnitude of the different heat fluxes in an AFTB can be
clearly studied because all thermal submodels base on the same reference temperature. Experimentally,
this condition can be approximately realised if the housing is provided with an efficient water cooling.
4.3.1 Characteristic temperature distribution in the lubricating air film
Figure 4.28 illustrates the 3D temperature distribution of the air film in the lubricating gap for two different
angular velocities of the rotor disk. The bottom and the upper horizontal planes correspond to the temper-
ature distribution of the top foil and the rotor disk. The vertical planes show the temperature in the space
between the first and the second bumps (left) as well as directly over the third bumps, compare also figure
3.11a.
The most striking feature of figure 4.28 is that the temperature distributions in the air film at the interface
to the rotor disk and the interface to the top foil are completely different. Whereas the temperature of the
rotor disk is homogenous in circumferential direction, the top foil shows an alternating series of cold and hot
sections in circumferential direction. This can be clearly referred to the heat transfer through the contact
lines between top and bump foil. Since a forced cooling flow does not exist in the foil sandwich of a passively
cooled AFTB, all the heat that enters the top foil has to flow to the lines where the top foil contacts the bump
foil. This explains the local thermal gradients within the top foil that are always directed to the contact lines.
Moreover, it can be detected from the two vertical planes that the heat conduction in the vertical direction
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is of alternating character within the lubricating gap. Whereas in the left vertical plane the temperature has
a maximum value close to the top foil, in the right vertical plane the temperatures next to the top foil are the
lowest. This indicates that in the region next to the bump contact lines most of the dissipated heat in the
air film is conducted to the top foil. But in the space between two contact lines, the main part of the heat is
conducted into the rotor disk.
Another characteristic property of the temperature distribution in an AFTB is the fast heating at the inlet
of the lubricating gap. Due to the applied assumption for the temperature distribution at the inlet, compare
section 4.2.3, the entering air has a homogenous temperature across the gap height which is identical to
the temperature of the rotor disk. But the middle of the horizontal planes clearly shows that already a
very small distance downstream the inlet, the temperature of the air in the middle of the lubricating gap
is considerably higher than the temperature of the rotor disk. The origin of this behaviour is the very low
heat capacity of air. By entering the lubricating gap at the inlet surface, the air is immediately exposed to
viscous dissipation resulting in a very fast temperature rise. But the increase in temperature ends if the
thermal gradient between the air film and the rotor disk (or the top foil) is high enough in order to conduct
the dissipated heat across the air film height in the neighbouring bearing parts.
At the outlet surface, a reversed behaviour can be observed. Although the rotor disk and the top foil show
at this surface no significant thermal gradient in circumferential direction, the temperature in the middle
horizontal plane shows a sudden decrease close to the trailing edge. Since the pressure in the pad has to
reduce to an ambient level in this region due to the boundary condition p = p0 at the trailing edge, the ideal
gas law predicts as well a sudden decrease in the density of the air film. The result of this is an expansion
induced cooling of the air which is stronger pronounced at high velocities.
Besides the local phenomena at the inlet and the outlet as well as near to the bump contact lines, the
temperature distribution of the air film is relatively constant in circumferential direction. This clearly indicates
that the vast majority of heat is removed from the air film by conduction into the rotor disk and the top foil
and not by convective heat transport.
Finally, a comparison between figure 4.28a and 4.28b reveals a different behaviour with respect to the
radial temperature distribution. For the angular velocity of Ω = 5000 rads , the air film, the rotor disk and
the top foil show the highest temperatures close to the outer radius. This is to be expected since viscous
dissipation depends on the air velocity which increases for larger radii. But for Ω = 10000 rads , the highest
temperatures are only observed for the top foil to be at the outer radius and shift towards smaller radii
across the film thickness. Close to the rotor disk, the air film even reveals the lowest temperatures at the
outer radius of the pad. This indicates a fundamental change in the thermal management of the AFTB for
higher angular velocities which will be studied in section 4.3.3.
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Figure 4.29: a) Pressure distribution (upper part) and height function (lower part) in the lubricating gap for
an angular velocity of Ω = 10000 rads . b) Height function h(x, y) along the direction sy parallel to the y-axis
for different angular velocities Ω, compare also figure 3.11a.
4.3.2 Thermal runaway
Figure 4.29a illustrates the pressure distribution and the height function in the lubricating gap for an angular
velocity of Ω = 10000 rads . Despite the high top foil thickness of tT = 150µm, top foil sagging is found to occur
in the land region of the pad being the origin of the two pronounced maxima in the pressure distribution.
Another characteristic of the real height function, which can be observed in figure 4.29a, is its diverging
behaviour towards the outer radius. To study this point more clearly, the real height function h(x, y) is plotted
along the coordinate sy in figure 4.29b (sy is zero at the inner top foil radius and increases towards the outer
top foil radius). For a small angular velocity of Ω = 1000 rads the height function is found to by nearly constant
along sy. But with increasing velocity the gap height at the outer radius becomes significantly larger than
the gap height close to the inner radius. In particular, for Ω = 10000 rads the distance from the top foil’s outer
edge to the rotor disk is nearly 12µm what is more than two times the minimal film thickness of hmin = 5µm
in the pad.
This effect does not originate from top or bump foil deformations and can therefore not be predicted by
isothermal elasto-hydrodynamic models for AFTBs. Instead, it can be unambiguously attributed to thermally
induced deformations of the rotor disk which as well have an influence on the real height function according
to equation (4.83) and are illustrated by figure 4.30a. It shows a deformation plot for the rotor and the rotor
disk for an angular velocity of Ω = 10000 rads . Note that the contour of the plot illustrates both, the axial vzD
and the radial displacement component vrD. By contrast, the colors only illustrate the magnitude of the
axial displacement component. As to be expected, centrifugal and thermal expansion of the disk material
lead to a significant growth in radial direction. But the more interesting point is the observed bending of the
disk in positive z-direction. Since the disk is cooled at its backside (z = tD) and heated at the interface to
the lubricating gap (z = 0), a thermal gradient is always apparent across the disk thickness, compare figure
4.32. As a consequence, the thermal expansion at the disk’s front side is higher than at the disk’s backside
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Figure 4.30: a) Deformation of rotor and disk for an angular velocity of Ω = 10000 rads . The color table
shows the axial displacement component vzD, compare figure 4.23. b) Axial and radial displacement of the
disk point shown in figure 4.30a (black circle) as a function of the angular velocity Ω.
resulting in the observed bending.
The magnitude of this effect as a function of the angular velocity Ω is illustrated in figure 4.30b. It shows
the axial and radial displacement for the outermost point at the front side of the disk (marked by a black
circle in figure 4.30a). Although the radial displacement is approximately one magnitude of order higher
than the axial displacement, the latter turns out to be the critical one because it directly affects the real
gap function. Furthermore, it is found that the axial displacement component shows a highly nonlinear
behaviour as a function of the angular velocity. For Ω = 4000 rads the axial displacement of the disk is only
vzD = 0.5µm what is small against the minimal film height hmin = 5µm and therefore results in a negligible
influence on the performance of the AFTB. But already for the case of Ω = 8000 rads , the axial displacement
is found to be vzD ≈ 4µm and thus in the same magnitude of order as the minimal film height.
The significant influence of the disk deformation on the performance of an AFTB is illustrated the best by
figure 4.31a. It shows the predicted load capacity of one pad of the AFTB for the case with and without axial
disk deformation. The curves base on identical calculations with the only exception that for the case without
disk deformation the axial component vzD of the disk displacement has not been accounted for in equations
(4.83) for the real height function. As can be seen, both curves are nearly identical for low angular velocities
below Ω = 5000 rads which corresponds to the very small axial disk displacement occuring for these small
speeds, compare figure 4.30b. But for higher angular velocities, a fundamental difference can be observed
between the two models. Whereas the predicted load capacity without disk deformation keeps continuously
increasing, a more complex model with an account for disk deformations predicts considerably lower loads
which finally culminate at a maximum for Ω = 9500 rads . Above this critical value load capacity is even found
to decrease with angular velocity. This effect is in contradiction to isothermal thin film lubrication theory but
has been reported in various experiments on AFTBs [Dyk06, Dic10, Sta12].
Figure 4.31b shows exemplarily the results of Stahl [Sta12] who measured the load capacity as a function
of speed for different types of AFTBs (varying in the foil geometry or the conditioning of the AFTB). The
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Figure 4.31: a) Comparison of the predicted load capacity (of one pad) by models including or neglecting
the disk’s axial displacement component vzD in the formulation of the real gap function h(x, y), compare
equation (4.83). b) Experimental results for the load capacity Wbearing of a whole AFTB illustrating the
thermal runaway effect at higher speeds [Sta12].
interesting point of his findings is that the level of load capacity is considerably different between the tested
types of AFTBs. But the critical angular speed for which the load capacity starts showing a decreasing
behaviour is about 50krpm for all three AFTBs (note that Stahl’s AFTBs have a diameter of about 100mm
which is significantly larger than the diameter of the AFTB considered in this work). This indicates that
the observed decreasing load capacity for AFTBs has its origin in thermal effects and therefore has been
termed as thermal runaway [Dyk06, Dic10, Sta12]. Note that the inclusion of the disk deformation in the
formulation of the real height function performed in this work is able to reproduce the thermal runaway effect.
A discussion of further thermal aspects that have been experimentally shown to influence load capacity is
postponed to section 4.3.4 after the fundamental heat fluxes in an AFTB have been presented in the next
section.
4.3.3 Self-induced cooling flow and balance of heat fluxes
For a better understanding of the thermal runaway effect, it is necessary to investigate the thermal man-
agement of the AFTB in detail. Figure 4.32 starts with an illustration of the temperature distribution in the
rotor and the disk for two different angular velocities.
As to be expected, the disk shows significantly higher temperatures for the high speed condition in com-
parison to the lower disk speed. But the more interesting point are the temperature differences between
the front side of the disk that faces the pad and the backside of the disk that is cooled by the self-induced
flow in the cooling flow region. With regard to this aspect, a difference of only 3◦C is found for Ω = 5000 rads ,
whereas already up to 15◦C are observed for Ω = 10000 rads . Since the temperature difference across the
disk thickness determines the magnitude of the disk bending, the presented plot gives an explanation for
the highly nonlinear increase of the axial disk displacement vzD with rotor speed that has been found in
figure 4.30b.
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Figure 4.33: a) Heat flux qdisk,cool from the disk into the cooling flow region at the backside of the disk. The
arrows indicate laminar, transitional and turbulent flow conditions in the cooling flow region for an angular
velocity of Ω = 10000 rads . b) Comparison of the power loss PAFTB in the lubricating gap of all six pads with
the power loss Pcool at the backside of the rotor disk (cooling flow region).
Another striking aspect revealed by figure 4.32 is the position of the disk’s maximum temperature. For
the lower speed condition, the maximum temperature is observed near to the outer edge of the pad. This
result is reasonable since the dissipation in the pad increases with larger disk radii. Nevertheless, for the
angular velocity of Ω = 10000 rads the highest temperatures are found to occur close to the middle of the
pad. A factor contributing to this result is the increased film thickness at the outer edge of the lubricating
gap due to the axial deformation of the disk, see figure 4.29. If reduced dissipation due to thicker air films
at the outer pad radius were the only origin of the shifted maximum temperature, the top foil should show
the highest temperatures in the middle of the pad as well. Obviously, this is not the case as can be seen
from figure 4.28b for the 3D temperature distribution in the lubricating gap.
The main reason for the characteristic shift of the maximal disk temperature at higher angular velocities
is illustrated by figure 4.33a. It shows the heat flux qdisk,cool from the disk to the cooling flow region as a
function of the radial position in the disk, compare also equation (4.89). Besides boundary effects at the
inner radius of the disk, the heat flux for the lower angular velocity of Ω = 5000 rads is relatively homogenous
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along the disk radius. Accordingly, the observed increase of disk temperatures and air film temperatures
with the disk radius is reasonable since dissipation in the pad increases with the radius but the cooling of
the disk is nearly independent of the disk radius.
The situation is completely different for the higher angular velocity of Ω = 10000 rads . Here, a sudden
increase of the heat flux can be observed at a radius of r = 23mm. For this radius, the rotational Reynolds
number (4.92) reaches the critical value of ReΩ ≈ 2.5 · 105 and the laminar flow region ends. Within the
following transitional region the heat transfer improves by a factor of 2.5 until the flow becomes completely
turbulent at a radius of r = 25mm. It follows from this that for sufficiently high angular velocities of the disk,
regions of fundamentally different flow and heat transfer conditions are apparent at the backside of the disk
[Elk97, CAC97]. In general, the outer part of the disk is cooled more effectively than the inner part. As a
result, the maximum disk temperature shifts towards smaller radii as has been observed in figure 4.32.
It is interesting to note that the change in flow conditions in the self-induced cooling flow at the backside of
the disk is difficult to detect by typical experimental set-ups for AFTBs. This is mainly because temperatures
are mostly measured by thermocouples placed at the backside of the top foil. But it becomes clear from
figure 4.28b that despite the increased heat transfer at the disk’s outer radius, the top foil temperatures are
still the highest at the outer radius as in the case of low angular velocities.
Figure 4.33b depicts the power loss PAFTB occurring in all six pads of the AFTB in comparison to the
power loss Pcool due to viscous dissipation in the cooling flow region at the backside of the disk. This
comparison is of interest because it stresses the importance of a model for the cooling flow region that
accounts for dissipation effects. The ratio between both depicted power losses is 10% for a small angular
velocity of Ω = 2000 rads , increases to 35% for a moderate speed of Ω = 8000
rad
s and is close to 70% for
a very high speed of Ω = 15000 rads . Obviously, the onset of turbulent flow conditions at the backside of
the disk improves the heat transfer only for a limited range of speeds. For very high angular velocities the
viscous dissipation in the flow of the cooling flow region may diminish the cooling effect at the backside of
the disk. An evidence for the reduced heat transfer due to dissipation effects can be already found in figure
4.33a which shows a decreasing heat flux in the turbulent region for radii above r = 25mm.
Finally, it is analysed which heat paths contribute the most to the removal of dissipated heat from the
lubricating gap. In the presented thermal model for AFTBs four different heat fluxes can be distinguished,
which are illustrated in figure 4.34a:
• Qgap,top: Heat flux from the lubricating gap into the top foil being further conducted into the bump foil
and finally into the base plate.
• Qdisk,cool: Heat flux that is removed at the backside of the rotor disk by the self-induced cooling flow.
• Qdisk,per: Heat flux leaving the disk at its outside surface into the housing through the thin air film at
the periphery of the disk.
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Figure 4.34: a) Illustration of the main heat fluxes that contribute to the cooling of an AFTB. b) Relative
magnitude of the four heat fluxes for different speeds of the rotor disk.
• Qconv = Qside − Qfr: Net convective heat flux that leaves the pad due to the side leakage (Qside)
within the lubricating gap and the inflow of fresh air (Qfr) in the chamber between pads.
Figure 4.34b shows the magnitude of the four heat fluxes scaled by the power loss P for one pad of the
AFTB. Obviously, the heat exchange by the self-induced cooling flow at the backside of the disk removes
the main part of the dissipated heat for moderate to high velocities. A closer examination of Qdisk,cool/P
as a function of the angular velocity Ω reveals three different regions. Up to Ω = 5000 rads , a continuous
increase is observed which is reasonable since the flow velocities in the cooling flow region scale directly
with the speed of the disk. This rising behaviour is characteristic for heat fluxes based on convection and is
therefore as well observed for Qconv/P , but not for Qgap,top/P and Qdisk,per/P .
At Ω = 5000 rads , the development of the heat exchange at the backside of the disk shows a discontinuity
which can be referred to the onset of turbulence at the outer radius of the disk. With rising speed, the tur-
bulent region covers more and more of the disk surface explaining the increasing behaviour of Qdisk,cool/P
for angular velocities between Ω = 5000− 10000 rads . Finally, for very high speeds dissipation in the cooling
flow region becomes dominant which results in a stagnation or even decrease of the cooling effect at the
backside of the disk.
The relative magnitudes of the heat fluxes through the foil sandwichQgap,top/P and at the periphery of the
diskQdisk,per/P show mainly a decreasing behaviour with speed which is caused by the rise ofQdisk,cool/P .
The slight increase of the heat flux through the periphery of the disk for Ω > 10000 rads can be explained by
the smaller gap between the housing and the disk for these high speeds. Thermal and centrifugal growing
of the disk diminish the initial gap of tper,nom = 200µm to less than tper = 75µm for Ω = 15000 rads , compare
figure 4.30b.
The most important characteristic of the thermal management of AFTBs is that the convective heat ex-
change Qconv/P due to side leakage in the lubricating gap is less than 10% for all speeds and therefore of
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Figure 4.35: Load capacity of one pad in the AFTB for a) different rates of a forced cooling flow (simulated
by different heat transfer coefficients αfc) and b) a varying total number of pads in the AFTB.
subordinate importance. This is mainly due to the very low heat capacity of the air film in the lubricating
gap. But besides, it should be noted that the ratio between the side leakage mass flow and the inlet mass
flow decreases continuously with speed because of compressibility effects that increase with speed.
4.3.4 Effect of forced cooling flow and influence of the number of pads
Although no detailed physical model for a forced cooling flow has been presented in this work, the principal
effect of a forced cooling on the load capacity of an AFTB can be studied. For this purpose the energy
equation for the top foil (4.39) is replaced by the extended formulation
∂
∂x
[
− tT kT ∂TT
∂x
]
+
∂
∂y
[
− tT kT ∂TT
∂y
]
= qT,in + qT,out − αfc(TT − Tfc) , (4.117)
where the additional term on the right hand side accounts for a forced cooling flow of the temperature
Tfc = 20
◦C that is supplied behind the top foil.
Figure 4.35a shows the load capacity of one pad for different heat transfer coefficients αfc. Note that
in case of αfc = 600 Wm2K , nearly 40% of the dissipated heat is carried away by the forced cooling flow
(58% for αfc = 1200 Wm2K ). Obviously, the forced cooling flow has two effects. Firstly, the overall level of
the load capacity is increased. And secondly, the critical angular velocity at which the load capacity starts
decreasing is shifted towards higher speeds. These trends have been found as well by Dykas [Dyk06], who
measured the load capacity for different forced cooling flow rates through the foil sandwich.
Dickman [Dic10] investigated the unit load capacity of identical AFTBs varying only in the number of pads
Epad. He found that AFTBs with fewer pads show a higher unit load capacity. The same result is predicted
by the model of this work and is depicted in figure 4.35b. It shows the calculated load capacity of one
single pad in an AFTB, for which the total number of pads Epad is varied. The origin for the higher unit load
capacity of AFTBs with fewer pads can be referred to reduced thermal gradients across the disk thickness.
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As the total power loss of the AFTB PAFTB scales nearly linearly with the number of pads, the heat flux
entering the front side of the disk is considerably smaller for AFTBs with fewer pads. Thus, the temperature
difference between the front side and the back side of the disk is as well smaller for AFTBs with fewer pads
resulting in a reduced bending of the disk. As a consequence, the contribution of the disk bending to the
real height function in the lubricating gap decreases leading to a more favorable pressure distribution and
thus to higher load capacities. The same reasoning explains the improved load capacity for larger forced
cooling flow rates that has been observed in figure 4.35a. In this case the heat flux across the disk thickness
is reduced since most of the heat is conducted into the foil sandwich were it is effectively removed by the
forced cooling flow.
4.3.5 Summary and conclusions
A 3D thermo-elasto-hydrodynamic model for an one-sided air foil thrust bearing with a passive thermal
management has been presented. Next to a shell model for the top and bump foil, particular emphasis was
put on thermal submodels for the different parts of the bearing which are accounted for by:
• A cross-film averaged Reynolds equation for the pressure and a 3D energy equation for the tempera-
ture in the lubricating air film.
• A 2D energy equation for the top foil in combination with a developed analytical formula for the effective
thermal resistance of the bump foil that accounts for the geometry of the bumps as well as the surface
roughness of the foils and the base plate.
• Coupled axisymmetric energy and structural equations for the rotor and the rotor disk that are able to
model a thermally induced bending of the disk.
• Axisymmetric boundary layer equations with an eddy viscosity turbulence model for the self-induced
cooling flow at the backside of the rotor disk.
• A 2D energy equation for the heat transfer through the thin air film at the periphery of the disk.
The real height function in the lubricating gap has been modeled taking into account the nominal height
function, the deformation of the top foil and the deformation of the rotor disk. The influence of the latter was
found to be the origin of thermal runaway for high load and high speed conditions. It could be clearly shown
that the load capacity of AFTBs increases with speed only up to a certain critical speed. Above this, load
capacity was found to decrease with speed, an effect that has been documented in several experimental
works [Dyk06, Dic10, Sta12] but could not be explained so far by isothermal models for AFTBs. The source
of this phenomenon was demonstrated to be a thermally induced bending of the disk that leads to an
unfavourable gap function resulting in a poor pressure distribution.
An analysis of the main heat fluxes in a passively cooled AFTB revealed that the convective heat ex-
change due to side leakage removes less than 10% of the dissipated heat. This is fundamentally different
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to hydrodynamic oil bearings where most of the heat is carried away by the exchange of fluid. Fortunately,
the thermal conductivity of air is high enough - in combination with the small gap sizes typical for AFTBs -
in order to efficiently conduct nearly all of the dissipated heat into the rotor disk and the top foil. But once
the heat reaches these bearing parts the main problem in the thermal management of AFTBs becomes
apparent.
Due to Fourier’s law of heat conduction both, the top foil and the rotor disk, need to establish a thermal
gradient across their thickness in order to conduct the dissipated heat out of the lubricating air film. Unfor-
tunately, this thermal gradient induces structural deformations that result in an unfavourable lubricating gap
function. Thus, the higher the heat flux that is removed across the thickness of the top foil and the rotor
disk, the higher are the structural deformations in these bearing parts.
At least for the top foil, the thermally induced structural deformations are probably of subordinate impor-
tance. This can be concluded from experimental results [Dyk06] that showed the load capacity to increase if
a forced cooling flow was supplied at the backside of the top foil. Since the latter enhances the heat flux that
passes the top foil, the thermal gradient across the thickness of the top foil has to rise as well. Henceforth,
the thermally induced deformations of the top foil should be more and not less pronounced (resulting in
smaller load capacities) if a forced cooling flow is supplied.
The experimentally observed higher load capacities for increased rates of forced cooling flow are there-
fore not to be traced back to reduced top foil deformations. Instead, it could be shown in this work that they
have their origin in reduced deformations of the rotor disk. This is because a forced cooling flow removes
a significant part of the dissipated heat and therefore indirectly diminishes the heat flux that flows into the
rotor disk. As a consequence, thermal gradients across the disk thickness are smaller, resulting in smaller
disk deformations and thus in the measured and calculated higher load capacities.
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After basic thermal characteristics of AFTBs have been studied in the last section, it is the aim of this section
to compare the predictions of the presented model to measurements. For this purpose, the AFTB shown in
figure 5.1 is analysed. It consists of five pads each composing of a top foil and a supporting bump foil. The
hydrodynamically active region of the top foil is defined by the circular edges at the foil’s inner and outer
radius as well as by a spiral shaped leading edge and a parabolic trailing edge. The latter is approximated
in the model by a straight edge, see figure 5.3b. The fixing of the top foil on the base plate is far away from
the top foil’s leading edge resulting in a large chamber between pads. The convergent nominal gap function
between the rotor disk and the top foil is created by bumps of different height. Details about the geometry
and thickness of the foils can not be given due to proprietary rights.
Typically, temperatures in AFBs are measured by thermocouples which are placed directly behind the
bump foil at a point where the bump foil contacts the top foil [Dyk06]. Since this method requires to drill
a hole in the base plate for each thermocouple, it is obvious that temperatures can only be evaluated at
few points within the pad area [SSH01, Dyk06]. An alternative for a more complete evaluation of bearing
temperatures are optical temperature measurements.
Figure 5.2 schematically illustrates the test rig which has been designed in order to apply an infrared
(IR) radiation technique. Two disks are mounted on an electromagnetically driven rotor. The right disk is
exposed to an externally supplied hydrostatic pressure by which a well defined thrust load is established.
The AFTB to be tested is placed at the left end of the rotor near to the second rotor disk. If the base plate of
the bearing is made of a material with a high transmission for infrared radiation (e.g. Zinc Sulphide), it is not
only a support for the foils but serves as well as an IR window. Thus, foil temperatures can be measured by
an IR camera.
Figure 5.3 shows a comparison between measured (left) and calculated (right) top foil temperatures for a
rotor speed of 65000rpm and a thrust load of 80N . Note the different orientation of the pad for the measured
and the calculated case (leading edge is marked). Since for the analysed design the top foil extends the
bump foil at all four edges (compare also position of contact lines in figure 5.3b), the top foil temperature can
be clearly studied at the leading edge as well as close to the inner and the outer radius. The comparison
between measurement and calculation for three different points in these regions shows a good agreement.
In particular, it is noteworthy that the measured temperature at the leading edge is TT = 123◦C and
thus close to the maximal top foil temperature of TT = 125◦C which occurs close to the outer radius. This
finding indicates that the air does not enter the pad with a mixed temperature as calculated by equation
(4.63). If this where the case, the top foil should show significantly lower temperatures at the leading
edge. Instead, the high temperatures measured at the leading edge justify the applied assumption (in the
calculation model) that the temperature of the inlet air is close to the temperature of the rotor disk, compare
also section 4.2.3.
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Figure 5.1: Tested AFTB.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic illustration of the test rig used for the measurement of temperatures in an AFTBs.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of measurement and calculation for a rotor speed of 65000rpm and a bearing load
of 80N . a) Infrared temperature measurement for one pad of an AFTB. b) Calculated temperatures for the
hydrodynamically active region of the top foil.
Rotor speed [rpm] Thrust load [N] TT,max (measured) TT,max (calculated)
65000 45 102 100
65000 60 113 111
65000 80 125 126
85000 5 83 84
Table 5.1: Comparison of calculated and measured maximal top toil temperatures TT,max for different loads
and speeds.
Another aspect to be stressed is the relatively small temperature difference of approximately 15◦C be-
tween the inner and the outer radius. Here, it is important to mention that the region close to the inner
radius of the top foil is not covered by the IR window. As a consequence, temperatures in this region are
depicted approximately 10◦C higher as they are in reality (note the discontinuity in the color field close to
the inner bump strip). This is because the material of the IR window absorbs a part of the infrared radiation
which has been already accounted for in the calibration of the IR camera.
Table 5.1 shows the maximal top foil temperature TT,max for different bearing loads and rotor speeds.
The good agreement between the predictions and the measurement indicates that the presented model
accounts for the most relevant mechanisms of heat transfer in a passively cooled AFTB. In particular, the
effect of both - variations in load and speed - is accurately predicted by the model.
Finally, an issue is addressed that can not be covered by the model presented in this work, but reveals a
further advantage of the infrared radiation technique for the measurement of bearing temperatures: The fail-
ure of an AFTB. The theoretical analysis of AFTBs presented in this work is only valid for full hydrodynamic
flow conditions. It should be stressed that currently no model exists in the literature that can predict the load
capacity limit for a given AFTB. This is because nobody knows the exact value for the critical minimal film
height hmin at which mixed lubrication occurs between the rotor disk and the top foil resulting in a bearing
failure. Mostly, monitoring of the bearing’s power loss is used to determine the point of time when a bearing
failed, and post-operational investigation of wear scars may allow for conclusions about the contacting area
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Figure 5.4: Measured temperature distributions in the foil pad for three different times during the process
of bearing failure.
during mixed lubrication.
Figure 5.4 demonstrates that the infrared radiation technique can additionally provide information about
the origin of the bearing failure. All three plots show the temperature distribution in one pad of an overloaded
AFTB for a rotor speed of 65000rpm. The color table for the temperatures is the same as in figure 5.3. It
can be clearly seen in the left plot that two points close to the first and second line of bump contacts in
the middle of the pad show significantly higher temperatures (> 150◦C) than the rest of the foil pad. Since
increased friction occuring in a mixed lubrication contact results in a sudden local heating of the foils, the
bright spots in the left plot can be regarded as the exact position at which the bearing failure started.
Only 0.2 seconds later (middle plot), the area of the bright spots is found to be significantly larger and 0.6
seconds after the first mixed lubrication contact already half of the pad is exposed to a mixed lubrication
condition. Note that the first bumps of all three bump strips are of identical height. Therefore it is astonishing
that the first detected mixed lubrication contact is in the middle of the pad and not at the outer radius.
For a perfectly smooth rotor disk, the first contact should be expected to occur at the outer edge since
misalignment can not be completely avoided in a real AFTB application. The fact that the bearing failure
originates from the middle of the pad allows for the conclusion that either the bump foil deforms the most
near to the outer edge or the rotor disk is thermally distorted. Or - more simply - a manufacturing inaccuracy
is responsible for the concrete position where the bearing failure started.
It becomes clear that even with the use of an infrared radiation technique the origin of a bearing failure
for a concrete foil design is still not unambiguous. But at least, the starting point of mixed lubrication can
be determined to a far better degree than by post-operational investigations. Furthermore, differences
between pads, for example because of misalignment, can be revealed and local hot spots due to severe
manufacturing inaccuracies are rapidly found.
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A thermo-elasto-hydrodynamic calculation model for bump type air foil thrust bearings has been developed.
A 2D Reynolds equation - based on cross-film averaged fluid properties - and a 3D energy equation are
solved in order to obtain the pressure and temperature distribution in the lubricating air film. Elastic defor-
mations of top and bump foil are calculated by a Reissner-Mindlin type shell theory. The deformation of the
rotor disk, due to thermal gradients, is accounted for by axisymmetric Navier-Lamé equations. Both, foil
and disk deformations, are used in order to calculate the real gap function of the lubricating air film, which
is the most important factor in hydrodynamic lubrication.
Apart from the real gap function, the properties of the lubricating air are the second factor that determines
the performance of air foil thrust bearings. Because of this, different thermal submodels for the bearing parts
are solved in addition to the 3D energy equation for the air film: Heat conduction in the rotor disk and the
rotor is modeled by axisymmetric equations. For the small air gap between the rotor disk and the housing
at the periphery of the disk, a 2D energy equation is solved, that accounts for dissipation effects and
thermal and centrifugal growth of the disk. The thermal model for the foil sandwich consists of a 2D heat
conduction equation for the top foil and a carefully calculated effective thermal resistance for the bump foil.
The self-induced cooling flow at the backside of the disk is modeled by appropriate boundary layer equations
including an eddy viscosity turbulence model. All presented equations for the different submodels are fully
coupled and discretized by a finite element method.
Besides the development of a comprehensive calculation model for air foil thrust bearings, an analysis of
the principal hydrodynamic, elastic and thermal effects has been carried out. The main motivation for this
part of the work was the simple question of how to design a well performing air foil thrust bearing.
Reducing the full model to the rigid isotherm case, the influence of the gap function has been studied with
respect to a maximum load capacity and a minimum friction coefficient. Basic gap geometries (e.g. taper,
step, taper land, pocket), that are defined by only a few parameters have been optimised and compared to
more complex gap functions. It was found that the pocket type gap geometry significantly outperforms the
other basic gap functions for small to medium compressibility numbers. For high compressibility numbers,
the taper land geometry can achieve higher load capacities than the pocket geometry depending on the
aspect ratio of the pad. Taper and stepped gap functions should be avoided in all cases. The analysis of
more complex gap functions for cylindrically shaped pads revealed that pocket type gap functions operate
close to the optimum load capacity for the whole range of analysed compressibility numbers. Therefore,
if a significant improvement of the load capacity is needed, it makes no sense to refine a pocket type gap
function. Instead, at least for medium to high compressibility numbers, a replacement of sector-shaped
pad topologies by grooved geometries as for example the spiral groove bearing should be considered. For
the taper land and the pocket type gap function, optimal geometrical parameters are delivered for different
compressibility numbers and aspect ratios in the appendix. Given a defined thrust load, the tabulated data
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enables the designer to quickly estimate the minimal needed thrust bearing size.
In a next step, the influence of the foils has been studied. The main result is that predictions based
on elastic foundation type foil models can be very inaccurate. It could be shown that different mecha-
nisms as cumulated friction forces, interacting bending moments, two-dimensional curvature effects and
two-dimensional friction forces determine the deformation of the bump foil. It is therefore nearly impossible
to estimate an appropriate stiffness for a simple elastic foundation type model. The main advantage of the
shell model used in this work lies in the fact that the bump foil geometry is exactly modeled. Furthermore,
the chosen formulation can be adopted to the various bump foil designs presented in the literature.
The impact of the foils on the performance of the air foil thrust bearing has been studied in detail. The
main finding was that for perfectly aligned conditions of the rotor disk and the bearing surface, air foil thrust
bearings show a lower load capacity than rigid thrust bearings. The origin of that was revealed to stem from
top foil sagging effects and uneven bump foil deformations that lead to unfavorable gap functions. Further-
more, a single foil pad was demonstrated to be unable to effectively compensate for runner distortions and
misaligned conditions. The main advantage of foil bearings was found to originate from the global compli-
ance of the pads. This leads to a more homogenous loading condition between the foil pads in comparison
to the pads of a rigid thrust bearing. Therefore, foil bearings can outperform rigid bearings for misaligned
conditions or in case of manufacturing inaccuracies. Both are always apparent to some degree and can not
be completely avoided.
Finally, thermal aspects of air foil bearings have been studied. The properties of air are found to be the
origin of several distinguishing characteristics of air foil bearings in comparison to classical hydrodynamic
oil bearings. Firstly, the dynamic viscosity of air increases with rising temperature. Because of this, air
foil bearings show an improved load capacity in a high temperature environment. Secondly, the properties
of air are less sensitive to temperature variations in comparison to for example the dynamic viscosity of
oil. This fact was explored in order to replace the generalized Reynolds equation by a cross-film averaged
Reynolds equation resulting in a significantly lower computational effort. The relative error of this reduction
was found to be below one percent with respect to the maximal temperature rise, the load capacity and the
power loss.
The most important characteristic property of air foil bearings can be referred to the very small heat
capacity of air. It could be shown that less than 10% of the dissipated heat in an air foil thrust bearing is
removed by convective heat transport within the lubricating film. As a result, nearly all of the heat flows in
cross-film direction into the rotor disk and the foil sandwich. This heat flow turns out to be problematic since
it establishes a thermal gradient in the rotor disk that distorts the disk and results in an unfavorable gap
function. As a consequence, it could be demonstrated that the load capacity of air foil bearings increases
only up to a critical rotational speed. Above this, the load capacity was found to slightly decrease with
increasing rotational speed. Therefore, it can be stated that the load capacity of air foil bearings is not only
limited by compressibility effects, but as well by the amount of dissipated energy within the bearing.
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ϕhT /λr Λ LPGF W f λh λϕ λ∆r
30◦/0.3
1
taper land 5.37e-03 1.35e+01 2.37e+00 2.36e-01
pocket 6.40e-03 1.17e+01 2.04e+00 2.66e-01 9.23e-02
100
taper land 4.63e-01 1.59e+01 3.29e+00 4.54e-01
pocket 4.84e-01 1.55e+01 2.60e+00 4.40e-01 7.57e-02
500
taper land 1.35e+00 2.61e+01 5.52e+00 5.48e-01
pocket 1.29e+00 2.76e+01 3.90e+00 5.37e-01 5.56e-02
30◦/0.5
1
taper land 5.38e-03 1.53e+01 2.44e+00 2.56e-01
pocket 6.90e-03 1.23e+01 2.15e+00 2.45e-01 9.70e-02
100
taper land 4.84e-01 1.75e+01 3.40e+00 4.81e-01
pocket 5.26e-01 1.62e+01 2.72e+00 4.16e-01 7.84e-02
500
taper land 1.44e+00 2.83e+01 5.70e+00 5.69e-01
pocket 1.42e+00 2.85e+01 4.06e+00 5.17e-01 5.65e-02
30◦/0.7
1
taper land 3.83e-03 2.45e+01 2.74e+00 2.96e-01
pocket 6.30e-03 1.55e+01 2.52e+00 1.95e-01 9.04e-02
100
taper land 4.17e-01 2.45e+01 3.59e+00 5.47e-01
pocket 5.18e-01 1.93e+01 3.01e+00 3.69e-01 8.04e-02
500
taper land 1.38e+00 3.61e+01 5.87e+00 6.25e-01
pocket 1.50e+00 3.19e+01 4.38e+00 4.84e-01 6.08e-02
40◦/0.3
1
taper land 6.12e-03 1.17e+01 2.42e+00 2.48e-01
pocket 7.60e-03 9.80e+00 2.10e+00 2.57e-01 1.14e-01
100
taper land 5.25e-01 1.40e+01 3.51e+00 4.86e-01
pocket 5.55e-01 1.34e+01 2.74e+00 4.53e-01 8.99e-02
500
taper land 1.52e+00 2.32e+01 6.00e+00 5.74e-01
pocket 1.46e+00 2.46e+01 4.15e+00 5.57e-01 6.36e-02
40◦/0.5
1
taper land 5.72e-03 1.41e+01 2.54e+00 2.76e-01
pocket 8.04e-03 1.04e+01 2.27e+00 2.25e-01 1.18e-01
100
taper land 5.32e-01 1.59e+01 3.65e+00 5.21e-01
pocket 5.99e-01 1.41e+01 2.92e+00 4.14e-01 9.41e-02
500
taper land 1.60e+00 2.57e+01 6.20e+00 6.00e-01
pocket 1.60e+00 2.52e+01 4.38e+00 5.24e-01 6.59e-02
40◦/0.7
1
taper land 3.50e-03 2.59e+01 2.98e+00 3.03e-01
pocket 6.83e-03 1.38e+01 2.80e+00 1.70e-01 1.00e-01
100
taper land 4.22e-01 2.44e+01 3.86e+00 5.93e-01
pocket 5.66e-01 1.73e+01 3.30e+00 3.54e-01 9.23e-02
500
taper land 1.46e+00 3.46e+01 6.33e+00 6.65e-01
pocket 1.66e+00 2.86e+01 4.77e+00 4.84e-01 7.04e-02
Table 7.1: Dimensionless load capacity W , friction coefficient f and gap parameters λh, λϕ, λ∆r for opti-
mized (maximal load capacity), cylindrically sector-shaped pads as function of the topological parameters
ϕhT , λr and the compressibility number Λ. See section 2.1.1 for the definition of all parameters and vari-
ables.
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ϕhT /λr Λ LPGF W f λh λϕ λ∆r
60◦/0.3
1
taper land 6.82e-03 1.02e+01 2.53e+00 2.71e-01
pocket 9.36e-03 7.83e+00 2.24e+00 2.34e-01 1.50e-01
100
taper land 6.05e-01 1.21e+01 3.85e+00 5.35e-01
pocket 6.59e-01 1.12e+01 2.98e+00 4.57e-01 1.16e-01
500
taper land 1.76e+00 2.02e+01 6.72e+00 6.12e-01
pocket 1.70e+00 2.11e+01 4.54e+00 5.79e-01 7.77e-02
60◦/0.5
1
taper land 5.56e-03 1.40e+01 2.79e+00 3.01e-01
pocket 9.46e-03 8.65e+00 2.55e+00 1.92e-01 1.45e-01
100
taper land 5.78e-01 1.48e+01 4.03e+00 5.82e-01
pocket 7.00e-01 1.18e+01 3.27e+00 4.01e-01 1.20e-01
500
taper land 1.79e+00 2.32e+01 6.94e+00 6.48e-01
pocket 1.88e+00 2.12e+01 4.92e+00 5.22e-01 8.32e-02
60◦/0.7
1
taper land 2.78e-03 3.02e+01 3.42e+00 2.89e-01
pocket 7.24e-03 1.23e+01 3.37e+00 1.35e-01 1.11e-01
100
taper land 3.97e-01 2.62e+01 4.29e+00 6.53e-01
pocket 6.17e-01 1.54e+01 3.84e+00 3.23e-01 1.08e-01
500
taper land 1.52e+00 3.42e+01 7.00e+00 7.21e-01
pocket 1.88e+00 2.50e+01 5.43e+00 4.73e-01 8.61e-02
Table 7.2: Continuation of table 7.1.
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Nomenclature
List of abbreviations
AFB air foil bearing
AFJB air foil journal bearing
AFTB air foil thrust bearing
FE finite element
HPGF gap function based on a high number of parameters
IR infrared
LPGF gap function based on a low number of parameters
SGB spiral groove bearing
Nomenclature
aαβ covariant metric tensor
aαβ contravariant metric tensor
adiff thermal diffusivity
ai local covariant base vectors
ai local contravariant base vectors
Apad surface of one pad
b half width of the mechanical contact between top foil and bump foil
bαβ covariant curvature tensor
bαβ mixed curvature tensor
B bending stiffness
cP isobaric specific heat capacity
cV isochoric specific heat capacity
div divergence operator
D stretching stiffness
E elastic modulus
Epad number of pads in the AFTB
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Nomenclature
f friction coefficient defined in equation (2.15)
f body force in -direction
F shell middle surface
FN normal contact force
FT friction force
Fi abbreviation for integral expressions defined in equations (1.12)
Gi abbreviation for integral expressions defined in equations (1.12)
Gt shear stiffness
h real gap function
h1 gap height at the leading edge
h2 gap height at the trailing edge
href reference gap height
hmin minimal gap height
hnom nominal gap function
hshift axial rigid body displacement of the rotor disk
hdist part of the gap function that is induced by a distortion of the rotor disk
hmis part of the gap function that is induced by misalignment
H distance of surface  from the reference plane
Hαβλµ elasticity tensor
ii base vectors of global coordinate system
k thermal conductivity
kS shear correction factor
Lb length of the bridge
Lb0 nominal length of the bridge
m slope of taper in the cartesian taper land gap function
m˙ mass flow
mαβ moment tensor
mα internal force variable defined in equation (3.8)
M torque
nαβ stress resultant tensor
nα internal force variable defined in equation (3.8)
Nu Nusselt number defined in equation (4.90)
p pressure
p0 reference pressure
pi components of the vector of external forces
p vector of external forces
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Nomenclature
P power loss
P point of shell middle surface
P ∗ point of shell continuum
Pi Legendre polynomials
Pr Prandtl number
qα transverse shear stress vector
qT,in heat flux from the lubricating air film into the top foil
qT,out heat flux from the top foil into the bump foil
q heat flux
Q objective function in the optimization
Qdisk,ch heat flux from the rotor disk to the fluid in the chamber between pads
Qgap,disk heat flux from the lubricating gap into the rotor disk
Qdisk,cool heat flux from the rotor disk to the cooling flow region
Qdisk,per heat flux from the rotor disk to the air gap at the periphery of the disk
Qgap,top heat flux from the lubricating gap into the top foil
r radial coordinate direction
riT inner top foil radius
roT outer top foil radius
riB inner radius of bump strip
roB outer radius of bump strip
riR inner radius of the rotor
roR outer radius of the rotor
rD radius of the rotor disk
rpm revolutions per minute
r position vector
R curvature of the representative shell middle surface
Rspec specific gas constant of air
Re∗ modified Reynolds number defined in equation (1.24)
ReΩ rotational Reynolds number defined in equation (4.92)
RB radius of bump
Rr radius of rounding
Rth effective thermal resistance per unit length
Reff effective thermal resistance
RTB thermal contact resistance between the top and the bump foil
RBb thermal contact resistance between the bump foil and the base plate
Rbump thermal resistance of the half bump arc
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Nomenclature
Ra,top average deviation for the top foil (surface roughness)
Ra,bump average deviation for the bump foil (surface roughness)
Ra,base average deviation for the base plate (surface roughness)
S Cauchy stress tensor
t time
t shell thickness
tT top foil thickness
tB bump foil thickness
tD rotor disk thickness
T temperature
Tm cross-film averaged temperature
Tin inlet temperature at the leading edge of the pad
T viscous stress tensor
u fluid velocity in x-direction
u vector of fluid velocity
U velocity of the disk in x-direction
U surface velocity in x-direction
v fluid velocity in y-direction
vi displacement variables for the shell middle surface
vrD radial displacement of the disk
vzD axial displacement of the disk
v3T axial displacement of the top foil
v displacement vector for the shell middle surface
V velocity of the disk in y-direction
V surface velocity in y-direction
w fluid velocity in z-direction
wα components of difference vector w accounting for rotations and shear deformations of
cross sections of the shell
w difference vector accounting for rotations and shear deformations of cross sections of
the shell
W load capacity of one pad
Wbearing load capacity of the whole bearing
W surface velocity in z-direction
W nondimensional load capacity defined in equation (2.14)
W tl,Λ=1 nondimensional load capacity of the taper land LPGF for a compressibility number of
Λ = 1
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Nomenclature
WHPGF,Λ= nondimensional load capacity of the HPGF for a compressibility number of Λ = 
Wgeneralized load capacity calculated by the generalized Reynolds equation
Waverage load capacity calculated by the cross-film averaged Reynolds equation
xland x-coordinate at which the land region ends and the taper starts
xi coordinate directions
αx misalignment angle about the x-axis
αy misalignment angle about the y-axis
δβα Kronecker symbol
 internal energy
η dynamic viscosity
γα strain variable defined in equations (3.6)
καβ strain variable defined in equations (3.6)
λ nondimensional parameters for the pad geometry defined in equations (2.8)
Λ compressibility number
µo friction coefficient between the top foil and the bump foil
µu friction coefficient between the base plate and the bump foil
ν kinematic viscosity
ν Poisson’s ratio
νCT turbulent viscosity
Ω angular velocity of the disk
φ circumferential coordinate direction
ϕ circumferential coordinate direction
ϕ1 angular extent of land region in the pad
ϕ2 tapered or stepped region in the pad
ϕhT hydrodynamically active region of the top foil
ϕTop total circumferential extent of the top foil
ϕαβ strain variable defined in equations (3.6)
ϕch angular extent of the chamber between pads
Φ dissipation function
ρ density
ρ0 reference density
θB bump angle
θB0 nominal bump angle
Θα convective coordinates
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Nomenclature
,α derivative with respect to the convective coordinate Θα
|α covariant differentiation
b variables associated with the bridges of the bump foil
base variables associated with the base plate of the AFTB
B variables associated with the bumps of the bump foil
cyl variables associated with a cylindrically sector-shaped pad and a circumferential taper
land gap function that is optimized with respect to a maximal load capacity
C variables associated with the cooling flow region at the backside of the rotor disk
D variables associated with the rotor disk
fr variables associated with the inflowing fresh air in the chamber between pads
in variables associated with the inlet surface of the pad (leading edge)
nC variables associated with the new design of a topologically optimized pad with a deep
chamber
out variables associated with the outlet surface of the pad (trailing edge)
per variables associated with the gap at the periphery of the rotor disk
r variables associated with the roundings of the bump foil
ref variables representing the characteristic size of a particular variable
Sp variables associated with the spiral groove bearing
T variables associated with the top foil
 nondimensional variables defined in equations (2.10)
 variables associated with a deformed shell
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